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Summary

.

The U.S. Department of Energy must approve a performance assessment (PA) to support the design,
construction, approval, and closure of disposal facilities for immobilized low-activity waste “(ILAW)
currently stored in underground tanks at Hanford, Washington. A critical component of the PA is to
provide quantitative estimates of radionuclide release rates from the engineered portion of the disposal
facilities. Computer simulations are essential for this purpose because impacts on groundwater resources
must be projected to periods’of 10,000 years and longer. The computer code selected for simulating the
radionuclide release rates is the Subsurface Transport Over Reactive Multiphases (STORM) simulator.
The STORM simulator solves coupled conservation equations for component mass and energy that
describe subsurface flow over aqueous and gas phas& through variably saturated geologic media. The
resulting flow fields are used to sequentially solve conservation equations for reactive aqueous phase
transpor&through variably saturated geologic media. These conservation equations for component mass,
energy, and solute mass are partial dtierential equations that mathematically describe flow and transport
.
through porous media.
The STORM simulator solves the governing-conservation equations and constitutive fimctions using
numerical techniques for nonlinear systems. The partial differential equations governing.thermal and
fluid flow processes are solved by the integral volume fiiite difference method. These governing
equations are solved simultaneously using Newton-Raphson iteration. The partial dfierential equations
governing reactive solute transport are solved using either an operator. split technique where geochemical
reactions and solute transport are solved separately, or a fully coupled technique where these equations
are solved simultaneously.
The STORM simulator is written in the FORTRAN 77 language, following American National
Standards Institute (ANS,~ standards. The simulator utilizes a vtiable source code configuration that
allows tailoring of the execution memory and speed to the specific problem by editing text parameter files
and recompiling the code. Execution of the STORM simulator is controlled through a text input file.
This input file uses a structured format of associated groups of input data. Input data files and results are
also presented for model verification &d example simulations. Appendix A to this report presents
‘
examples of the STORM Version 2 input data format for each of the groups.
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STORM
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T
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not applicable
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Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
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1.0 Introduction
The Hanford Site, in southeastern Washington State, has been used extensively to produce nuclear
materials for the U.S. strategic defense arsenal by the Department of Energy (DOE) and its predecessors,
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration. A
large inventory of radioactive and mixed waste has accumulated in 177 buried single- and double shell
tanks. Liquid waste recovered from the tanks will be’pretreated to separate the low-activity fraction from
the high-level and transuranic wastes’(Ecology 1996). Vitrification is the leading option for
immobilization of these wastes, expected to produce approximately 550,000 metric tons of Low Activity
Waste (LAW) glass. This total tonnage, based on nominal NazO oxide loading of 20 percent by weight,
is destined for disposal in a near-surface facility.
Before disposal of the immobilized waste can proc@ the DOE must approve a performance
assessment, a document that describes the impacts, if any, of the disposal facility on public health and
environmental resources. Results from a recent performance assessment are in a study published 2 years
ago (Mann et al. 1998). A major conclusion from this study is that release rates of radionuclides from the
glass waste form by reaction with water determines the impacts of the disposal action more than any other
independent parameters. Consequently, a sound scientific basis for determining the long-term release
rates of radionuclides from these glasses must be developed before this disposal action is accepted by
regulatory agencies, stakeholders, and the public.
The rate of glass corrosion depends on temperature and the chemical composition of the water
contacting it. Because glass dissolution itself changes the pH and solution composition, water percolating
through a disposal system has neither a constant nor a uniform composition. Consequently, the glass
corrosion rate in the disposal system also varies as a function of time and space. Over the last several
years, DOE has supported the development of a numerical simulator at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL). This simulator can compute time and spatial variations in the chemical environment
of unsaturated disposal systems in response to the corrosion of waste forms as well as other physical and
chemical processes (McGrail and Bacon 1998). This report describes the latest accomplishments in the
development of this computational tool., Subsurface Transport Over Reactive Multiphases (STORM),
Version 2, a general, coupled non-isothermal multiphase flow and reactive transport simulator. It was
developed by coupling STOMP, a non-isothermal multiphase flow simulator (White and Oostrom 1996),
with AREST-CT Version 1.1, a reactive transpoxt and porous medium alteration simulator (Chen et al.
1995; Chen et al. 1997). The general approach was coupling the two codes by making major .
modifications to AREST-CT subroutines, and modifying STOMP routines as little as possible.
The underlying mathematics in STORM is contained in a set of couple& nonlinear, partial differential
equations. They describe the rate of change of the solute concentrations of pore water in a variably
saturated, non-isothermal porous medium, and the alteration of waste forms, packaging materials,
backtlll, and host rocks. The detailed mathematics is discussed elsewhere (Chen et al. 1996; White and
Oostrom 1996). The following topics are included.

1.1

O kinetic dissolution of waste forms
o kinetic dissolution of host rocks
o kinetic precipitation and dissolution of secondary phases
o aqueous equilibrium speciation
o
gin-aqueous equilibria
o r~ox
o
o

reactions

two-phase flow (water and air)
dynamic hydraulic properties
Other physical and chemical features of the code are:

o 1-D (vertical Z-axis) or 2-D (X-Z Plane) solution domains
o general interface to take user specified chemistry and hydraulic properties
o non-isothermal multiphase flow and chemistry
o ionic stren=g.hcorrection according to modified Bdot equation
o spatially varying distribution of minerals in solid phase
o effective
reaction surface varies with dissolution and precipitation of solids
The primary output of STORM, as a function of time and space, consists of the following
O concentrations of aqueous species
O concentrations of gaseous species
o release flux of aqueous species and chemical components
o pH and Eh changes
~ radii, surface areas, and volume fractions of solids ‘
o dissolutiotiprecipitation rates of solids
a productioticonsumption rates of aqueous species, including water
IDtemperature
o porosity and permeability changes
Q aqueous phase saturations, velocities
* gas phase saturations, velocities

1.2

2.0 Governing Equations

“

2.1 Multiphase Flow and Heat Transfer
In broad terms, the STORM simulator solves coupled conservation equations for component mass
and energy that describe subsurface flow over multiple phases through variably saturated geologic media.
The resulting flow fields are used to sequentially solve conservation e@ations for reactive aqueous phase
transport through variably saturated geologic me& These conservation equations for component mass,
energy, and solute mass are partial dtierential equations. They mathematically describe flow and
transport through porous media and are collectively entitled the governing equations. The STORM
simulator has capabilities for modeling subsurface flow over two distinct phases: aqueous and gas. The
aqueous phase primarily comprises liquid water with small quantities of dissolved air. The gas phase
comprises variable amounts of air and water vapor.
It is possible to compile three modes of STORM: STORM1 (unsaturated flow), STORM2 (2-phase
flow), and STORM3 (2-phase flow and heat transfer). STORM1 provides the fastest execution time if
neither gas-phase flow or heat transfer is a major consideration.
2.1.1

Water Mass Conservation

Equation

The water mass conservation equation, shown,in Equation (2.1), equates the time rate of change of
water mass within a control volume with the flux of water mass crossing the control volume surface. Jn
the STORM simulator, water exists in the diffusive pore space as liquid water in the aqueous phase and as
water vapor in the gas phase. Phase partitioning of water mass is computed assuming equilibrium
conditions, implying the time scale for establishing thermodynamic equilibrium is signiilcantly shorter
than for component transport. Water transport occurs by advection through the aqueous and gas phases
and also by dhYusiondispersion through the gas phase. Following the low volubility assumption for
dissolved air in the aqueous phase, air dfisiondkpersion
through the ~ueous ph~e is neglected. Flow
of fluid phases is computed from Darcy’s law. Transport of phase components is computed from
Fick’s law”.
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diffusive porosity
mole fraction of component j in phase y
phase density for phase y, kg m-3
phase saturation for phase y
advective flux of component j in phase ‘y,kg m-2s-l
mass source rate of component j, kg m-3s-l
diffusivedispersive flux of component j for phase y, kg m-2s-]
intrinsic permeability tensor, m2
fluid relative permeability of phase y
pressure of phase ‘y,Pa
unit gravitational direction vector
acceleration of gravity, m S-2
kinematic viscosity of phase y, Pas
phase tortuosity for phase y
molecular weight of phase y, kg mol-l
diffusion coei%cient of component j for phase y, m2 s-l
mole fraction of component j in phase y
air component
water component
gas phase
aqueous phase
time, s
2.1.2

Air Mass Conservation

Equation

In a similar manner to the water mass conservation equation, the air mass conservation equation,
shown in Equation (2.4), equates the time rate of change of the air mass within a control volume with the
flux of air mass crossing the control volume surface. In the STORM simulator, air exists in the diffusive
pore space as a component of the gas phase and is dissolved in the aqueous phase. Phase partitioning of
air mass is computed assuming equilibrium conditions: this assumption implies the time scale for
thermodynamic equilibrium in geologic media is significantly shorter than that for component transport.
Air transport occurs by advection and diffusion dispersion. through the aqueous and gas phases. Flow of
fluid phases is computed from Darcy’s law. Transport of phase components is computed from
Fick’s law.
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(2.4)

where

F; =–

@JpYkfYk
4,

vpy+py-g

zg)fory=~jg

(2.5)

(

(2.6)

2.1.3

Energy

Conservation

Equation

The ener~ conservation equation, shown in Equation (2.7), equates the time rate of change of energy.
within a control volume with the flux of energy crossing the control volume surface. In the STORM
simulator, thermal energy is partition~ accordin~to thermal equilibrium conditions, among the fluid and
solid phases. The thermal capacitance of unconnected pore space, represented by the difference between
the total and diffusive porosity, is computed as it is filled with liquid water. Heat transfer occurs by
advection of phase mass, diffusion of component mass, and thermal diffusion through the fluid and solid
phases. Heat transfer by hydraulic dispersion of flowing fluid phases is neglected. Enhanced vapor
transport is incorporated through enhancement factors for component diffusion through the gas phase.
Energy associated with component mass sources is included as internal heat generation sources.
Reference states for enthalpy and internal energy are component dependent. Latent heat transport is
considered through vapor transport using the gas phase and equilibrium thermodynamics.
.
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where the Darcy velocity is given by
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(2.8)

and the diffusive flux by

(2.9)

where

~

=

total porosity

hj

=

enthalpy of component j, J kg-l

$.

k,

enthalpy of phase y, J kg-]
=

equivalent thermal conductivity tensor, W m-l K-I
temperature, K

T=

thermal energy source, W

Q=
~.

kinematic viscosity of phase y, Pas
internal energy of phase y, J kg-l

PY=

2.2 Solute Transport
2.2.1

Solute Mass Conservation

Equation

The solute mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (2.10), equates the time rate for change of
solute mass within a control volume with the flux of solute mass crossing the control volume surface.
The solute mass conservation equation is solved when an Operator Split solution scheme is used. In the
STORM simulator, solute mass is partitioned. among the fluid and solid phases assuming thermodynamic
and geochernical equilibrium conditions. This assumption implies the time scales for thermodynamic and
geochemical equilibrium are short compared against those for solute transport. For geologic medi% this
assumption is generally appropriate. Solute transport occurs by advection and diffusion-dispersion
through the aqueous phase and gas phase. Radioactive chain decay of solutes is computed using firstorder decay kinetics. Solute mass conservation equations are solved sequentially with progeny solutes
preceding p~ent solutes. Progeny solute production rates are computed from parent decay rates and
chain decay fractions with

~=-

~

(v’[c,,,])+~c-~cc+ ~

y=l,g

(v[(~,
S,W$+S,%DW)VC,]) (2.10)

y=l,g
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where

2.2.2

C =
CT =

mass of solute per unit volume of porous medi~ m-3
mass of solute per unit volume of either liquid or gas, m-3

~;

solute diffusion coefficient for,phase y, m2 s-l

.

DW =

hydraulic dispersion tensor for phase y, m2 S-l

rnc =
kc =

solute source rate, S-l
solute decay rate constant, s-!

Aqueous Species Mass Conservation Equation

The aqueous species mass conservation equation is written as follows

(2.11)

where C: is the concentration of species i in the aqueous phase (denoted by 1 ) in mol kg-*, 1# is the
solute flux of species i in the aqueous phase, $’ is the source/sink term of species i due to chemical
reactions in mol m-3S-l. The aqueous species mass conservation equation is solved when a Fully Coupled
solution scheme is used.
If it is assumed that the phenomenon of hydrodynamic dispersion can be represented by a Fickian
type law, then the total solute flux due to advection, dispersion, and difl%sion is given by

F?= hp~st (C-V
, e -D(S4).VCi)

.

(2.12)

where D is the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor of species i in the aqueous phase, m2 S-l.
The flow fields resulting from the air, water, and energy conservation equations are coupled with the
solute mass conservation equations ti.a transient changes in water saturation and average linear pore water
velocity. This velocity is related to the Darcy velocity by

(2.13)
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2.2.3

Coupled Aqueous and Gaseous Species Mass Conservation

Equation

The mass conservation law for a particular species can be written as the sum of transport in the gas
and aqueous phases:

(2.14)

where FI-sis the total flux of species i in both the gas and aqueous phases.
The total flux due to advection, dispersion, and diffusion in both the aqueous and gas phases is given
by

F+
1 = @g

( Vg C$
, –D: “VC<)+@@~ (VtC: –D; -V@)

(2.15)

where V~ is the pore-gas velocity and D: is the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor for species i in the gas
phase. The coupled aqueous and gaseous species mass conservation equation is solved when a
Fully Coupled solution scheme is used.
Assuming equilibrium between the gaseous phase and aqueous phase, the concentration of the
dksolved gas component in the aqueous phase can be expressed as a linear function of the concentration
(or mole fraction or partial pressure) of that component in the gaseous phase through Henry’s constant

C: = KHp~ = KHC~

where C:

(2.16)

= aqueous phase concentration of the dissolved gas component

Pg

= partial pressure of the component in the gas phase

q

.

KH

= Henry’s law constants expressed as a function of pmial pressure

KH

= Henry’s law constants expressed as a function of mole fraction

gas phase concentration of the component

Substituting (2.15) and (2.16) into (2. 14) gives the mass conservation law in terms of the aqueous
phase concentration of each species.

2.6

(2.17)

.

A series of transformations are applied to Equation (2.17) to eliminate terms associated with
equilibrium chemical reactions. Each aqueous species is defined as a reactive species, a non-reactive
species, or an equilibrium species. Because of the transformations appli@ equilibrium species must be
transported at the same rate as the linearly related reactive species. A different Henry’s Law constant and
dispersion coefilcient is allowed only for each reactive aqueous species mat is in equilibrium with a gas
..
species.

2.3

Geochemical Reactions

~

A chemical reaction generally can be written as
N=

‘mjBm + ~vij~”

= 0

(2.18)

i=l

where

Bm = solid m
Ai = aqueous species i
VU = stoichiometric coefficient of aqueous species i in reaction j (negative for reactants,

positive for products)
v mj = stoichiometric coefficient of solid m in reaction j (negative for dissolution, positive for
precipitation, zero for pure aqueous reaction)
If the rate of the reaction in unit bulk volume is shown as Wj (in general a nonlinear function of the
aqueous species concentrations), the rate of aqueous species i in that reaction is VVW”. (This nonlinear
fi.uiction is defined in Section 2.3.2.) The source/sink term due to reactions in Equation (2.14) is then

(2.19)

where N, is the number of reactions.

;,

,.
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2S.1

Equilibrium

and Kinetic Reactions

Geochemiczd models usually assume some reactions to be in equilibrium. This assumption is often
justified for some reactions, especially those involving only aqueous species. However, solid
dissolution/precipitation reactions can be quite slow and should be treated as kinetic. Furthermore, the
equilibrium approach cannot capture some metastable solid phases, such as amorphous solids, that in
many cases are intermediate products of reaction. For this reason, STORM has been designed to treat
both equilibrium and kinetic reactions separately. To this end the source/sink term is split, due to
chemical reactions, into equilibrium and kinetic parts.

(2.20)

where

W,: = the rate of equilibrium reaction j (mol m-3S-l)

w; = the rate of kinetic reaction j (mol m-3S-l)
N. = the number of equilibrium reactions
N~ = the number of kinetic reactions
iv,

=ive+lv~.

Equilibrium reactions are by no means zero-rate reactions. In fact, equilibrium reactions have high
reaction rates and reach equilibrium quickly when transpo~ other reactions, or changes in
physic&chemical conditions disturb it. Specifically, if the rate of a reaction is much greater than the
characteristic time of the problem being solved, it should be classified as equilibrium, otherwise it should
be classified as kinetic.
2.3.2

Rate Law of Kinetic Reactions

For any kinetic reaction, assuming its rate law is of the mass-action type, two equivalent ways can
define the reaction rate: one is to use the forward rate and backward ratq the other is to use the-forward
rate and the equilibrium constant. In STORM, the latter approach is used. Thus,

~
‘j=

42( j)kj

~

[

VG<O

2.8
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I/fj

(~ici );
Vu>o

(l’ici ) ‘j – n

‘~q

(2.21)

where

A~O)= a factor that for aqueous reactions equals 1, and for surface-limited reactions it equals
the effective reaction area in unit bulk volume
kj = the rate constant of reactionj
K;q = the equilibrium constant of reactionj
y.

the activity coefilcient of species i
the
factor of the reaction order
$=
Wj = generally a nonlinear function of concentrations of aqueous species
Several formulas, such as the Davies equation (Davies 1962), the Bdot equation (Helgeson 1969),
and Phzer’s model (Pitzer 1973), can be used to calculate activity coefficients. The Bdot equation, with
modifications for neutral species (Wolery 1992), is computationally economic and stable for problems of
moderately high salinity. Although I?itzer’smodel can handle high ionic strength, the lack of constants
for all but a few aqueous species limits its applicability. Thus, the Bdot equation is used to calculate
activity coefficients in STORM.
2.3.3

Solid Reactions

.

In the subsurface, chemical reactions change not only the concentration of solutes but also the
properties of the porous media. Changes in the volume fi-actionand surface area of solids, porosity and
permeability result in changes in the fluid flow field solute transpoz and chemical reactions.
Interactions may take place through several paths and in some cases be very strong. Ignoring the
interactions will not only decrease the accuracy of the simulations but in many cases, also will yield even
qualitatively incorrect predictions. To fully account for the interactions between the fluid phases and the
porous medi% it is necessary to consider dynamic changes in the properties of porous media as a result of
mass redistribution from chemical ”reactions. The first step is to introduce variables that describe porous
media texture.
STORM uses two primary variables to describe a mineral: the volume fraction V. and one or more
sizes of variables (depending on the shape of the mineral grains). The volume fractions of minerals and
the porosity of the porous medium obey the relation

(2.22)

From the volume fraction and size variables, the number density nm (number of grains of mineral m
in unit bulk volume of porous media) is derived and the specific surface area Am (surface area of mineral
m in unit bulk volume of porous media) is determined when the shape of the grains is specified. For
spherical grains, the size variable is the radius Rm, so that

2.9

(2.23)

and

Am =4zR~nm

(2.24]

By assuming that a dissolution/precipitation reaction is a surface-limited kinetic reaction, observing
the rate law of Equation (2.21), the change rate of the volume fraction is
avm

—=
at

4zR:~

ilR~
—
at

(2.25)

For general cases of more than one dissolution/precipitation reaction occurring for one mineral, the
rate of change of the mineral radius is

(2.26)

where pm is the molar density of mineral m (mol m-3),and the summation is over all kinetic reactions
pertaining to mineral m.
Substituting Equation (2.24) into Equation (2.21) gives

(2.27)

that serves as abridge between the aqueous phase and solid phases so that the whole system is massconservative.

2.4 Coupling Between Fluid Flow and Geochemical Reactions
2.4.1

Porosity Changes Coupled with Multiphase Flow

Porosity changes due to mineral dissolution and precipitation could have a significant effect on the
flow regime surrounding the disposal facility. Therefore, porosity changes, calculated by the STORM
texture solver, are coupled with the multiphase flow solver. Dissolution and precipitation reactions can
change the volume fractions of solids as a function of time, thus changing the porosity as described in

2.10

Section 2.3.3. Furthermore, intrinsic permeability varies as a function of porosity. Two options for
modeling this relationship are available in STORM. One option is the Fair and Hatch (1933) formul~
developed from dimensional considerations and verified experimentally,

(2.28)

where

intrinsic permeability in cm2
packing factor, found experimentally to be about 5
sand shape factor, varying from 6.0 for spherical grains to 7.7 for angular ones
percentage of sand held between adjacent sieves
geometric mean diameter of adjacent sieves

k =

P =
a=
Pm =
d. =

The second option is the Kozeny-Crumen equation that was obtained from a theoretical derivation of
Darcy’s law and includes numerical coefficients that must be determined empirically,

&

(2.29)

‘=co(l-h)%:’
where

Ms =
C* =

specific surface area of the porous matrix (defined per unit volume of solid)
coefficient for which Camnan (1937) suggested the value of 1/5

This modification was tested on a 3-node problem to ensure that water mass was being conserved as
porosity varied during glass dissolution.
2.4.2

Water Consumption

in Chemical Reactions Coupled with Multiphase

Flow

Consumption of water varied during dissolution of waste glass, such as the following hydrolysis
reaction for LD6-5412 glass:

Glass + 0.50H0.154Al(0H)3(q)

+().45H20

= 0.0202~

+0.094BO;

+0.4208Na+0.046Ca2~

+0.2712HSiO;

+0.3348H2SiO;-

,,

-

+
+
(2.30)

2.2795x10-8 SeO~- +1.6172x10% ’cO~- +3.8318x10+10~ +
2.7213x10-5 U(OH)A(W)+1.9265x10-9 Pu(OH)~ + 2.7251x10-9Np02(OH)(w1

The consumption/production of water during precipitation of hydrated minerals maybe large enough
to affect unsaturated flow in the region of the waste repository. The STORM code couples unsaturated
,,
.’
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flow with water productiordconsumption by chemical reactions through the mass source rate of water in
Equation (2.1).

rnw
=fV~j

(2.31)

Wj/Q

j=l

where N, is the total number of reactions, VW.
is the stoichiometric coefficient of water in reaction j, Wjis
the rate of reaction per unit bulk volume, given by Equation (2.21), and !2 is the number of moles of
solvent water comprising a mass of 1 kg(!2=55.51 ). The water source/sink term due to reactions is added
to any other water source/sinks specified in the STORM input file.
2.4.3

Gas

Consumption

in Chemical Reactions Coupled with Multiphase

Flow

Consumption of gaseous species, particularly oxygen, may occur at large enough rates to affect the
flow of air in the vadose zone. The STORM code couples unsaturated flow with gas
production/consumption by chemical reactions through the mass source rate of air in Equation (2.4).
N,

ha = ~V@WjMj
j=l

(2.32)

where N, is the total number of reactions, Va-is the stoichiometric coefilcient of the gaseous species in
reaction j, Wj is the rate of reaction per unit bulk volume, and Mj is the molecular weight of the gaseous
species. The gas source/sink term due to reactions is added to any other gas source/sinks specified in the
STORM input file.

2.12
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3.0 Numerical Solution Methods
3.1 Introduction
The STORM simulator solves the goveming<onservation equations and constitutive functions using
numerical techniques for nonlinear systems. This section documents the transformation of the govemingconservation equations from partial-differentkd form to algebraic fo~ algebraic expression of boundary
conditions, line&i.zation of the conservation equations and constitutive fimctions, and solution of linear
systems.
The governing-conservation equations for water, air, and energy conservation are discretized to
algebraic form following the integrated-finite-difference method of (Patankar 1980). This transformation
requires the physical domain to be spatially discretized into an orthogonal computational domain
comprised of non-overlapping volumes (nodes). Each volume can contain a maximum of two
neighboring nodes for each dimensional direction. Intrinsic properties are assumed to be uniform over the
volume domain and are defined for anode point at the geometric center of the volume. Flux quantities
are defined at the geometric center of the surfaces between node volumes and along a dmection parallel to
the surface normal. Fluxes across node surfaces between neighboring inactive nodes or adjacent to the
domain boundary are controlled through boundary conditions. Solution of the governing-conservation
equations in time requires discretization of the time domain. The method of Patankar (1980) is implicit
using backward Euler time dlfferencing. The expressions that result from discretizing the governing
equations are nonlinear algebraic equations.
The STORM simulator uses a Cartesian grid system. Coordinate directions for Cartesian systems
follow the right-hand rule from the x to y to z directions. Positive and negative directions along the x, y,
and z coordinates are referred to as East, Wes~ North, South, Top, and Bottom, respectively. The
gravitational vector can be fllgned arbitrarily with respect to the Cartesian directions.
The system of algebraic equations that include the discretized governing-conservation equations and
the constitutive functions are nonlinear. Non-linearities in the soil-moisture retention functions, relative
permeability functions, and physical properties near phase transitions are the primary contributors.
Conversion of the algebraic equations from nonlinear to linear form follows the iterative
Newton-Raphson (Kreyszig 1979) technique for multiple variables. Typically, the technique yields
quadratic convergence of the residuals, given sufilciently close estimates of the primary unknowns. Each
iteration loop requires the solution of a system of linear equations in terms of the equation residuals.
Because only orthogonal grid systems are considered, the system of linear equations has a block-banded
structure.
The governing-conservation equations are discretized following the integrated finite difference of
Patankar (1980) that is locally and globally conserving. Mass conservation equations for water and air
components are nearly identical in form and, therefore, result in similar algebraic forms. The
conservation equation for energy differs from the mass conservation equations having diffusive-

3.1

: ,,

dispersive and advective components. Discretization of combined diffusive and advective transport
requires donor-cell weighting of the transport components, yielding different algebraic forms than those
for the mass conservation equations. The conservation equation for solute transport is similar in form to
the energy conservation equation, but its discretization uses a different donor-cell weighting scheme,
resulting in a separate algebraic form.

3.2 Water and Air Mass Conservation Equation
The water and air mass conservation equations, shown in Equations (2.1) and (2.4), are discretized by
assuming a piecewise profile to express the variation in primary variables between node points and
integrating over the node volume. The accumulation terms (that is, left-hand-side terms) are integrated
over the node volume according to Equation (3.1), where the specific terms for the water and air
conservation-equations appear as shown in Equations (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Intrinsic properties for
the node volume are represented by properties at the node centroid. Source terms are similarly integrated
over the node volume according to Equation (3.4).
a
—
. [ [.y~jd~l
= $[~j~l
dt L’v
J dtL

J

forj = w,a

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

.—
Jv ~jfl— = rnJV for j = w,a
Flux terms are evaluated on the node surfaces and for the mass conservation equations comprise
advective and diffusive components. Integration of the flux terms over the node volume proceeds by first
converting the volumetric integral of flux over a control volume to a surface integral through Green’s
theorem (Kreyszig 1979) according to Equation (3.5). Discretizing the control volume surfaces into node
surfaces and defining flux directions parallel to the surface normal allows the surface integrals to be
converted to summations over all node surfaces, according to Equation (3.6). This transformation strictly
requires an orthogonal grid system for the flux directions to be aligned with the surface normals.
Nonorthogonal systems will yield mass balance errors. Darcy fluxes are discretized, in the six
coordinated directions, using upwind interracial averaging for the component mass fraction, phase

3.2

density, and relative permeability and harmonic averaging for the intrinsic permeability and phase
viscosity according to Equation (3.6). These default intqfacial averaging schemes can be altered by user
input. Diffusive fluxes are discreti
in the six coordinate directions, using harmonic averaging for the
combination of terms that comprise an effective diffusion coefficient. The user can also alter the default
interracial averaging scheme for each parameter. Geometric variables for a Cartesian coordinate system
are shown in Figure 3.1 for the X-Z coordinate plane and in Figure 3.2 for the Y-Z coordinate plane.

Figure 3.1. X-Z Coordinate Plane for’Cartesian Systems

‘s

Figure 3.2. Y-Z Coordinate Plane for Cartesian Systems
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forj= w,a
1

= volume integral

n–

J,[ la

= surfaceintegrd

x=

summation over aqueous and gas phases

y=l,g

=

x

summation over water and air components
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where ~ is the area of surface g, and where,
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g;j= w,a; and G= E, W, S,NJZT

and where ( ): represents harmonic interracial averaging at surface g, ( );

represents upwind or donor

cell interracial averaging at surface g, ( ); represents harmonic interracial averaging at surface g, and
z

is the summation over all node surfaces (West, E@ South, Notih, Top, Bottom).

g=W&S,N,T,B

3.4

The mass conservation equations are discretized in time using a fully implicit scheme according to
Equation (3.7), where the time levels are indicated with superscripts. The primary unknowns for the mass
conservation equations are intrinsic properties at node volume centroids (node grid point) for time level
t+&.

(3.7)

Converting Equation (3.7) to residual fo~ where ~’ is the residual for the mass conservation
equation of component j, yields the.expression shown in Equation (3.8).

(3.8)

3.3 Energy Conservation Equation
The energy conservation equation, shown in Equation (2.7), is discretized by assuming a piecewise
profile to express the variation in primary variables between node points and integrating over the node
volume. The thermal capacitance terms (that is, left-hand-side terms) and energy source terms are
integrated over the node volume according to Equations (3.9) and (3.10), respectively.

(3.9)

where
.

.’
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(3.10)

Thermal energy is transferred through advection and diffilsion. Spatial discretization of the advective
and diffusive thermal flux proceeds by first converting the volumetric integral of flux over a control
volume to a surface integral using Green’s theorem (Kreyszig 1979), according to Equation (3.1 1).
Surface integrals are approximated by discretizing the control volume surfaces into node surfaces and
summing the contributions to heat flux over the node surfaces, according to Equation (3.12).
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The diffusive term of Equation (3.12) is computed using a userdefmed interracial average for the
effective thermal conductivity, where the default form is harmonic averaging, according to
Equation (3.13). The advective components of Equation (3.12) are computed using upwind (donor cell)
averaging, according to Equations (3.14) and (3.15).
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(3.14)

and g= E, W, S, N,B,T
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for y=l,g

(3.15)

and ~= E, W, S, N,B,T

As with the mass conservation equations, the energy conservation equations are discretized in time
using a fully implicit scheme, according to Equation (3.16), where the time levels are indicated.with
superscripts. The primary unknowns for the energy equation are the temperatures at the node centroids
(node grid points) for time level t+ at. In residual form, Equation (3.16) appears as shown in
Equation (3.17).
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3.4 Solute Conservation Equation
The solute mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (2.10) is discretized by assuming a
piecewise profile for the solute concentration between node points and integrating over the node volume.
The advection and diffusiondispersion transport terms of the solute mass conservation equation are
combined following the power-law scheme of Patankar (1980). Integration of the accumulation, source,
and decay terms for solute mass over the node volume proceeds according to Equation (3.18).
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Solute transport fluxes are computed between node points and comprise advective and diffusivedkpersive components. Integration of the flux terms proceeds by converting volumetric integrals to
surface integrals following Green’s theorem (Kreyszig 1979), according to Equation (3.19). Surface
integrals are approximated by discretizing the control volume surfaces into node surfaces and summing
the contributions to solute transport over the node surfaces, according to Equation (3.20). The diffusivedispersive term of Equation (3.20) is computed using a user-defined interracial average where the default
scheme is harmonic averaging, according to Equation (3.21).
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and g= E, W, S, N,B,T

Solution of the solute transport equation depends on the local Peclet number that represents the ratio
of advective transport to dfisivedispersive
transport, according to Equation (3.22)
qxaxg
Pey< =,
Dc + Sy$DD&
( ‘y ‘y@D y

)

h
*

(3.22)

The power law scheme.is based on the solute concentration profile for steady conditions with no
sources or decay. For a Peclet number of zero, difhsion-dispersion transport dominates and a linear
profile of solute concentration occurs between two spatial points. For a Peclet number of one, advection
and dift%siondispersion equally contribute to solute transport. The solute concentration profile will be
skewed towards an upstream solute concentration. For large Peclet numbers, advection transport
dominates and the upstream solute concentration defines the solute concentration profile between two
spatial points. The power-law scheme closely approximates the exact solution for steady conditions
without excessive computational expense. Solute flux from combined advective and diffusive-dispersive
transport cambe expressed using the power-law scheme according to Equation (3.23).
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where

The discretized solute concentration equation can be written in two compact forms. The first form
uses the expressions of solute flux according to Equation (3.24). The second form uses a linear system
format with coefficients for the solute concentrations according to Equation (3.25).
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The solute mass conservation equation is discrebed in time using a fully implicit scheme, according
to Equation (3.26), in linear system forma~ where time levels are indicated with superscripts.
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3.4.1

Newton-Raphson

Linearization

The discretized governing equations for component mass conservation and energy conservation,
Equations (3.8) and (3.17), form a nonlinear set of algebraic equations. Nonlinear equation sets arise
from the dependence of secondary vmiables on the primary unknowns. Cross dependencies of secondary
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variables in one governing equation with the primary variable unknown in other governing equations
requires this system of nonlinear equations be solved simultaneously. A primary assumption associated
with the solute mass conservation equation is that solute concentrations are infhitely dilute. This
assumption implies that fluid properties are independent of solute concentrations, which allows the solute
conservation equations to be solved separately from the coupled flow and energy transport solutions. The
discretized governing equations for solute mass conservation, Equation (3.26), forma linear set of
algebraic equations that are solved directly following the solution of the coupled flow and energy
transport system. The nonlinear situations in the coupled flow and energy transport system of equations
are resolved through the application of the iterative Newton-Raphson technique.
The Newton-Raphson linearization technique is an iterative method for solving nonlinear algebraic
equations of the form shown in Equation (3.27), where f(x) is differentiable in x. The linearization
concept approximates f(x)

with suitable tangents. Each iteration yields anew estimate of

intersection of the tangent to the function f(x)

x as the

at the previous estimate of x and the abscissa axis,

according to Equation (3.28) in mathematical form. In this formulation, f(x)

k

considered the equation

residual. For convergent systems, the residual decreases quadratically with iteration. In multiple variable
systems, as with the coupled flow and energy transport system, the scalar function, f(x),

k

replaced

with a vector fimction R(x), according to Equation (3.29). The vector function, R(x), represents the
system of nonlinear algebraic equations produced from discretizing the conservation equations for
component mass and enerb~, Equations (3.8) and (3.17). The vector of unknowns, x, represents the set
of primary variables for the system that are determined by the operational mode and phase conditions.
Equation (3.29) can be rewritten in terms of increments to the primary variables, according to
Equation (3.30). The partial derivatives shown in Equation (3.30) form the Jacobian matrix.

f(x)=o

(3.27)

f (x)
n+l = Xn ——
f ‘(x)

(3.28)

R(x)
x n+l ‘x n ‘R,(x)

(3.29)

i3R(x)&
—
= -R(x)
&

(3.30)

x

To simplify these discussions, a one-dimensional system involving the solution of the water mass, air
mass, and energy conservation equations is considered. The system of linear equations that result from
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applying the Newton-Raphson linearization technique to this system of nonlinear algebraic equations is
shown in Equation (3.31) for a computational domain with n nodes. In Equation (3.31), each Jacobian
matrix element represents a block matrix of order three, according to Equation (3.32). Each unknown
vector element represents a vector of increments to the p“rimaryvariables of order three, according to
Equation (3.33). Each solution vector element represents a vector of equation residuals of order three,
according to Equation (3.34).
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For a 2dlmensional system involving the solution of the water mass, air mass, and energy
conservation equations, the Jacobian matrix contains two extra bands of block matrixes: one below and
one above the diagonal band. These extra bands are located one haJf-band width from the main diagonal
ban~ where the half-band width equaled the lesser of the number of nodes per row or column for a
2dimensional grid. A 3dimensional grid contains four extra bands of block matrixes, two below and
two above the diagonal band. The furthest bands are located one half-band width from the main diagonal
band, where the half-band width equaled the least number of nodes in a plane. For example, a
3dimensional Cartesian grid with 20 nodes in the X coordinate direction, 30 nodes in the Y coordinate
direction, and 40 nodes in the Z coordinate direction, has a half-band width of 600.
The Newton-Raphson scheme has two major computational components. The fwst component
involves computing the Jacobian matrix and solution vector elements; the second component involves
solving the resulting linear system of equations. During each iteration, both components are required.
The Jacobian matrix elements are essentially partial derivatives of the equation residuals with respect to
the primary variables. These partial derivatives are computed numerically as exemplified in
Equation (3.35)

(3.35)

For robustness and directness in coding, numerical evaluation of these partial derivatives was chosen over
analytical evaluation. The numerical evaluation scheme requires that the equation residuals be evaluated
with the most current values of the primary variables and with each primary variable slightly incremented.
Increments to the primary variables are critical parameters for implementing the Newton-Raphson
linearization scheme using numerical derivatives. Excessively large increments can lead to nonconvergent solutions because the tangents to the residual equations are computed incomectly. In contrast,
excessively small increments can result in changes in the equation residuals that are below the precision
Iiniit.
Each Newton-Raphson iteration procedure begins with the start of a new time step or after a
convergence failure and reduction in time step. Each iteration begins by executing logic algorithms that
determine the primary variable set from phase conditions and fix the primary variable increments. The
next step is to calculate all secondary variables with the current primary variables and with each primary
variable incremented. Following this, all flux variables are evaluated with the current primary variable
Md associated secondary variables and then repeated with the incremented primary and associated
secondary variables. Wh.h the secondary variables and fluxes evaluated, the residuals to the governing
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equations are computed using current and incremented values of the primary, secondary, and flux
variables. The current and incremented equations residuals are then used to compute the partial
derivatives that comprise the Jacobian matrix and the solution vector.
The resulting system of linear equations is then solved with either a direct or iterative linear system
solver, with the unknowns as increments to the primary variables. Converged solutions are recognized by
comparing the maximum normalized increment to the primary variables against a convergence criterion
(that is, a user-specified limit). A Newton-Raphson iteration ends by updating the primary variables with
the latest computed primary increments. If the largest normalized primary variable increment exceeds the
convergence lirni~ another iteration is executed. If the solution is convergen~ the solute transport
.
equations are solved or a new time step is initiated. Jn the case of a non-convergent solution, the time
step is reduced, the primary variables are reset to the most recent converged values, and the time step is
reinitiated.
3.4.2

Lhmar System Solvers

The system of linear equations that results from the discretization of the governing partial dfierential
equations over a particular computational domain always has a banded structure, where the number of off
diagonal bands equals the dimensions of the compu~tional domain. Elements within the Jacobian
coefficient are actually submatrixes, where the submatrix order equals the number of solved coupled
governing equations. For example, the solution of only the water conservation equation produces single
element submatrixes, whereas the simultaneous solution of the three mass conservation equations with the
energy equation yields four-by-four submatrixes. These structured Jacobkn coefficient matrixes arise
from the element sequencing scheme incorporated into the STORM simulator and the limitations on the
computational domain structures. The matrix sequencing or numbering ~gonthms are designed to
minimize the largest half-band width for a given computational domain and solution option combination.
The sequencing algorithms are designed for orthogonal grid systems that are six-surfaced in three
dimensions or four-sided in two dimensions.
Two linear equation solvers are available within the STORM simulator, a direct-banded matrix
algorithm and an iterative conjugate gradient algorithm. The banded matrix aJgorithm is generally more
appropriate for small to moderately sized Jacobian matrixes (order less than 35,000); whereas, the
conjugate gradient algorithm appears more appropriate for larger order Jacobian makxes. In general, the
banded matrix algorithm requires more memory than the conjugate gradient algorithm that uses an
efficient sparse matrix storage scheme. The banded matrix algorithm is computationally more efficient
on small to moderately sized problems; however, for larger problems the conjugate gradient algorithm is
the better performer. Both linear equation solution algorithms were obtained from publicly available
software packages.
The banded matrix solution algorithm was extracted from the LINPACK subroutines
(Dongarra et al. 1979) for general nonsyrnmetric band matrixes: The algorithm operates on band matrixes
by decomposing the matrix into an upper triangular and lower triangular matrix. The matrix product of
the lower triangular matrix times the upper triangular matrix equals the original band matrix (that is,
A =LW, where A is the band matrix, L is the lower triangular matrix and U is the upper triangular
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matrix). The system of linear equations, AQX= b, is solved with the preceding decomposition or
factorization by solving successively L(U”X)= b. This factorization procedure produces nonzero
elements outside the bands of the original band matrix. If ml equals the half-band width of the Jacobian
coefficient matrix (the STORM simulator produces band matrixes with equal lower and upper
bandwidths), the two triangular factors have bandwidths of ml and 2ml. Storage must be provided for the
extra ml diagonals. This requirement is illustrated for a ldimensional problem of five nodes and two
solved mass conservation equations. The Jacobian coefficient matrix for this problem appears as shown
in Equation (3.36). The band storage requires 3ml + 1 = 10 rows of storage arranged as shown in
Equation (3.37). The * indicates elements that are never referenced but for which storage space must be
provided. The + indicates elements that maybe occupied during the factorization process. The original
Jacobian coefficient matrix is referred to as A and its storage counterpart as a. The columns of A are
stored in the columns of a, and the diagonals of A are stored in the rows of a, so the principal ~agonal is
stored in row 2ml + 1 of a.
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The conjugate gradient solution algorithm was extracted from a package of subroutines intended for
solving large sparse linear systems by iterative methods (Oppe et al. 1988). This package of subroutines
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.

is referred to as Nonsyrnmetric Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (NSPCG) and has various acceleration
techniques and preconditioners available for solving large sparse linear systems. The algorithms available
from the NSPCG package are the Incomplete Cholesky (IC) preconditioned and the Generalized Minimal
Residual Method (GMRES) accelerator. Preconditioners compute a splitting matrix Q so the
preconditioned system of linear equations, Q-lAx = Q-lb, is better conditioned than the original system,
A-x = b. The splitting matrix for the IC preconditioned is an incomplete LU decomposition of the
Jacobian matrix A. The form of the splitting matrix is Q= (D–S)D:l(D–T),

where D is a diagonal

matrix containing the factorization pivots, S is a lower triangukw matrix, and T is an upper triangular
matrix. It is necessary to store both S and T because the Jacobian coefficient matrix A is nonsymmetrical.
The NSPCG package allows several modes of storage for the Jacobian coefficient matrix. The
storage mode selected for the STORM simulator represents the Jacobian coefficient matrix with two
rectangular arrays, one re# and one integer. Both arrays are dimensioned n by m, where n equals the
number of unknowns and m equals seven times the number of solved coupled governing equations. Each
row in the real coefficient matrix C contains the nonzero values of the corresponding row in the Jacobian
coefficient matrix A, the corresponding row in the integer coefilcient matrix J contains the column
indexes. The Jacobian matrix, shown in Equation (3.36), is expressed as the real and integer matrixes
shown in Equations (3.38) and (3.39), respectively. Although this storage format requires two coefficient
matrixes, the storage requirements for kuge sparse systems (such as those for large multidimensional
problems) are greatly reduced over those for the banded matrix solution scheme.
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(3.38)

123400
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J=
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(3.39)

345678
567891C
567891C
7891000
7891000

Geochemical ReactioIIs

3.5

Combining Equation (2.17) and Equation (2.20) yields the solute mass conservation equation
including geochemical reactions

(3.40)

In matrix form, Equation (3.40) can be written as

(3.41)

where
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where N$ is the number of species, Ne is the number of equilibrium reactions, and N~ is the number of
kinetic reactions.
3.5.1

Linear Transformation

of the Reaction-Transport

Equation

Ortoleva et al. (1987) pointed out that a subsurface system usually contains reactions of different time
scales, and, therefore, “straightforward numerical solution of the solute equations is impractical.” To
remedy the stiffness of Equation (3.41), a rnodflcation is needed to the equation that separates reactions
with different time scales. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, geochemical models usually assume some
reactions with a short time scale are equilibrium reactions, while assuming others are kinetic reactions. In
most cases, separating reactions with different time scales is separating equilibrium reactions horn kinetic
reactions.
One approach to performing such separations is based on a canonical representation of reactions
(Kirkner and Reeves 1988; Lichtner 1985; Reed 1982 Sevougian et al. 1993; Steefel and LaSaga 1994
Yeh and Tnpathi 1991). That approach arbitrarily assigns one subset of species as the primary species (or
base species) and the others as the secondary species. Reactions are written in canonical form, that is,
each reaction involves only one secondary species, but requires several primary species (Lichtner 1985).
Consequently, the rate of production/destruction of primary species, due to reversible reactions, is
expressed as the weighted summary of secondary species with the number of moles of primary species in
the secondary species as the weight. Adding the mass conservation equation of secondary species with
that of the primary species leads to a mass conservation equation that does not contain a source/sink term
of reversible reactions. It not only separates equilibrium reactions from kinetic ones, but it also reduces
the number of nonlinear partial dfierential equations (l?DE) from N. to N. – N=.
From the perspective of linear algeb~ the canonical representation approach is equivalent to a linear
transformation on aqueous species. The original variables-species concentrations are transformed to total
concentrations of chemical components, a line= combination of relevant species. This generalization has
led toward a more general approach to separating equilibrium flom kinetic reactions.
3.5.2

Q-R Decomposition

Look at the reaction matrix N. Assume its columns are linearly independent (that is, the reactions
are linearly independent) with the dimension of N~x Nr. The reactions are arranged so the first N=
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columns represent equilibrium reactions and the rest are kinetic reactions. The independent assumption
guarantees N, < N~. Matrix algebra states that N can be decomposed to

= -[1
‘N,xN,

(3.42)

QN=XNr

‘N,xNr

‘N,x(N$-N,)

(Golub and Van Loan 1983) where Q is an orthogonal matrix:

(3.43)
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‘NR,NR

Multiplying Equation (3.41) by Q~ gives

$[4w%
(Sg@il

+st)QT~]

(3.45)

‘QT~(~)+Rw

Denote

QTC= ~ =

(Xi>-.>j$Ne
,XN,+I YvXN=+N,

,XNe+IVk+l*..., XN=

)T

(3.46)

and recognize that each xi is a linear combination of (Ci ). Following the notes from the canonical
representation approach (Lichtner 1985), x is called the general component. However, Z, does not bear
the straightforward physical meaning as the chemical components do.
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Also denote

RW = B = (1.$,..., flNe,pNe+I >-.,bNe+Nk

T

(3.47)

)

and

(3.48)
Note the last N~ components of ~ contain only the source terms of kinetic reactions.
Now Equation (3.45) can be written in three groups with different source terms. Group I,
T
( X~,...,XNc) , contains source terms of equilibrium and kinetic reactions:
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(3.49)

XN, )T,

-

(3.50)

non-reactive general components,

does not contain the source terms of either type of reactions>

Because Equation (3.49) contains source terms of equilibrium reactions, it is still difficult to directly solve
Equations (3.49) through (3.51) together. However, because of the equilibrium assumption made for the
N. reactions Equation (3.49) is disregarded and replaced with the N. equilibrium conditions

fi(’l’ici)v”
i=l

=Kjq, j=l 9...9N e
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(3.52)

Equations (3.50) through (3.52) are the working equations. They contain N. unknowns and N.
equations; thus, this system of equations is closed.
Note the working equations contain only N~ nonlinear PDE plus N. algebra equations and N. – N,
linear PDE. Compared with the canonical representation approach that yields N. – N. nonlinear PDE,
this approach yields N~ – Ne – N~ fewer nonlinear PDE. At the extreme case where N~ = Ne + N~,
those two approaches yield the same number of nonlinear PDE. Reducing the number of nonlinear PDE
can save computing time. The real saving depends on the ratio of N~ and N,. Observations indicate a
speed-up factor of 1.5-3.
Unlike the canonical representation approach, the Q-R decomposition approach does not bear the
concepts of primary species and secondary species. Thus, it does not impose the constraint of the
canonical form on reactions. Eliminating this constraint frees the user from the trivial, but timeconsuming, work of writing every reaction in canonical forms. The user has more time to consider
whether or not the chemical model is physically relevant.
35.3

Finite Difference Discretization

Equations (3.50) and (3.51) are discretized using the control-volume finite difference method on a
rectangular 2-D domain (Strikwerda 1989). For notational convenience in the discretization procedure,
the subscript i is no longer used to denote different equations. Rather, as by convention, the subscript is
used to denote grid poin~ and superscript denotes different time slices. Equation (3.50) can be discretized
to
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+p[

where. A is a time-weighting paramete~ when 2=1, it is a fully implicit scheme, A = 0.5 is the
Crank-Nicolson schem~ 1 = O,is an explicit scheme. An upwinding scheme is used; thus,

j+ 1, when V4Y>0

i+l, when V&>O

‘{

i=

i,

when V& e O ‘

andj’ =
{ j?

when VtY<0

Equation (3.51) can be discretized in the same manner. The only difference is that Equation (3.51) does
not contain the ~ term.
The main argument against upwinding is the associated numerical diffusion that smears reaction
fronts. However, upwinding has the advantage of being less prone to numerical oscillation. As noted by
(Yeh et al. 1993), “one scheme resolving the problems of numerical oscillation tends to yield excessive
numerical spreading, whereas the other scheme resolving the problems of numerical spreading tends to
create severe numerical oscillation.”
3.5.4

Fully coupled Algorithm

Equation (3.53) is a nonline~ equation that can be solved by Newton-Raphson iteration that first
converts Equation (3.53) to a linear equation (Press et al. 1986)

A8k =b

(3.54)

where A is the global Jacobim matrix, $k is a correction on the previous solution ~k, and b is the
constant term. After solving Equation (3.54), corrections are made on ~k:

-k+l
x
=zk-~k

The new solution ~k+l gives new values of A and b that in turn yield #+2...
continued until the solution meets convergence criteria.
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(3.55)

and the iteration is

1

The precedhg algorithm solves the transport and reaction parts in one step.” Such an algorithm is
referred to as Fully Coupled, although other researchers have given it different names, such as one-step
(IWmgold and Tsang 1991), DAE (Yeh and Tripathi 1989), and global implicit (Steefel and LaSaga 1994).
As stated by Yeh and Tripathi (1989), the difficulty of implementing a Fully Cohpled algorithm is in
the huge size of the global Jacobian matrix A. In their 2dimensional example with 60 x 50 grids and
30 species, the global Jacobian matrix A has 90,000x 90,000= 8,100,000,000 entries.. Assuming each
entry uses 32 bits (double precision), the matrix requires 2025 MB of memory. It is impractical to store
such a large matrix in most computers, and even matrix compression techniques cannot help much.
However, the difficulty of storing A does not necessarily mean it is impractical to solve the equation.
Many numerical algorithms used to solve Equation (3.54), for example, iteration schemes (Golub and
Van Loan 1983), do not need to generate and store the global Jacobian matrix A in one piece.
Generally, in iteration algorithms, A is divided into many submatrixes, so that during the iteration
procedure, only one of these submatrixes is needed. A natural way is to divide A into submatrixes with
each submatrix containing the information of one node. The size of the submatrixes is N~x N~. During
the iteration, it is necessary only to solve a much smaller linear equation:

‘

Ai,i& = bi _ ~Ai,j$j

(3.56)

i*j

where Ai,i is the i th submatrix in diagonal, while Ai,j is ~ offdiagonal submatrix.
This way of dividing A allows the solution of the problem on the entire domain, node by node. Two
classical ways are known to iterate the node=by-node scheme: one is the Jacobi iteratiom, the other is the
Gauss-Seidel iteration (Press et al. 1986). The difference between the Jacobi and the Gauss-Seidel
iterations is the latter utilizes the latest updated results of iteration, but the former does not. That
difference gives the Gauss-Seidel iteration a factor of two in speed over the Jacobi iteration (Press et al.
1986). Therefore, Gauss-Seidel iteration is always preferred, and the Jacobi iteration is of little value in
practice.
Equation (3.56) involves a fully coupled solute transport and geochemical reactions, solved on a
node-by-node basis using Gauss-Seidel iteration. This algorithm is hereafter referred to as the Fully
Coupled algorithm. The size of the Jacobian matrix involved in the Fully Coupled algorithm is only
N~ x N~. Even a system with 100 species can be handled easily by most computers. Moreover, the size
of the matrix is independent of the number of nodes an~ thus, independent of the dimensions of
problems. The algorithm is applicable to 1-,2-, or 3d1mensional domains. Although the Fully Coupled
algorithm bears the inherent disadvantage of slow convergence from”Gauss-Seidel, it does not require
large memory that otherwise prevents the problem from solution. Experience shows that combined with a
flexible time-step control scheme, the algorithm can solve various practical problems.
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3.5.5

Operator Split Algorithm

As an alternative to the Fully Coupled algorithm, an Operator Split algorithm to solve the reactiontransport equations is available in STORM. As its name suggests, the Operator Split algorithm splits the
reaction-transport PDE into two parts. One is the transport part that is a linear PDE, the other is the
chemical reaction part that is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE). The algorithm then solves
them separately and sequentially (Marigold and Tsang 1991). It has been proved the Operator Split
algorithm has an inherent mass conservation error (Valocchi and Malmstead 1992). Although a
remediation scheme has been proposed by these authors to address that problem, the scheme works only
when the boundary condition is homogeneous(Barry et al. 1996). Otherwise, it can introduce an even
larger error. Another remedial method is to iterate the two steps until they converge (Yeh and Tnpathi
1991). This latter approach is implemented in STORM.
In the Operator Split algorithm, by splitting the transport part from the reaction pr@ the solute

transport mass conservation equation is decoupled and, thus, can be solved separately. In STORM, when
using the Operator Split algorithm, the solute transport mass conservation equation is solved as described
in Section 3.4. The advantage is that each discretized PDE is a linear equation where the dimension of
the coel%cient matrix, b, is equal to the number of nodes squared. Therefore, b is (NS)2times smaller
than the global matrix A. For the preceding example, it is 9,000,000. Combined with matrix
compression techniques, the matrix can be stored in workstations with moderate memory. Because b can
be generated and stored at once, more sophisticated techniques of solving linear equations (such as
conjugate gradient or preconditioning conjugate gradient methods) can be used to accelerate convergence.
The second step of Operator Split algorithm is to solve the nonlinear ODE at each node to obtain
reaction rates for each species. This step is similar to the Fully Coupled algorithm. However, unlike the
Fully Coupled algorithm where the latest updated results of neighboring nodes are used, the
Operator Split algorithm cannot use them because the latest updated results of neighboring nodes cannot
propagate to the current node until the next iteration between the first step and the second step. The
solution of the geochemical reaction rates, while using the Operator Split algorithm, then effectively uses
Jacobi iteration. Therefore, as described in Section 3.5.4, its convergence speed is only half that of the
Fully Coupled algorithm.
Although the Operator Split algorithm is slower than the Fully Coupled algorithm, it is well known
that contaminant transport simulators based on single-point upstream-weighting for solution of the
conservation equations (Section 3.5.3) suffer from a grid size dependent artificial diffusion that smears
otherwise sharp fronts. To enable STORM to better manage advectiondominated problems, such as
simulating the Pressurized Unsaturated Flow (PUF) experiments, a Total Variation Diminishing (TVD)
transport scheme has been implemented in conjunction with the Operator Split algorithm.
A flux-limited third-order scheme is applied to the advectivediffusion equations in STORM,
following a method that is shown to exhibit close agreement with analytical solutions (Gupta et al. 1991).
The difference scheme for the conservation equation is illustrated for Idimensional, strictly advective
flow with constant grid size. This arrangement results in a strictly hyperbolic conservation equation
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where c is the concentration of the aqueous species, t is time, x is dismce, and u is the velocity (taken to
be a positive constant). Integrating over mesh cell i and time step interval [wn+l] yields
n+l
Ci – Cl?

Z“+I12

—u?”-l/2

so

(3.58)

At=Ax

where u~+l,2 represents the time averaged flux through the right edge of the ith mesh cell. The principal
problem in the formulation of difference schemes lies in the evaluation of these time-averaged fluxes.
The finitedifference approximation may be generalized as

/

where %is the Courant number and Fi is the concentration gradient of the upwind cell. For Fi = O,
Equation (3.59) reduces to single-point upstream weighting, the technique used in the Fully Coupled
algorithm that is only first-order accurate and consequently highly diffusive. A third-order scheme
provides higher accuracy (Gupta et al. 1991)
F._2–ac~l
–c; +l+acf–c:l
I
3AX3AX

(3.60)

Although higher-order schemes give better resolution for discontinuities, they exhibit spurious
oscillations around these points. The underlying principle of constructing a TVD scheme is to combine
lower and higher order fluxes and impose limiting functions on the higher-order flux to prevent formation
of local extrema (I%rten 1983). The higher order flux is viewed as consisting of the first-order flux, plus
a corrective term. Rewrite Equation (3.59) in the following terms

(3.61)

where @(r) is the flux-limiting function and r is a measure of the smoothness of the data. One possible
choice for r is the ratio of consecutive gradients (Sweby 1984). For us O,
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(3.62)

The third-order scheme can now be obtained by defining ~(r) appropriately
2–a
@(r)=y+Tr

1+2

(3.63)

h order to prevent non-physical oscillations, the limiting function ~(r) must be chosen so that limited
antidiffusive flux is maximized in amplitude subject to the constraint of the resulting scheme being TVD
that requires the following equation (Sweby 1984)
04Q,

r

@(r)s2

.

(3.64)

Equation (3.64) results in the following TVD limiting function for the third-order scheme
~(r) =MAX[0,MIN(2,2r,

@(r))]

(3.65)

For multidimensional flow problems, the difference scheme given by Equation (3.61) can be applied
similarly in they and z directions.

3.6

Boundary Conditions

The discretization methods described previously for the mass, energy, and solute mass conservation
equations strictly applied to interior nodes (that is, nodes surrounded by neighboring nodes). For nodes
adjacent to a domain boundary or an inactive node, the discretized forms of the governing equations are
modified according to the user specified boundary conditions. Zero flux boundary conditions are applied
whenever no boundary condition is specified’for a boundary surface. Boundary conditions that can be
specified for a boundary surface are varied, depending on the operational mode, and other associated
boundary conditions.
A total of eight boundary conditions are appropriate for flow boundaries and me applicable to the
conservation equations for water and ak Dirichlet, Neumann, zero flux, initial condition, saturated, unit
gradient, hydraulic gradien~ and free gradient. The Dinchlet boundary condition specifies the value of
intrinsic properties on the boundary surfaces (for example, aqueous pressure and gas pressure). The
Neumann boundary condition specifies a surface flux on the boundary surface (for example, aqueous
Darcy velocity and gas Darcy velocity). The zero flux boundary condition specifies an impermeable
bounday for flow or transpofi and.serves as the default condition for undeclared boundary surfaces (for
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example, zero fluid flow). The initial condition boundary condition uses the initial conditions in the
nodes adjacent to a boundary surface to fix the intrinsic properties on the boundary surface. The saturated
boundary condition is appropriate for fluid flow boundaries for 2-phase systems and establishes zero
capillary pressure conditions on the boundary surface. The unit gradient boundary condition is
appropriate for fluid flow boundaries and establishes a fluid pressure on the boundary surface equal to the
fluid pressure at the adjacent node, modified by the hydraulic gradient for the fluid. The free gradient
boundary condition is appropriate for fluid flow boundaries for 2-phase systems and establishes a fluid
pressure on the boundary surface by extrapolating the local pressqe gradient within the computational
domain to the boundary surface. The hydraulic gradient boundary condition is appropriate for fluid flow
boundaries and establishes a series of boundary pressures according to the local hydraulic gradient for the
fluid.

,

The five boundary conditions appropriate for transport boundaries and applicable to the conservation
equations for energy and solute mass follow: Dkichle~ zero flux, initial condition, outflow, and inflow.
The Dirichlet boundary condition specifies the value of intrinsic properties on the boundary surfaces (for
example, temperature or solute concentration). The zero flux boundary condition specifies an
impermeable boundary for flow or transport and serves as the default condition for undeclared boundary
surfaces (e.g., zero heat flux, or zero solute flux). The initial condition boundary condition uses the initial
conditions in the nodes adjacent to a boundary surface to fix the intrinsic properties on the boundary
surface. The outflow boundary condition considers transport out of the computational domain by
advection only, so no diffusive transport occurs. This boundary condition will not transport energy-or
solute mass into the domain. The inflow boundary condition considers transport into the computational
domain only by advection and no diffusive transport occurs. This boundary condition will not transport
energy or solute mass out of the domain.
In general, boundary conditions for simulations that involve the solution of multiple governing
equations can be combined in a variety of ways, with one major restriction. Specification of.a Neumann
boundary condition for the energy equation on.a boundary surface (other than the zero flux condition)
requires that flow equation boundary conditions for that boundary surface be specified as zero flux.
Nonzero fluid flow and heat transport can be achieved for boundary nodes through a combination of flow
boundary conditions, a zero flux energy boundary, and energy sources for the boundary nodes.
Regardless of the boundary condition or combination of boundary conditions a sufficient number of
independent intensive variables must be declzued to specify the thermodynamic and hydrologic state on
the boundary surface. Definitions for geometric parameters for nodes with boundary surfaces on the west
side are shown in Figure 3.3 for the X-Z Cartesian coordinate plane and in Figure 3.4 for the X-Y
Cartesian coordinate plane.
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3.6.1

Dirichlet Boundary Condition
.

The Dirichlet boundary condition is equivalent to specifying the value for the primary unknown on
the boundary surface. Assigned values of primary variables are used to compute secondary vziriablesfor
the boundary surface. Average properties for transport between a boundary surface and the adjacent node
are computed with user-specified averaging schemes between the values of the properties on the boundary
surface and adjacent node. For example, the discretized ‘forms for Darcy mass flux and difisive mass
flux rates of water, Equation (3.6), are modified for a Dinchlet aqueous phase boundary condition on a
west boundary surface, according to Equations (3.66) and (3.67), respectively. For the solute mass
conservation equation, a Dirichlet boundary condition on the west surface produces a modification to the
discretized conservation equation, Equation (3.26), according to Equation (3.68).
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Neumann Boundary Condition

The Neumann boundary condition is equivalent to specifying the flux on a boundary surface. Fluxes
that may be specified are aqueous volumetric, gas volumetric, energy, and solute mass. For example, the
discretized form for Darcy mass flux of water, Equation (3.6), is modified for a Neumann boundary
condition on a west boundary surface, according to Equation (3.69). Sufficient information is needed to
fix the thermodynamic and hydrologic state on the boundary surface. Calculation of phase pressures from
phase volumetric flow rates requires an iterative solution because averaged values of properties (for
example, relative permeability) are nonlinear functions of the phase pressure on the boundary. To avoid
an iterative solution of the phase pressure on the boundary phase, pressures are computed assuming a unit
relative permeability, according to Equation (3.70) for a west boundary surface.

(3.69)
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Zero Flux Boundary Condition

The zero flux boundary condition is the default boundary condition and is equivalent to specifying
zero flow or transport across the boundary surface. Complex boundary conditions that involve multiple
specifications on a single boundary surface, require that sufilcient information be specified to fix the
thermodynamic and hydrologic state on the boundary surface. For example, a recognized boundary
condition combination for a water-air system (that is, the Two-Phase Volatile operational mode) is a
Dirichlet aqueous boundary and zero flux gas boundary. Isothermal water-air systems require two
independent intensive variables to fix the thermodynamic and hydrologic state of the system. For this
boundary system, the Dirichlet aqueous boundary assigns a value to the aqueous pressure. The gas
pressure can be specified by user input or be computed using zero flux boundary conditions and solving
Equation (3.6) for the gas pressure, according to Equation (3.71) for a west boundary surface.

PgWB = ~XWB

3.6.4

()p&

a

WB zgWB + ‘gp

(3.71)

Initial Condition Boundary Condition

The initial condition boundary condition is identical in application to the Dirichlet boundary
condition, with the following exception: the primary variable is fixed to the initial value at the adjacent
node. No user input is required for this type of boundary condition because boundary values are obtained
through the initial condition specifications. Initial boundary pressures are computed once at the start of a
simulation.
3.6.5

Saturated Boumkuy

Condition

The saturated boundruy condition is recognized for water-air systems and performs as do dynamic
“
Dirichlet boundary conditions, where zero capillary pressure is maintained on the boundary surface. The
saturated boundary condition fixes the aqueous pressure equal to the. gas pressure on a boundary surface,
regardless of the boundary condition for the gas pressure. For a single-phase system, the gas pressure is
fixed through the initial conditions and the aqueous pressure is maintained on a saturated boundary equal
to this gas pressure. For a 2-phase system, the gas pressure on a boundary surface is user-specified
according to the gas-phase boundary conditions. The saturated boundary condition for the aqueous phase
fixes the aqueous pressure at the boundary surface equal to the gas pressure. Saturated boundary
pressures are computed with each Newton-Raphson iteration.
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3.6.6

‘

Unit Gradient Boundary Condition

~

The unit gradient boundary condition is recognized for aqueous-ph~e and gas-phase boundary
conditions and maintains a unit gradient in the phase hydraulic head. A unit gradient in the phase
hydraulic head is equivalent to setting the normalized Darcy velocity equal to minus one, according to
Equation (3.72) for a west boundary surface. Phase pressure on the boundary surface is computed by
solving Equation (3.72) for the boundary pressure, according to Equation (3.73), for a west boundary
surface. Unit gradient boundary pressures are computed with each Newton-Raphson iteration.
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3.6.7
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Free Gradient Boundary Condition

The free gradient boundary condition is recognized for aqueous-phase and gas-phase boundary
conditions. This boundary condition is essentially a dynamic Dirichlet-type boundaiy, where the pressure
on the boundary surface is set to maintain the pressure gradient in the interior nodes adjacent to the
boundary surface. This boundary type requires, as a minimum, two active nodes adjacent to the boundary
surface. The gradient in phase pressure is linearly extrapolated from the interior nodes to the boundary
surface to determine the boundary pressbre. Free gradient boundary pressures are computed with each
Newton-Raphson iteration.
3.6.8

Oufflow Boundary

Condition

The outflow boundary condition is recognized for transport boundaries (for example, energy
transport, solute transpofl). This boundary condition allows transported quantities to be moved across a
boundary surface by advection only. Inward transport by diffusion or transport across the boundary
surface is prohibited. Energy flux across an outflow boundary surface on a west boundary i: computed
accordhg to Equation (3.74). Solute flux across an outflow boundary surface on a west boundary is
computed according to Equation (3.75).
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3.6.9

Inflow Boundary

Condition

The inflow boundary condition is recognized for transport boundaries (for example, energy transport
and solute transport). This boundary condition allows transported quantities to be inwardly transported
across a boundary surface by advection only. Transport by diffusion or transport outward across the
boundary surface is prohibited. Energy flux across an inflow boundary surface on a west boundary is
computed according to Equation (3.76). Solute flux across an inflow boundary surface on a west
boundary is computed according to Equation (3.77).
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4.0 Input File
4.1 Introduction
The STORM simulator is controlled through a text file that must be named input for proper execution.
This input file has a structured format composed of cards that contain associated groups of input data.
Depending on the operational mode, input cards might be required, either optional or unused. Required
cards must be present in an input file. Optional cards are not strictly required to execute the simulator,
but may be required to execute a particular simulation. Unused cards are treated as additional text that is
not recognized by the simulator, but does not hinder a proper execution. Cards may appear in any order
within the input file. However, the data structure within a card is critical and must follow the formatting
directives shown in Appendix A. Data structures within cards vary with the operational mode,.which
requires the user to follow a series of logic type statements to construct a readable input file. The
STORM simulator contains logic to capture and report input errors. These capabilities are primarily
limited to indicating syntax or formatting type errors and generally do not reveal such errors as those
associated with ill-posed problems, atypical parameters, or inappropriate grid structures, for example.
Because of its text format, STORM input files are generated with text editom, word processors, spread
sheet programs, or graphical interfaces and are portable between computing environments. The input is
case insensitive and allows considerable flexibility in speci~ing the simulation directives; however, close
attention to the formatting instructions in this section will be necessary to prepare an executable input file.,

4.2 Input File Structure
A STORM input file is composed of cards, some of which are required and others that are optional or
unused. The number of required cards depends on the operational mode. ‘If an attempt is made to execute
the STORM simulator on an input file with an incomplete set of required cards, an error message will be
generated and the code execution will stop. Optional cards are used to specify the STORM capabilities
that may be required to execute a particular problem or generate desired output data These cards are
considered optional, because the capabilities accessed through @ese cards are not necessarily required to
execute the code. Execution of the STORM simulator on input files with an incomplete set of optional
cards yields messages that note the missing optional cards and allow the execution to continue. A
summary of the required and optional cards that compose a STORM input file for each operational mode
is shown in Table 4.1.
Each card is delimited on the fwst line with a card header that must contain a tilde symbol (for
example, - Simulation Title Card) as the character in the first column of the line. Cards maybe arranged
in any order within an input file however, the input format within a card is generally structured. If a card
type is repeated within an input file, the STORM simulator reads only the first card. Blank lines or
addhional comment lines can be included in the input file outside of the card structures.

4.1

Table 4.1. R@ired and Optional Input Cards
Operational Mode
All

Water

Water-Air

Water-Air-Energy

Card Name
Initial Conditions
Boundary Conditions
Source
Output Control
Surface Flux
Simulation Title
Solution Control
Grid
Rock/Soil Zonation
Mechanical Properties
Hydraulic Properties
Saturation Function
Aqueous Relative Permeability Function
Simulation Title
Solution Control
Grid
Rock/Soil Zonation
Mechanical Properties
Hydraulic Properties
Saturation Function
Aqueous Relative Permeability Function
Gas Relative Permeability Function
Simulation Title
Solution Control
Grid
Rock/Soil Zonation
Mechanical Properties
Hydraulic Properties
Thermal Properties
Saturation Function
Aqueous Relative Permeability Function

Card Status
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Optional
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required

4,.3 Formatting and Notation
Each input card has formatting specifications that must be followed to create an input file readable by
the STORM simulator. The format structure of certain cards varies with the operational mode or other
input options, and the user must strictly follow the formatting instructions for the particular operational
mode of interest. As expected the complexity of the input increases with the operational mode. Guides
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for formatting input cards and card lines are presented in Appendix A. The formatting guides shown in
this appendix were written in a compact format using special notations. Definitions of the formatting
notations used in Appendix A me given in Table 4.2.
~Input files are organized into three hierarchical structures, cads, lines, and data. Cards are delimited
by a tilde (-) in the fwst column of the card title. Lines are delimited by hard returns and commas delimit
data. The STORM simulator recognizes three different types of ~
integers, real da~ and character
strings. Integers are used primarily to indicate indexes or integral numbers. Integer data must be entered
without decimal points or exponential notation. Real data are used to in~cate dimensional parameters
and can contain decimal points or exponential notation. Character string data are primarily used to
indicate names, options, and units, and are limited to 64 characters, unless otherwise noted. Card lines
comprise a series of input data iterns deliniited by commas. A comma at the end of the card line is
required to close the last data item. The format struciure for each line in-a card is shown in Appendix A
. using a format guide (for example, Format: Integera, Realb, Char’,). Data types in the format statements
are indicated as Integer, Real and Char (that is, integer, real, and character string) with lowercase letter
superscripts. The lettered superscripts are used to correlate the data item with its position in the input
line. The total length of a single input line cannot exceed 132 characters. Additional text may appear
after the closing comma of an input line. Many input variables contain default values (indicated with
underlining in Appendix A). Using a null entry accesses a default value. The null entry requires the
closing comma for the input data item to immdlately follow the previous closing comma or that only
blank spaces fill the space between the closing commas. To start a line with a null entry, the closing
comma can occur in column 1 or after a number of blank spaces. Example input cards are shown in
Appendix A after the formatting instructions for each card. A considerable portion of the input file
formatting and creation work is eliminated by developing input files from previously generated files or
through axiinput generator.

4.4

units

The STORM simulator offers considerable flexibility in specifying units. The user can declare units
for both input or output data. Unspecified units are assumed to be in standard Systeme Intemationale (SI)
units for the data item. The STORM simulator operates internally almost exclusively in S1 units, with
pressures expressed in gauge, relative to 1 atmosphere. Unless specifically stat@ all input and.output
pressures are expressed in absolute values. Unit variables are read by.the STORM simulator as character
strings, translated into primary unit form, and compared against the standard unit form for each data item.
During the translation to primary unit fo~ a conversion factor to S1units is generated. A unit character
string comprises a combination of the recognized units delimited by spaces or a single divisor symbol
(that is, /). Only one divisor may appear in a unit character string. Spaces should not be used to separate
the units immediately prior to or following the divisor symbol. The unit strings prior to the divisor
symbol are considered part of the numerator and, conversely, the unit strings following the divisor symbol
are considered part of the denominator. Units recognized by the STORM simulator are listed in
Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2. Input Format Notation Guide
Notation
{ Option}

[ Optional]

{{ Fractured}}
< Data Types>
Chara
Integera
Reala
#

- Card Name
7

Unitsa (m)
Format:
Endcard:
For: Integer
Instructions
Endfor: Integer
I.E Name: Card={ Opt_l }
Instructions]
Elseif Name: Card= { 0pt_2 }
Instructions
Elseti
Instructions
EndW

Description
Enclosing braces indicate character string options. Options are
chosen by entering word(s) within the braces, exactly as shown.
Only one option should be chosen for each data entry.
Enclosing brackets indicate optional characters or words. These
characters can be entered to include the input file to improve its
readability.
Indicates the word fractured is within the rock/soil type name, thus
indicating a dual porosity model.
Indicates repeated formatting.
Character string data type, referenced by superscript a
Integer daia type (no character data or decimal points) reference by
superscript a.
Real data type (decimal points and exponential notation are
acceptable), reference by superscript a.
A pound symbol in the first column indicates a comment line that is
ignored during execution. Comment lines may be placed inside or
outside card structures. All lines outside of the card structures are
ib~ored during execution.
A tilde symbol in the first column indicates the start of a new card.
Data entries are comma delimited. Commas shown in the line
format structures must be entered as shown, including a closing
comma at the end of each line. Characters following the last comma
of a data line are ignored during execution.
“
Indicates the S1unit for the input data item referenced by superscript
a.
Indicates line formatting instructions and the begiming of a new
input line. Each format statement requires anew input line.
Indicates end of a card.
Indicates instruction looping.

Indicates decision logic.
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Table 4.2. Input Format Notation Guide (contd)

Notation
IfDefi Opt_l
Instructional
ElseifDefi Opt_2
Imtructions2
ElseDefi
Instictions3
‘
EndifDefi
“
Note:

Description
Indicates C preprocessor options and logic.

Indicates formatting information.
Table 4.3. Recognized Units

Notation
1
aqu
aqueous
atm
bar
btu
c
Cal
ci
cm
Cp
ddarcy
day
debyes
deg
degree
d~
dynes
f

Description
one
aqueous phase
aqueous phase
atmosphere
bar
Btu
Celsius
calorie
Curie
centimeter
1 centipoise

ldaY .
I Dkcy
day
Debyes
degrees
de~ees
I dies
dynes
Fahrenheit
ft
“ foot
furlong
firlong
g

5

gal
gas

gallon
gas phase

W

Ifm

S1 Equivalent
NIA
NIA
~
IWA
Pa
Pa
J
c“
J
WA
m
Pas
1
s
m2
,
s
NIA
rad
rad
,
N
I
.N
c
m
m
kg
m3
NIA
I kg

Conversion to S1
NIA
N/A
NIA
101325.0
1.X105
1054.4
1.
4.184
“ NIA
1.X10-2
1.X10-3
1
l/8tiO0.
,
9.8697x10-13
,
1/86400.
NIA
0.017453
0.017453
,
1.XIO-5
I,
1.X10-5
(f-32)x(5/9)
0.3408.
2.01 168x102
1.X10-3
3.7854x10-3
NIA
1.X1O-’
I

Base Units
NIA
NIA
NIA
M/L~
M/L~
ML2/~
K
ML2/@
N/A
M
I MILT
IT
I
I L*
I
T
(M/ L ~)’a
NIA
N/A
1
I ML/T?
I
ML/@

;.

I

K
L
IL
M
M3
NIA
IM
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Table 4S. Recognized Units (contd)
Notation
gram
hc
hour
hp
hr
in
k
kg
kgmol
1
lb
lbm
lbmol
liq
liter
m
mg
tin
ml
mm
mol
mole
P
pa

pci
psi
r
rad
rod
s
sec

slug
sol
solid
w

water

Descri~tion
I S1 Equivalent I Conversion to S1
kg
I
kg
I 1.X10-3
hydraulic cond. I
NIA
I 1.03910X10-7
hour
s
1/3600.
horsepower
w
745.7
hour
s
1/3600.
inch
m
2.54x10-2
Joule
J
1.
Kelvin
c
1.
kg
kilo$zmrn
1.
kilogram-mole
kgrnol
1.
liter
m3
1.X10-3
kg
0.45359
.uound
pound
k;
0.45359
pound-mol
kgmol
0.45359
liquid
NIA
NIA
liter
1.X10-3
I
meter
m
1.
milligram
kg
1.X10-6
minute
s
1/60.
milliliter
m3
1.X1(-)4
millimeter
“Im
I
1.X1(-)-3
mole
kgrnol
1.X10-3
mole
kgmol
1.X10-3
Poise
Pas
l.XIO-l
I
Pascal
Pa
1.
pico Curies
NIA
NIA
lbs/in2
Pa
6894.8
Rakine
K
radians
rad
1.
rod
m
5.0292
second
s
1.
second
s
1.
kg
slug
14.594
solid
N/A
NIA
solid
NIA
NIA
Watt
w
1.
water
I
NIA
I NIA
I
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Base Units
M
NIA
T
ML2/~
T
L
ML2/~
K
M
Mo
L’
M
M
Mo
NIA
L3
L
M
T
L’
L
Mo
Mo
MILT
MILT
NIA
M/LT2
K
NIA
L
T
T
M
NIA
NIA
ML2/~
NIA

Table 4S. Recognized Units (contd)
Notation
week’
wh
wk
yd

Descri~tion
week
water head
week
..
yard

year

year

s

yr

year

s“

I S1 Equivalent
s
Pa
s
m“
1

I Conversion to S1
1/604800,
9.79353X103
1/604800.
0.9144
1/31557600.
1/31557600.

I

M/L
T
L
T
T’

=3

The units listed under the subtitle Miscellaneous Units are primarily descriptive units that may be
included in a unit character string to increase its readability. The hc uniq however, is uniquely reserved
for specifying rocklsoil hydraulic conductivity that is normally expressed in velocity units. Without the
hc unit, the input for rock/soil permeability is interpreted as an intrinsic permeability value. The STORM
simulator does not apply hydraulic conductivity values directly, but instead fmt converts hydraulic
conductivity values into intrinsic permeability values using the density and viscosity of water at 20”C.
Therefore, when rocldsoil permeability values are read as hydraulic conductivity, the associated unit
character string should include the hc unit (for example, hc cm/hr).
As an example, the standard units for thermal conductivity are W/Km; however, a user may prefer to
specify thermal conductivity in the standard English units of Btu in/hr ft2 F. Jn this case, the user enters
the character string Btu in/hr ftA2 F for the unit data item. Note the carat (A)symbol is used to indicate an
exponential. During simulator execution, the string of English units for thermal conductivity is translated
into the primary unit form, m/s3 kg K, and compared against the standard unit form. H the primary unit
form does not agree with the standard unit form, an error message is generated by the STORM simulator
and the program execution stops. Otherwise, if the comparison is successful, the input data for thermal
conductivity, that precedes its unit string, is converted to S1units.

405- Card Descriptions
Formatting instructions for the input cards are provided in Appendix A. This section provides a brief
synopsis of each input card with emphasis on its purpose and application. Italicized words refer to
specific files, cards, options, and data entries shown in the card formats h Appendix A.
4.5.1

Simulation

Title Card

This card primarily provides a means to document a simulation. Information recorded in this card is
rewritten on the output file that then serves as a permanent record of the simulation. The user is
encouraged to use descriptive titles and to briefly record the specifics and purpose of the simulation in the
Simulation Notes section of the card. This record becomes especially valuable, when the user is making
repeated simulations with small modifications to the input parameters. The changes required in either the
Simulation Title or Simulation Notes will be invaluable when reviewing archived output files.
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4.5.2

Solution Control Card

This card controls many general operational aspects of a simulation. Simulations are executed in one
of three Execution Modes: Normal, Restati, or Initial Conditions. In the Normal mode, the simulation
executes from initial conditions specified with the Initial Conditz”ons Card and no restart file is required.
The Restart mode requires a restart file generated from a previous execution. Unless specified with an
Overwrite indicator, initial conditions specified on the Im”tial Conditions Card are ignored. Restart files
are generated during each plot file write sequence, and have name extensions that correspond to the
generating time step (for example, the file restart.28 is generated after time step 28). Restart files contain
principal field variables and time information. The Initial Conditions mode only executes through the
initial checks on the inpu~ no time steps are executed. The No Flow option (Waterflransport mode only)
is used for transporting solutes through a steady-state flow field. For these simulations, the flow field is
computed once during the initial time step and then remains unaltered. The Dynamic Domain option
(Water mode only) conserves computations by temporarily removing nodes from the computational
domain where changes in the flow field are insignificant. The active computational domain is updated
every time step.
The Operation Mode option determines the governing equations that are solved by the simulator.

Because execution performance is indirectly proportional to the number of solved governing equations,
the user selects an Operation Mode most appropriate for the problem of interest. For example, if the
physical system to be modeled does not contain thermal or gas pressure gradients, the most appropriate
operational mode is the Water operational mode, where only the water mass conservation equation is
solved. Executing the described physical system under the Water-Air operational mode yields nearly
identical results; however, the execution time is significantly increased. Considerable attention is given to
the selection of an appropriate operational mode for the physical system of interest. In terms of efficient
and representative simulations, it is equally important not to eliminate critical physical phenomena
through an erroneous assumption, as it is not to solve superfluous governing equations. Each operational
mode allows the solution of solute transport equations, indicated by including the keyword Transport in
the operational mode (for example, Water-Air and Solute Transpoti). Solute transport is solved using the
Patankar method, unless the keyword TVD appears, indicating the TVD method.
Execution periods refer to a period of simulation time. The STORM simulator allows the user to
specify single or multiple execution periods. For each execution period, the user can control the initial
time step, maximum time step, time step acceleration factor, maximum number of Newton-Raphson
iterations and convergence criterion. Recommended value for the Time Step Acceleration Factor is 1.25,
the Maximum Number of Newton-Raphson Iterations is 8, and the Convergence Criterion is 1.e-06.
Simulations involving complex phase transitions often require more Newton-Raphson iterations to reach
convergence because of the desibgnof the phase transition algorithms. For these types of simulations a
value of 16 is recommended for the M~.mum Number of Newton-Raphson Iterations. Except under
special circumstances, it is not advisable to change the value for the Convergence Ctiterion from its
recommended value. This value has proven through numerous applications to achieve a prefemxl balance
between accuracy and execution speed.
Field variables, including physical, thermodynamic, and hydrologic properties, are defined in the
finitedifference formulation at the node centers. Conversely, flux variables are defined at node
4.8

interfaces. Computation of flux variables requires knowledge of field variables at node interfaces. Such
values are evaluated by averaging the field values for the two nodes adjoining an interracial surface.
Interracial averaging schemes may be declared individually for each field variable through the Inte~acial
Averaging Variables input. The default interracial averaging schemes for the STORM simulator are
shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Default Interracial Averaging Options
Field Variable
Aqueous density
Aqueous relative permeability
Aqueous viscosity
Dissolved air diffusion
Gas density
Gas relative permeability
Gas viscosity
Hydraulic dispemion
.
Intrinsic permeability
Solute diffusion
Thermal conductivity
Water vapor diffision

M.&facial Averaging
Upwind
Upwind
Harmonic
Harmonic
Upwind
.
Upwind
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic
Harmonic

For “simulations of physical systems involving heat transfer, note that convergence problems may
arise if the density properties are not averaged with upwind weighting. Likewise, infiltration problems
typically demonstrate strong dependencies on the relative permeability of the infiltrating fluid.
4.5.3

Grid Card

The finitedifference formulation of the STORM simulator is based on orthogonal grid systems.
Currently, two orthogonal grid systems are recogni~ the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems.
The Cartesian coordinate system is a “right-handed” system with the longitudinal axis (z-direction)
aligned with the negative gravitational vector. Cartesian coordinate systems can be defined that are tilted
with respect to the gravitational vector. The cylindrical coordinate system has the longitudinal axis
(direction) aligned with the negative gravitational vector and the radial (r-direction), and azimuthal
(Qdkection) axes constrained to a horizontal plane. For the Cartesian coordinate system, the terms West,
South, and Bottom refer to the negative x-, y-, and zdlrections, respectively, and the terms EasL North,
and Top refer to the positive x-, y-, and zdwections, respectively. For the cylindrical coordinate system,
the terms West, South, and Bottom refer to the negative r-, Q-, and zdirections, respectively, and the
terms East, North, and”Top refer to the positive r-, Q-, and zdirections, respectively. Negative
dimensional values are not recognized and axes are defined as positive toward increasing node numbers.
The grid dimensions that are specified on the Grid Card refer to node surfaces; therefore, for grids with
non-uniform spacing, one plus the number of nodes entries ~e required for each grid direction. Node
volumes are defined by their bounding surfaces. Cylindrical coordinates systems are restricted to
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azimuthal axes that are less than 360 degrees. Refer to the STOMP Theory Manual (White and Oostrom
1996) for graphical descriptions of the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems.
4.5.4

Rock/Soil Zonation Card

This card allows the user to partition the computational domain into rocklsoil types. All active nodes
within the computational domain must have an associated rocldsoil type. Rock/soil types are defined
with a unique name that must contain no more than 64 characters. Because most physical systems of
interest contain formations or zones of rocks or soils, the computational domain also contains zones of
nodes with similar hydrogeologic properties. With this card, the user defines the distribution of rocldsoil
zones. In subsequent input cards, hydrogeologic properties are defined with respect to the defined
rocldsoil types. This approach avoids having to specify hydrogeologic properties uniquely for every
node. Generally, this approach is preferred. For simulations using statistically generated rock or soil
formations, which require unique hydrogeologic properties for each node, no advantage is gained with
this approach. The rocldsoil types are extended to the boundary surfaces for nodes adjacent to boundary
surfaces. Therefore, field variables for boundary surfaces are computed using the rocldsoil type property
descriptions from the node adjacent. Hydrogeologic properties for rockhoil types are specified through
the Mechanical Properties Card, Hydraulic Propeti.es Card, Thermal Properties Card, Saturation
Function Card, Aqueous Relative Permeability Function Card, Gas Relative Permeability Function Card,
and Solute/Porous Media Interaction Card. A rocldsoil type maybe repeatedly applied to a node with the
last definition being applied. For example, to simplify the zonation of a problem with a dominant
rocldsoil type and isolated pockets or bands of another rock/soil type, the user initially declares the
dominant rocldsoil type as covering the entire problem domain. With subsequent lines, the user can
overwrite the original rocldsoil type for selected nodes with another rocldsoil type. This layering
approach is recommended and often avoids undeclared rockhoil types.
455

Mechanical Properties Card

This card allows the user to assign values to the particle density, porosity, specific storativity,
compressibility, and tortuosity fimction for each defined rocldsoil type. Every rocklsoil type defined on
the RocWSoil Zbnation Card must be referenced. Pardcle Density represents the rock grain density. This
value can be defaulted to 2650 kg/m3 by using a null entry for both the particle density and its associated .
unit. Total Porosity refers to total connected and unconnected pore volumes. Di@ive Porosity refers
only to the connected pore volume. As with Paticle Density, the Specific Storativity can be defaulted by
using a null entry for both the Specific Storativi~ and its associated Units. Default specific storativity is
computed from the Di@sive PorosiV and with a default value of 1.x10-71/Pa for the compressibility.
Tortuosity functions are required for simulations that involve solute transport or diffusion of components
through phases (for example, water vapor diffusing through the gas phase). Tortuosities can be computed
as either constants that require input values, or as functions of the phase saturation and diffusive porosity
through the Mlllington and Quirk function. Refer to the STOMP Theory Manual (White and Oostrom
1996) for a description of the Millington and Quirk tortuosity finction.
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4.5.6

Hydraulic Properties Card

This card allows the user to “~sign values to the intrinsic permeability for e~h defined roclchoil type.
Every rocldsoil type defined on the RockiSoil Zonation Cad must be referenced. Inbi”nsic Permeability
can be declared directly or through entering the Hydraulic Condm”tivity at reference conditions, where
reference conditions refer to atmospheric pressure and 20°C. By default, the STORM simulator reads the
permeability values on this card as intrinsic permeabilities, unless the character string hc is included in the
associated units. Default units of mA2are applied to null entries for the units associated with permeability
values. With the STORM simulator, a primary assumption is fiat principal components of the intrinsic
permeability tensor are aligned with the principal coordinate directions. For cylindrical coordinate
systems the radial, azimuthal, and vertical perrneabilities correspond with the x-, y-, ad zdkection
values, respectively. Refer to the STOMP Theory Manual (White and Oostrom 1996) for a description of
the conversion of hydraulic conductivity to intrinsic permeability at reference conditions.
4.5.7

Thermal Properties Card

~

This card allows the user to assign values to the thermal conductivity and specific heat for each
defined rocldsoil type. Every rocldsoil type defined on the RockXSoil Zonation Card must be referenced.
This card is required only for simulations involving the solution of the energy conservation equation.
Declaration of the thermal conductivity, depends on the operational mode and fimction option. Refer to
the STOMP Theory Manual (White and Oostrom 1996) for a description of thermal conductivity
functions. The Constant option fixes the thermal conductivity to a constant value, independent of
temperature or saturation. The Parallel option requires the thermal conductivity of the soil grains and
models thermal conductivity with an equivalent parallel path model dependent on porosity, phase
saturations, and temperature. The Linear and Somerton options scale the thermal conductivity between
the unsaturated and saturated values depending on phase saturation. A primary assumption with the
STORM simulator is that principal components of the thermal conductivity tensor are aligned with the
principal coordinate directions. For cylindrical coordinate systems, the radial, azimuthal, and vertical
pefieabilities correspond with the x-, y-, and zdirection values, respectively.
4.5.8

Saturation Function Card

This card allows the user to declare and define a saturation-capillary pressure fimction for each
defined rocldsoil type. Every rocldsoil type defined on the RocMSoil Zonation Card must be referenced.
Saturation function types and the required input items are primarily dependent on the operational mode. “
Although functional forms for the saturation-capillary pressure functions are preferred, tabular input is
acceptable. By defaul~ tabular data is interpolated using linear interpolation. Values beyond the table
limits will be assigned either the table minimum or maximum values, as appropriate. For the van
Genuchten function, them Parameter can be defaulted (with a null entry) or assigned a value. Default
values will depend on which porosity distribution model (Mualem or Burdine) is chosen from the relative
permeability fimction c~ds for the liquid phases. Hysteretic fimctions are those for which the drainage
and imbibition scanning paths differ and that include capabilities for entrapment of fluids of lower
wettabilities. Non-hysteretic functions require fewer input items than their hysteretic counterparts and use
a single scanning path for drainage and imbibition events. Refer to the STOMP Theory Manual (White
and Oostrom 1996) for a complete description of saturation-capillary pressure functions.
“
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4.5.9

Aqueous Relative Permeability

Function Card

This card allows the user to declare and define a relative permeability-saturation fimction for the
aqueous phase for each defined rocldsoil type. Every rocklsoil type defined on the Rock7Soil Zonution
Card must be referenced. Aqueous relative permeability finction types and the required input items are
dependent on the operational mode. The Mualem and Burdine relative permeability functions are also
dependent on the saturation function type and are strictly applicable to the van Genuchten and Brooks and
Corey functions. For these functions; either the van Genuchten m Parameter or the Brooks “andCorey
2, Parameter can be defaulted to the values entered or defaulted with the saturation function. Although
functional forms for the relative permeability-saturation functions me preferred, tabular input is
acceptable. By default, tabular data is interpolated using linear inte~olation. Values beyond the table
limits are assigned appropriately either the table minimum or maximum values. Refer to the STOMP
Theory Manual (White and Oostrom 1996) for a complete description of aqueous relative permeabilitysaturation functions.
4.5.10 Gas Relative Permeability

Function Card

This card is used to declare and define a relative permeability-saturation fimction for the gas phase for
each defined rocldsoil type. Every rocldsoil type defined on the Rock/Soil Zonation Card must be
referenced. This card is required only for simulations involving flow or transport through the gas phase.
Gas relative permeability function types and the required input iterns are dependent on the operational .
mode. The Mualem and Burdine relative permeability fimctions are also dependent on the saturation
function type and are strictly applicable to the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey functions. For these
functions, either the van Genuchten m Parameter or the Brooks and Corey k Parameter can be defaulted
to the values entered or defaulted with the saturation function. Functional forms for the relative
permeability-saturation fimctions are prefemd, however, tabular input is acceptable. By default, tabular
data are interpolated using linear interpolatio~ cubic spline interpolation is optional. Values beyond the
table limits are assigned either the table minimum or maximum values, as appropriate. Refer to the
STOMP Theory Manual (White and Oostrom 1996) for a complete description of gas relative
permeability-saturation fimctions.
45.11 SoluteJFluid Interaction

Card

This card allows the user to define solutes, solute-fluid interactions, and solute radioactive decay
paths. It is required only for simulations involving solute transport. The STORM simulator is capable of
simulating any number of solutes with the assumption that solute concentrations remain dilute. (Solute
concentrations do not vary the physical properties of the transporting fluid phases.) Solutes can decay
radioactively to produce other solutes. For the loose coupling between parent solutes and progeny solutes
to function properly, parent solutes must be defined on this card prior the definition of their progeny. The
STORM simulator actually solves the transport equation for each solute sequentially and in reverse order
from the definition list on this card. Solutes are defined by a unique solute name that must contain no
more than 64 characters. Chain Decay Fraction relates a parent decay member with a progeny and refers
to the fraction of the decaying parent that produces a particular progeny. Chain Decay Fraction inputs
are fractional values from 0.0 through 1.0, inclusively. Solute-fluid interaction parameters, such as
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molecular dtision coefficients and interphase partition coefficients, depend on the operational mode.
Molecular diffusion coefficients refer to the diffusion of the solute through the transporting fluid phase
outside of the porous media. Corrections for transport through porous media are handled within the
STORM simulator. The interphase partition coefficients define the equilibrium distribution of solute
between the active liquid phases. Partition coefficients that deiine the equilibrium adsorption of solute
onto the solid phase are determined on the SoluteLPorous Media Interaction Card. It is important for the
user to carefully note the definitions and requested units for each interphase partition coefficient. The
Aqueous-Gas Pati”tion Coeflcient is the ratio of the solute mass in the aqueous phase per unit mass of
aqueous phase to the solute mass in the gas phase per unit volume of gas phase. Refer to the STOMP
Theory Manual (White and Oostrom 1996) for a more detailed description of the interphase partition
coefficients, solute diffusion coefficients, radioactive decay rate equations, and radioactive chain decay
fractions.
4.5.12 Solute/Porous

Media Interaction

Card

This card allows the user to define solid-aqueous phase partition coefilcients and porous media
dependent hydraulic dispersivities. It is required only for simulations involving transport of solutes. This
card differs from the SoluteLFluid Interaction Card because the input parameters declared are dependent
on the solute and rocldsoil type.” For every solute defined on the Solute/Fluid Interaction Car& every
rocldsoil type defined on the RockASoil Zimation Card must be referenced. The Solid-Aqueous Partitz”on
Coefficient defines the interphase equilibrium of a solute adsorbed on the solid and dissolved in the
aqueous phase. This definition refers to the concentration of solute adsorbed on the solid phase per unit
mass of solid phase with the concentration of solute dksolved in the aqueous phase per unit mass aqueous
phase. The”longitudinal and transverse hydraulic dispersivities are properties only of the rocklsoil type.
Lmgitudinal Dispersivity is defined with respect to dispersion along the flow path and is assumed
independent of the flow dinxxion with respect to the porous mdla structure. Likewise, Transverse
Dispersivity is defined with respect to dispersion transverse to the flow path, independent of the flow
direction. Refer to the STOMP Theory Manual (White and Oostrom 1996) for a more complete
description of the solid-aqueous interphase partitioning and hydraulic dispersion of transported solutes.
1
4.5.13 Initial Conditions

Card
.

This card allows the user to assign starting values to pnmay and secondary field variables by
initializing primary variables. However, the current version of the STORM simulator does not allow the
user to initialize flux or surface variables. Such initializations are useful for solving transport problems
with steady flow fields. Transport problem simulations’ with the STORM simulator require the solution
of the flow fields. The variables that maybe initialized are dependent on the operational mode. For all
operational modes, default values for the initial condhions are specified within STORM as shown in
Table 4.5.
“
For the Water, Water-Air, and Water-Air-Energy operational modes, STORM allows the user to
specify the initial aqueous saturation by assigning initial conditions for any two of the following three
variables: gas pressure, aqueous pressure, and aqueous saturation. The unassi=~ed variable is computed
from the other two through the declared saturation-capillary pressure functions. hitial conditions me
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Table 4.5. Initial Condition Default Values
Initial Field Variable
I Svmbol I Default Value II
Temperature (C)
T
20.
Pressure of phase j (Pa)
Pj
101325.
Saturation of phase i
%
o.
Mole fraction of component i in phase j
o.
%
Solute concentration in phase j
Sj
o.
declared repeatedly for-a node with the application of last definition. Initial conditions for solutes are
expressed in terms of solute per unit volume where the volume can refer to the total node volume
(Volwnettic), the aqueous-phase volume (Aqueous Volumetric), or the gas-phase volume (Gas
Voh.mzetn”c). Solute units are undefined and expressed as the user chooses (for example, Ci, pCi, gm, kg,
mol, or kgmol). Although units for expressing solute quantity vary among solutes, units must be
consistent for a single solute among all input data entries.
The gradient utilities of the initial condition cad are invaluable and are used to advantage whenever
possible. Gradients to the initial conditions allow the user to specify that initial value of a field variable
varies along one or more directions in the physical domain. The initial condition variable assigned to an
initial condition domain applies to the node with the lowest x-, y-, and z-direction indexes. If nonzero
gradient values are specified, the initial condition values vary according to the gradients specified for each
physical direction. Default values for the initial condition gradients are zero, indicating no variation.
Gradient values are applicable only over the initial condition domain of the state. An exemplary
application of the initial condition gradient utility occurs for problems that start with hydrostatic
conditions. For these problems, the pressure at the lowest z-direction node positions is entered with a
Z-Dir. Gradient that equaled minus the fluid density times the acceleration of gravity. For water at 20°C,
a z-direction gradient of -9793.5192 l/m yields constant head conditions, that is the equivalent to
hydrostatic conditions. This approach is used to locate the position of a water table under no-recharge
equilibrium conditions, given the rocldsoil saturation function properties and a single pressure using an
Initial Condition exeduhon mode simulation.
4S.14 Boundary

Conditions Card

This optional card allows the user to control the simulation by defining time varying boundary
conditions. Boundary conditions may be applied to any boundary surface or surface dividing active and
inactive nodes. By defaul~ all undeclared boundary surfaces have zero flux boundary conditions for flow
and transport. Boundary condhions can be applied only to surfaces of active nodes. To apply a boundary
condition to a boundary surface, the surface is referenced by the adjacent active node location and a
direction with respect that node. To apply a boundary condition to a surface dividing an active and
inactive node, the surface is referenced by the active node and the direction to the inactive node with
respect to the active node. Boundary conditions vary within periods. The user is not allowed to assign
multiple boundary conditions to a boundary surface during the same time perio~ but multiple boundary
conditions do so over different time periods. The STORM simulator controls time steps to agree with
time transitions in boundary conditions.
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Application of boundary conditions requires an appropriate conceptualization of the physical problem
and translation of that conceptualization into boundary condition form. The variety of boundary
condhion types available in the STORM simulator allow the user the flexibility to solve most subsurface
flow and transport problems. In addition, the boundary condition card reader within the STORM
simulator performs limited error checking on the boundary condition inputs. However, an error-free
boundary condition card does not guarantee the user has not created either an ill-posed problem or an
execution that successfully converges. For example, a mistalce frequently made by STORM users is to
specify infiltration rates at the top of a column with positive fluxes. Although this input is perfectly
acceptable to the STORM boundiiry condition input reader, the specified condition actually withdraws
flux from the top of the column because the z-axis aild zdkction flux are positive in the upward
direction.
The Boundary Su@ce Direction is specified with respect to the active node adjacent to a boundary
surface. For the Cartesian coordinate system, the terms Wes~ South, and Bottom refer to the negative x-,
y-, and z-directions, respectively, and the terms EasL North, and Top refer to the positive x-, y-, and zdirections, respectively. For the cylindrical coordinate system the terms Wes~ South, and Bottom refer to
the negative r-, Q-, and zdirections, respectively, and the terms East, North, and Top refer to the positive
r-, Q-, and zdirections, respectively.
Boundmy condition inputs depend on the operational mode, with the required inputs becoming more
complex with increasing number of solved equritions. Generally, the number of boundary types that must
be declared for each boundary equ~s the number of solved governing flow and transport equations. The
Din”chlet boundary type is used to specify a field value (for example, pressure, temperature, or solute
concentration) at the boundary surface. The Neumann boundary type allows the user to specify a flux (for
example, liquid phase flux, heat flux, or solute flux) at the boundary surface. The Z2W0lW.x boundary
.
type is used to impose no flow or transport conditions across the boundary. The Saturated boundary type
is available only for 2-phase condhions and imposes total-liquid saturation conditions (for example, water
table) at the boundary surface. The Unit Gradient boundary type imposes hydrostatic conditions across
the boundary surface for the specifkd phase. The Free Gradient boundary type is available only for the
Water operational mode and models a free drainage surface with respect to the aqueous phase. The
Hydraulic Gradient boundary type is applied only to a column or plane of vertical surfaces. With this
boundary type, the user specifies a fluid phase pressure at the lowest surfaces of a column or row. The
simulator then computes fluid phase pressure for the remaining boundary surfaces assuming hydrostatic
conditions for the fluid phase. The Initial Conditions boundary type f~es the boundary field variables
(for example, pressure, temperature, or solute concentration) to the initial vz$ues of the field variables at
the node adjacent to the boundary surface. This boundary type is invariant with time. 0u&70w boundary
types are applicable only to solute and energy boundary conditions. This boundary type considers only
advectively transported solute or energy to exit the computational domain. Diffusion transport across the
boundary surface is neglected. The solute concenhtion boundary types (for example, Vohonetrk
Concentration, Aqueous Cone., or Gas Cone.) are equivalent to Dirichlet boundary types for solute
transport. These boundary types differ by their definitions of solute concentration.
Time variations of the boundary conditions are controll@ through declaring multiple boundary times.
All Boundary Time jnputs are referenced against the Initial Time specified on the Solution Control card
or obtained from a restart file. A boundary condition decl~ed with a single Bounahy Time implies the
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boundary condition is time invarian~ the specified Boundary Time represents the start time for the
boundary condition. Prior to the stat time, the boundary surface type is assumed to be Zero Flux. The “
specified boundary condition remains in effect from the start time until the execution completion. If a
boundaxy condition is declared with multiple Boundary Times, the first time listed equals the start time
the last time listed equals the stop time, and the intermediate times are transition points. For simulation
times outside of the start and stop time limits, Zero Flux boundary conditions apply. For simulation times
between two Bounday Times, linear interpolation of the boundary conditions is applied. Step boundary
condition changes are simulated by defining duplicate Boundary Times the first
time indicates the
completion of the previous boundary condition and the second time indicates the start of the new
boundary condition. At the completion of the step boundary condition, another set of duplicate
Bounday Time declarations is used. Step boundary conditions are convenient methods for introducing
slugs of fluids, heat, or solute in conjunction with the Neumann boundary type.
4.5.15 Source Card
Thk card allows ‘~e user to control sources or sinks of mass, energy, and solutes by defining the
timing-varying sources. By definition, sinks are negative sources, and sources refer to an influx of mass,
energy, or solute into a node. Sources can be specified for interior or boundary nodes and are fictionally
analogous to Neumann type boundary conditions. Sources applied to inactive nodes are not recognized.
Sources are time varying however, unlike boundary conditions, application of multiple sources to a node
are allowed during the same time period. The STORM simulator controls time steps to agree with time
transitions in sources. Source inputs depend on the operational mode, with the required inputs becoming
more complex with an increasing number of solved equations. Sinks withdraw mass, energy, or solutes
from anode. The physical properties for the fluids withdrawn through sinks equ~ those of the node.
Sources inject mass, energy, or solutes into a node. The physical properties for fluids injected through
sources are computed from the specified input parameters.
Sources of type Aqueous Vohmwtric and Aqueous Mass inject aqueous fluid. For non-isothermal
problems, the injected fluid also transports an amount of heat into the node, based on the enthalpy of the
entering aqueous fluid. Sources of types Gas VolumetriclMaSs Fraction, Gas VolumetricLRelative
Humidi~, Gas Ma.w%lass Fraction, and Gas Mass/Relative Humidity are similar to the two aqueous
sources, in that mass and heat injected into the node include contributions from water vapor and air. The
source type SUI%X
Mass Fraction indicates that water vapor and air concentrations in the gas phase are
specified through inputs of mass fractions for these quantities. Similarly, the source type suffix ReZative
Humidi~ indicates that water vapor and air vapor concentrations in the gas phase are specified through
inputs of relative humidities for the water. Energy sources are specifid as either type Power or Power
Density, where Power type sources inject energy per unit time and Power DensiU type sources inject
energy per unit time per node volume. Solute sources inject solute mass in the assumed units for solute
(for example, Ci, pCi, gm, kg, mol, or kgmol ).
Time variations of sources are controlled through declaring multiple source times. All Source Time
inputs are referenced against the Initial Time specified on the Solution Control card or are obtained from a
restart file. A source declared with a single Source Time implies the source is time invariant the
specified Source Time represents the start time for the source. Prior to the start time, the source is zero
and from the start time to execution completion, the source is as specified. If a source is declared with
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multiple Source Times, the f~st time listed equals the start time, the last time listed equals the stop time,
and the intermediate times are transition points. For simulation times outside of the start and stop “time
limits, zero source conditions apply. For simulation times between two Source Times, linear inte~olation
of the sources is applied. Step source changes are simulated by defining duplicate Source Times; the fmt
time indicates the completion of the previous source and the second time indicates the start of the new
source. At the completion of the step source another set of duplicate Source Time declarations is used.
Step sources are convenient methods for introduction slugs of fluids, hea~ or solute into an interior node.
4.5.16 Output Control Card

~

This card allows the user to control output written to the output file, plot file, and screen (that is,
STDIO). The output file contains an interpreted and reformatted version of the input and simulation
results for selected variables at selected r~erence nodes over the simulation period. The plot file contains
values of geometric parameters and selected variables for the entire computational domain (both active
and inactive nodes) at selected simulation times. A plot file always is generated at the conclusion of an
execution. The output to the STDIO primarily comprises variable results of the reference node versus the
simulation time or time step. The user is advised to request screen outpu~ because well-chosen output
may be invaluable in tracking the simulation progress and identifying possible input errors. If a suite of
repetitive simulations is in progress, then screen output can be reduced to minimum values. As with other
input cads, output options are dependent on the operational mode. With respect to’this card, output
options primarily refer to computed field and flux variables.

.

Reference node output is generated by selecting reference nodes and output variables. The user may
request any number of reference nodes. However, reference node output was primarily designed for
tracking the time evolution of selected variables at key nodes of interest. Reference nodes are defined .
with three indexes that indicate the x-, y-, and z-direction coordinates of the node. Node numbering in the
STORM simulator increments in the order i, j, and IGwhere the indexes refer to the x-, y-, and
zdkections, respectively, for Cartesian coordinate systems and r-, q-, and z-directions, respectively, for
cylindrical coordinate systems. Reference Node Screen Output Frequen~ and Reference Node Output
File Frequency are parameters that indicate how often, with respect to time step, reference node output is
written to ST.DIOand the output file. A frequency value of 1 indicates reference node output occurs
every time step, whereas a frequency value of 10 indicates reference node output occurs every 10 time
steps. The user controls the output time and length units and the number of significant digits repo~ed to
the various output media. Unless declared through the Output Time Units or Output Length Units input
items, values for time and lengths recorded to the output media are expressed in units of seconds and
meters, respectively. These inputs allow the user to customize time- and length-scale units to those most
appropriate for the solved problem. ‘l%eScreen Signi$cant Digits, Output File Significant Digits, and
Plot File Significant Digits input items allow the user to customize the number of si@ficant digits that
appear in field and flux variable results written to the STDIO, output file, and plot file. Default values for
the number of significant digits is 5; the minimum number of significant digits is 4. Field and flux
variables output for the reference nodes are selected from the list shown in Appendix A for each
operational mode. The same list of variables for each operational is available for output to the plot files.
Output units for all variables that have units can be specified immediately following the variable name.
Variables without units require a null entry for the variable units. The null entries for variables with units
yield default output units that are expressed in S1 units.
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Plot files are written by default at the conclusion of an execution and at each requested Plot File
Output Time. Plot files contain geometrical data and selected field and flux variable results for every
node in the computational domain. These files represent a snapshot of the simulation at a certain point in
time. Requests for Plot File Output Times can be specified with user defined units. A restart file is
generated with every plot file. Both restart and plot files are suffixed with an file name extension of a dot
followed by an integer (for example, plot.567, restart.32). The extension integer corresponds with the
time step for which the file was written. Both plot and restart files are written at the conclusion of a time
step. Field and flux variables recorded to p,kx files are selected from the list shown for each operational
mode in Appendix A (refer to the reference node variable options). Output units for all variables with
units are specified in the input item immediately following the variable name. Variables without units
require a null entry for the variable units. Null entries for variables with units yield default output units
that are expressed in S1.
4.5.17 Surface Flux Card
This card allows the user to define surfaces to track fluxes of fluid mass, fluid volume, heat, or
solutes. A surface defined with this card can be composed of rectangular areas of coplanar surfaces on
exterior boundmies or between intenor nodes. Output from the surface flux integration”routines are
written to the su~ace file and contain flux rate and integral data for each defined surface at every time
step. The types of fluxes that can be tracked depend on the operational mode. Declaration of surfaces is
similar to defining boundary condition surfaces. Surfaces are defined by referencing a group of coplanar
nodes and a surface direction with respect to the nodes. For the Cartesian coordinate system, the terms
West South, and Bottom refer to the negative x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively; the terms EasL North,
and Top refer to the positive x-, y-, and zdirections, respectively. For the cylindrical coordinate system
the terms Wes~ South, and Bottom refer to the negative r-, Q-, and zdlrections, respectively, and the
terms EasL North, and Top refer to the positive r-, Q-, and zdirections, respectively. For example, a
surface to track the flux rate and integral of a particular solute entering the water table is defined for a
simulation with saturated conditions along the bottom boundary surface by referencing the node group
along the bottom of the computatiomd grid and defining the Su@ce Flux Orientation as Bottom. One
surface flux rate and inteed value is computed for each defined surface and represents the summation of
surface flux contributions from the individual surfaces in the coplanar group of surfaces.
4.5.18 Reactive Transport Control Card
This card lists several parameters that control the execution of the reactive transport subroutines. The
first line requires specification of the reactive transport Execution Mode. Currently, only one Execution
Mode is available for the reactive transport subroutines: Normal. In the NonnQl mode, the simulation
executes from initial conditions specifkd with ihe Reaction IC Card.
The second line requires the user to select the reactive transport Solution Mode. Two solution modes
are available: Fully Coupled mode, in which the transport equations and the chemical reactions are
solved simultaneously, and Operator Split mode, in which advectivedifisive transport equations and the
chemical reactions are solved sequentially.
The third line lists eight integer values that must be set to either zero or one (Table 4.6).
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Table 4,6. Description of Reactive Transport Execution Control Switches
Description Of Variable
Aitken extrapolation scheme
Column scan switch for 2-D problems.
Non-reacting solver switch
Effective reaction area
Texture solver coupled with transport solver
Porosity updat@ with precipitatiorddksolution
Lower boundary condition for all species
Water consumption in chemical reactions coupled with water flow
Gas consumption in chemical reactions coupled with gas flow

1
on
on
on
on
on
on
C=o
on
on

o
off
off
off
off
off
off
No fhlX
off
off

,.

The “Aitken extrapolation scheme” accelerates the convergence of the Newton-Raphson iteration
scheme related to the reactive transport solver. The “Column scan switch for 2-D problems” enables the
Gauss-Seidel iterative solver to scan in the horizontal, as well as the vextical direction when solving
2-dimensional problems. The “non-reacting solver switch” allows the user to solve problems with pure
transport (no reactions) in the Fully Coupled solution mode. The “Effective reaction area” switch allows
recalculation of the effective reaction surface area for each mineral at each node, as the minerals
precipitate or dissolve. The “Texture solver coupled with transport solver” switch allows the
recalculation of the miner~ volume and radius as minerals precipitate and dissolve in slow reactions. The
“Porosity updated with precipitation/dissolution” switch allows changes in porosity to be passed back to
the water or gas flow subroutines. The “Lower boundary condition for all species” switch allows either a
no flux or a specified concentration of zero at the lower boundary for all aqueous s~ies. me ‘Waterj
consumption in chemical reactions coupled with water flow” switch allows the net water consumption
rate, due to all chemical reactions, to be coupled with the water flow subroutines. The “Gas consumption
in chemical reactions coupled with water flow” switch allows the net gas consumption rate, due to all
chemical reactions, to be coupled with the gas flow subroutines.
The fourth line lists seven real variables that control the convergence of the reactive transport solver.
The Courant number is defined as Cr = VA?/AZ,where At is the initial time step, AZis the minimum
horizontal and ve~ical grid spacing, and Vis the average linear pore water velocity. The time stepping
parameter is used to select the time-stepping scheme for reactive transport: a value of 0.0 gives an
explicit scheme, 0.5 gives a Crank-Nicholson scheme, and 1.0 provides a fully implicit scheme. A filly
implicit scheme islikely to be the most stable. The other six input variables allow the user to specify the
maximum error allowed in the solution of various reactive transport subroutines.
4.5.19 Aqueous Species Card
This card lists the aqueous species to be considered in the simulation. Examples of aqueous species
include ions, such as HCOj and dissolved gases, such as 02(aq). Required input includes the overall
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Table 4.7. Reactive Transport Convergence Control Variables
Description Of Variable
step Courant number
Time stepping parameter
Error in non-reacting suecies
IIError in equation point solver
Error in transport point solver
Error in texture solver
Initial
time

Range Of Appropriate Values
1 to 1.e-6
0.0 to 1.0
1e-2 to 1.e-7
I
1.e-2 to 1.e-7
1.e-2 to 1.e-7
1.e-2 to 1.e-7

II

charge of the aqueous species and the hard core diameter. Values of these input parameters for many
aqueous species are found in the EQ3/6 database file dataO.com.R2, for example. Also required is a list of
the elements contained in each species.
4.5.20

Gas

Species Card

Thk card lists gas phase species to be considered in the simulation. Examples of gas phase species
include CO@ and 02(g). These species must be related by Henry’s Law Constant to an aqueous species,
specified in the Aqueous Species Card. Required input includes the diffision coeftlcient of the gas phase
species and the Henry’s Law equilibrium coefficient. The Henry’s Law equilibrium coefficient may be
specified as a constant or as a polynomial function of temperature, with a user-specified number of terms.
Additionally, a list of the elements contained in each gaseous species is required.
4.5.21 Components

Card

This card lists the components that consist of the groups aqueous species related by a single element.
Components provide a way to keep track of the total mass of a given element in solution. For instance,
the component Al(total) can consist of two aqueous species: Al(OH)3(aq) and Al(OH)~.
4.5.22

Solid Species Card

This card lists and describes all solid species in the simulation. Examples of solid species include
silicate or carbonate minerals, metals or soil organic matter. Solid species are defined by specifying the
mass density of the solid species and the mole fraction (stoichiometric coefficient) and name of each
element in the solid species.
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4.5.23 Fast Reactions Card
This card lists and describes all aqueous fast (equilibrium) reactions considered in the simulation.
Fast reactions are defined by ~pecifying the number of moles of each aqueous species participating in the
reaction. The equilibrium coefllcient must also be specified, either as a constant or as a polynomial
function of temperature with a user-specified number of terms.
>
4.5.24 Kinetic Aqueous Reactions

Card

This card lists and describes all kinetic reactions involving only aqueous species. An example of
kinetic aqueous reactions is the biodegradation of dissolved organic carbon.
4.5.25 Slow ReactioIIs Card
This card lists all kinetic reactions involving at least one solid species. Each reaction may involve
one or two solid species. Examples of slow reactions include mineral dissolution or precipitation, metal
corrosion, or biodegradation of soil organic matter. Slow reactions are defined by specif@g the number
of moles of each aqueous and solid species participating in the reaction. The equilibrium coefilcient must
also be specified, either as a constant or as a polynomial fimction of temperature, with a user-specified
number of terms. Various parameters related to the rate law must also be defined. Three different types
of rate law maybe specifkd.
43.26 Fluid Decay Card
The option to simulate the radioactive decay of aqueous species is not currently implemented.
4.5.27 Solid Decay Card
The option to consider the radioactive decay of solid species is not currently implemented.
4.5.28 Lithology

Card

This card specifies the relative fraction of each solid species found in each of the porous materials
initially defined in the RocVSoil Zonation Card Card, described in Section 4.5.4.
4.5.29 Reaction BC Card
This card lists the boundary conditions, specified at the upper boundary, for all~aqueous and gas
species. This simplification was originally introduced into the code because the upper boundary is
usualIy the location of the inlet of a l-dimensional column. In the future, the ability will be added to
define specified concentration (Dirichlet) or specified flux (Neumann) conditions along any boundary
segment of the domain.
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Reaction IC Card

Currently, the only option is to set the initial aqueous species concentrations equal to those specified
at the upper boundary.
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5.0 Parameter Files
5.1 Introduction
This section describes the format and contents of the parameters file and the parameters.astct file, that
are required to compile and execute the STORM simulator. Parameters are used by the FORTRAN
programming language and compilers to allocate memory for storage of variables. The FORTIL4N
.
language is unable to allocate memory dynamically; therefore, all memory storage requirements must be
defined at compilation time. No execution errors occur if the memory allocated is greater that required by
the simulation, unless the memory requirements exceed the computer capabilities. Unless necessary, the
user avoids executing simulations that require the use of virtual memory. The time required to swap data
between.the virtual memory storage device and the active memory typically yields poor execution speeds.
The STORM simulator requires definitions of two types of parameters (declared and computed), prior to
compilation. The user is responsible for properly assigning all of the declared parameters. Declared
parameters are assigned by modifying the parameters file supplied with the STORM simulator using a
text editor (word processor) or by creating anew parameters file. The equations for the computed
parameters must be included in each parhrneters file following the declared parameters. The parameter
definitions given in this manual represent minimum acceptable values. All declakd parameters, except
for switch type parameters, must have minimum values of one. Undersized parameters will generally
yield execution errors that may or may not be detected by the system. Oversized parameters are
permissible, but can result in excessive memory allocation.

5.2 Parameters File
5.2.1

Solution/Simulation

“
Parameters

The “LNOTES” parameter equals the number of lines in the Simulation Notes field and should equal
the variable Number of Simulation Note Lines on the Simulation Title card. The “LEPD’ parameter
equals the number of execution periods and should equal the variable Number of Zkecutioi Periods on the
Solution Control card. A simulation with seven lines of simulation notes and four execution periods
would have a solution/simulation parameter set that appeared as
PARAMETER(LNOTES=7, LEPD==)
5.2.2

Computational

Domain Parameters

The “LFX7 “LFY~ and “LFZ” parameters equal the number of nodes in the x-, y-, and z-directions,
respectively, for Cartesian coordhate systems or the number of nodes in the r-,’ -, and z-directions,
respectively, for cylindrical coordinate systems. These parameters equal the variables X-Dir. Nodes,
Y-Dir. Nodes, and Z-Dir. Nodes on the Grid card. The parameter “LAN” equals the number of active
nodes and should equal the total number of nodes minus the number of inactive nodes. The parameter
“LAD” equals the number of active dimensions, where active dimensions are coordinate directions with
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more than one node. The number of active dimensions is a number between one and three, inclusive.
The parameter “LMNP” equals the minimum plane size and should equal the minimum of the following
three products: “LFX*LFY~’ “LFY*LFZV and “LFZ*LFX.” A simulation with 2 active dimensions,
having 22, 1, and 103 nodes in the x-, y-, and z- directions, respectively, and 51 inactive nodes has a
computational domain parameter set that appeared as
PARAMETER(LFX=22, LFY=l, LFZ=103)
PARAMETER(LAN=2215, LAD=2, 1..MNP=22)
5.2.3

Operation Mode Switch Parameters

The parameters “LTY “LL~ “LG:’” LN~’ and “LC” are switches for the energy, water mass, air
mass, VOC mass, and solute conservation equations. For these switch-type parameters, a value of one
indicates the equation is solved and a value of zero indicates the equation is unsolved. The parameter
“LFC” is a switch for freezing conditions. The parameter “LS” is a switch for coupled solute transport.
A value of zero indicates nonfreezing conditions, whereas a value of one indicates freezing conditions.
The switch combinations set with these parameters agrees with the operational mode. A simulation using
the Water-Airflransport operational mode has aoperational mode parameter set that appeared as
PARAMETER(LT=O, LL=l, LG=l, LN=O,LC=l, LFC==, LS=O)
5.2.4

Linear System Solver Switch Parameters

The parameters “LBD’ and “LCG are switches for the banded and conjugate gradient linear system
solvers. For these switch type parameters, a value of one indicates the solver is active and value of zero
indicates the solver is inactive. Only one solver can be active for a simulation, either the banded matrix
or the conjugate gradient solver. These parameters switches, similar to a toggle, are the only means the
user has for declaring a linear equation solution scheme. A simulation that used the banded matrix linear
system solver has a linear system solver parameter set that appeared as
PARAMETER(LBD=l, LCG=O)
5.2.5

Boundary

Condition Parameters

The parameters “LBC” and “LBTM” equal the number of boundary surfaces and maximum number
of boundary condition times. A Boundmy Condition Domain as declared on the Boundmy Conditions
card may contain more than one boundary surface. The parameter “LBC” indicates the total number of
boundary surfaces, not the number of boundary condition domains. Although they may refer to the same
computational domain surface, boundary surfaces declared in one boundary condition domain differ from
those declared in another. The maximum number of boundary condition times equals the maximum .
number of times declared for all boundary condition domains. A simulation with three boundary
condition domains, the first with 6 boundary surfaces and 13 boundary condition times, the second with
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2 boundary condition surfaces and 26 botqxlary condition times, and me third with 34 boundary condition
surfaces and 2 boundary condition times has a boundary parameter set that appeared as
PARAMETER(LBC=42, LBTM=26)
5.2.6

Source Parameters

The parameters “LSR” and “LS’IM” equal the number of sources and maximum number of source
times. Unlike the boundary condition parameters, a single source may contain more than one node, but is
only counted as one with respect to the parameter “LSR.” The maximum number of source times equals
the maximum number of times de&red for all sources. A simulation with 3 source domains, the first
with 6 nodes and 13 source times, the second with 2 sources and 26 source times, and the third with
34 sources and 2 source times would have a source parameter set that appears as
PARAMETER(LSR=3, LSTM=26)
5.2.7

,,
:,

Rock’Type and Solute Transport Parameters

,.

The parameters “LRC!”and “LSOLU” equal the number of rock types and number of transported
solutes. The number of rock types equals the number of rockkoil types listed on the RocldSoil Zonation
card. Because one rocldsoil type can define the rocldsoil type for more than one rocldsoil zonation
domain, the number of rocldsoil tfies does not equal the Number of Rock#Soil Zonation Domuins
declared on the RocMYoil Zonation card. Each rockhoil type has a unique name. The number of solutes
should equal the number of solutes defined on the SoluteLFluid Interactions card. Each solute must have
a unique name. A simulation with “14rockhoil zonation domains, 3 rocldsoil types, 7 solutes for the
Water-Airflranspoti
operational mode has a rock types and solutes parameter set that appeared as
PARAMETER(LRC=3, LSOLU=7)
5.2.8

Output Parameters

The parameters “LREFH “LPT.MJ’ and “LSF” equal the number of reference nodes, number of plot
file output times, and the number of flux surfaces, respectively. The number of reference nodes equals
the Number of Reference Nodes input on the Output Control card. The number of plot file output times
equals the Number of Plot File Times input on the Output Control card. The plot file that is generated, by
default at the conclusion of an execution is not counted as a plot file time. The number of flux surfaces
should equal the Number of Su~ace Fh.ix Inputs input on the.Su@ce Flux card’. A simulation with
4 reference nodes, 6 plot file output times (other than the plot file generated at the conclusion of the
execution), and 23 flux surfaces would have an output parameter set that appeared as
PARAMETER(LREF=4, LPTM=6, LSF=23)
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5.2.9

k-S-P Function Parameters

The parameters “LTBL” and “LPATH” equal the total number of table entries and the number of
scanning paths for hysteretic saturation functions, respectively. The number of table entries equals the
sum of Number of Table Entries on the Saturation Function, Aqueous Relative PennabiliQ Function,
and Gas Relative Permeabili~ Function cards. The number of scanning paths equals the Number of
Scanning Paths input for hysteretic saturation fimctions on the Saturation Function card. The
recommended number of scanning paths for a hysteretic saturation function is seven. For non-hysteretic
saturation functions, the number of scanning paths should equal one. A Water operational mode
simulation with 2 rocldsoil types, 34 tabular entries for the saturation function for the first rocldsoil type,
a declared non-hysteretic saturation function for the second rocldsoil type, 27 tabular entries for the
aqueous relative permeability for the first rocldsoil type, and31 tabular entries for the aqueous relative
permeability for the second rocldsoil.type has a k-S-P fimction parameter set that appears as
PARAMETER(LTBL=92, LPATH=7)
5.2.10 Computed Parameters
“ Computed parameters are arithmetic combinations of the declared parameters and must follow the
declared parameters in the parameters file. Computed parameters related to the conjugate gradient line~
system solver are declared within the source code. Definitions of the computed parameters in the
parameters file are given in Table 5.1. The computed parameter set for all simulations appears as
PARAMETER(LUK=LT+LL+LG+LN+LS, LPH=LL+LG+LN)
PARAMETER(LHBW=LUK*LMNP+LUK-1)
PARAMETER(LCOL=LBD*LAN*LUK + LCG*(2*LAD+1))
PARAMETER(LROW=LBD*(3 *LHBW+1) + LCG*LAN*LUK)
PARAMETER(LSCG=LBD + LCG*LAN*LUK)
PARAMETER(LSBD=LBD*LAN*LUK + LCG)
PARAMETER(LSOL=LAN*LUK)
PARAMETER(LSV=LUK+2, LSFV=2*LUK+1)
PARAMETER(LFD=LFX*LFY*LFZ)
PARAMETER(LSX=(LFX+ l)*LFY*LFZ)
PARAMETER(LSY=LFX*(LFY+ l)*LFZ)
PARAMETER(LS=LFX*LFY*(LFZ+l))
PARAMETER(LFDT=LFD**LT,LFDL=LFD**LL,LFDG=LFD**LG,LFDN=LFD**LN)
PARAMETER(LFDC=LFD**LC, LFDI=LFD**LFC, LFDS=LFD**LS)
P~~R~SXT=LSX**LT,LSCLSX**LL,LSXeLSX**LG,LS~=LSX**L~
PARAMETER(LSXC=LSX**LC, LSXS=LSX**LS)
P~~R~SW=LSY**LT,LS~LSY**LL,LSY~LSY**LG,LS~=LSY**L~
PARAMETER(LSYC=LSY* *LC, LSYS=LSY**LS)
P~~R~S~=LSZ**LT,LS~LSZ**LL,LSZ@LSZ**LG,LS~=LSZ**L~
PARAMETER(LSZC=LSZ**LC, LSZS=LSZ**LS)
P~~R~R~=LRC**LT,LRCkLRC**LL,LRCG.LRC**LG,LRCN=LRC**L~

5.4

PARAMETER(LRCC=LRC**LC, LRCI=LRC**LFC, LRCS=LRC**LS)
P~~R@B~=LBC**LT,LBCbLBC**LL~BC~LBC**LG~BCN=LBC**~
PARAMBTER(LBCC=LBC**LC, LBCI=LBC**LFC, LBCS=LBC**LS)
PARAMETER(LBCU=LUK+LPH, LBCV=LBCU+LSOLU, LOUPV=1OO+1l*(LSOLU))

5.3 parameters.astct File
5.3.1

Specified Parameters

,.

The parameter znu.xxdspecifies the maximum number of points in the vertical (Z) direction, and is
always set equal to the value of LFZ+l. The parameter muxyd specifies the maximum number of points
in the horizontal (X) direction, and is always set equal.to the value of LFX+l. The parameter mu.xaqs
specifies the maximum number of aqueous species. The parameter mu.x.dd specifies the maximum
number of solid species. The parameter nuzxj%nspecifies the maximum number of fast reactions. The
parameter nuzxsmn specifies the maximum number of slow reactions. The parameter magfdec specifies
the maximum number of fluid decays. The parameter ma.xsdec specifies the maximum number of solid
decays. The parameter maxkzxn specifies the maximum number of kinetic aqueous reactions. The
parameter muxlith specifies the maximum number of lithologic units, and is always set equal to the value
of LRC. The parameter maxelem specifies the maximum number of elements in one species. The
parameter muxga.sspecifies the maximum number of gaseous sp~ies. An example of the specified
parameters in a pararneters.astct file is
parameter(maxxd=822,maxyd=26)
parameter(maxaqs=40,maxsld=20)
parameter(maxfrxn=20,maxsrxn=20)
parameter(maxfdec=l ,maxsdec=l)
parameter(maxkrxn=l)
pararneter(maxlith=6)
“
pararneter(maxelem= 14)
parameter(maxgas=3)
5.3.2

Computed

.,

Parameters

The parameter maxrxn specfles the maximum total number of reactions. The last line in the
parameters.astct file is, therefore,
parameter(maxrxn=maxfrxn+maxkrxn+maxsrxn+maxfdec+maxsdec),

.

.
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Table 5.1. Computed Parameter Definitions
Parameter
LUK
LPH
LHBW
LCOL
LROW
LSCG
LSBD
LSOL
LSV
LSPV
LFD
LSX
LSY
LSZ
LFDT
LPDL
LPDG
LFDC
LPDI
LSXT
LSXL
LSXG
LSXC
LSYT
LSYL
LSYG
LSYC
LSZT
LSZL
LSZG
LSZC
LRCT
LRCL
LRCG
LRCC
LBCT
L LBCL

Definition
Number of solved coupled equations
Number of phases
Block banded matrix half-band width
Number of columns in the Jacobian matrix
Number of rows in the Jacobian matrix
Number of unknowns for the conjugate gradient solver
Number of unknowns for the banded matrix solver
Number of unknowns
Number of field variable indexes
Number of flux variable indexes
Number of nodes
Number of surfaces in the x-or r-directions
Number of surfaces in the y-or y-dkechons
Number of surfaces in the zdirection
Number of energy field variables
Number of aqueous field variables
Number of gas field vtiables
Number of solute transport equation field variables
Number of solute transport equation field variables
Number of energy flux variables in the xduection
Number of aqueous flux variables in the xdirection
Number of gas flux variables in the xdirection
Number of solute flux variables in the xdirection
Number of energy flux variables in the ydirection
Number of “aqueousflux variables in the ydirection
Number of gas flux variables in the ydirection
Number of solute equation surfaces in the ydirection
Number of energy flux variables in the zdkction
Number of aqueous flux variables in the z-direction
Number of gas flux variables in the zdirection
Number of solute equation surfaces in the zdirection
Number of energy variable rocldsoil types
Number of aqueous variable rockhoil types
Number of gas variable rockhoil types
Number of solute variable rocldsoil types
Number of energy boundary condition variables
Number of aqueous boundary condition variables

5.6

Table 5.1. Computed Parameter Definitions (contd)

II

Parameter
Deftition
“
LBCG
Number of m.s boundarv. condition variables
LBCC
I Number of solute boundary condition variables
LBCU
Number of coupled boundary condition variables
LBCV
Number of total boundary condition variables
LOUPV
Number of outrmt variables

5.7
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6.0
6.1

Compilation and Execution

Introduction

The STORM simulator was designed primarily for execution on computers with UNIX(a)operating
systems. An assembled source code, however, can be compiled and executed on imy computer with an
ANSI FORTRAN compiler, if the computer has sui%cient memory. Although a general correspondence
is present in computer design between memory size and execution spee~ sufficient memory to compile
and execute does not guarantee the machine has sufficient execution speeds to complete a simulation
within a reasonable time period. The STORM simulator should be thought of as a collection of source
code libraries. The libraries that become part of the executable code are dependent on the operational
mode. Each operational mode requires a particular group of library source codes. The normal procedure
for building an executable version for a particular operational mode involves compiling the required
“
group of library source codes, using the declared and computed parameters in the parameters and
parameters.astc files to define memory requirements; and linking the compiled object files to create an
executable. An alternate option is to assemble or concatenate all of the source code libraries required for
a particular operational mode into a single file and, subsequently, compile the assembled source code.
Either procedure can be petiormed manually or automatically. The make utilily (Talboq 1988) that
generates a sequence of commands for execution by the UNIX shell, can be used to automatically
compile and link the required source code libraries for a particular operational mode. A makefile, which
contains a make utility instiction set is designed to generate an executable or assembly source code for
the STORM simuIator.

6.2

Compilation

Executing the make command compiles and links all of the source and object coding required for ~
operational mode into a single executable file. Operational mode options are specified on the command
line by specifying the name of the executable. As an example, the following UNIX shell command string
on a computer that supports the make utility generates an optimized executable of the FYater-AiA3zergy
operational mode
make storm3
where a file named “storm3” is generated. Table 6.1 shows the correspondence between the name of the
executable and operational modes.

(a) UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Information Systems.
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Table 6.1. Glossary of Operational Mode Indexes
Index
Storml
storm2
storm3

C)perationd Mode
WaterReactive

.

Transport

Water-AiriRea.ctive Transport
Water-Air-Energy/Reactive

Transport

Assembly options are entered on a line within the file named Ma.kefile,and assigned to a variable
named FFLAGS. For example, the following line compiles the code on a SUN workstation with the
options to generate a fast executable with the extended source code line length (132 characters) turned on.
FFLAGS = -fast -e
The assembly process has certain requirements with respect to source files, the commons file, the
parameters file, and the make description file. Storing all of the source files (those files that have .~or .C
extensions) and the commons file in a single directory is recommended. A path name to this directory
can be defaulted into the make description file.
Executing make produces object files, with .Oextensions for every required FORTRAN source file.
These object files appear in the current directory but are not necessary for code execution and can be
discarded. Any modifications to the parameters file would require that the code be recompiled and
linked. Executing make following a modification to the parameter file automatically regenerates the
object and executable files. Because of the updating features in make, any recompilation using a different
assembly option requires the user to remove all of the object files from the current directory.

6.3 Execution
Executing the STORM simulator is straightforward and only requires that an input file named input
resides in the current directory. For restart simulations, a restart file named restart must also reside in the
current dkctory. Because restart files are created with an extension that corresponds with the generating
time step, the user must rename the appropriate restart file to restart. For a UITJXoperating system,
execution is started by typing in the path to and the name of the executable file. Execution is indicated by
printing a STORM title banner and program disclaimer to the standard input/output device (for example, a
monitor).
6.3.1

Error Messages

Two types of error messages can be generated during a STORM execution. The f~st type is a
system-generated message that typically indicates a memory error, FORTRAN error, or other system
error identified by the system. The second type of error messages is that generated by the STORM code
that typically refer to inpuq parameter, or convergence failure type messages. STORM-generated
messages are divided into three categories, according to severity. The most severe are the ERROR
messages that abort the program execution. Undersized parameters ru-etypical of errors that yield

6.2

.

ERROR messages because execution of the simulator with undersized parameters may yield gross errors,
or even worse, subtle errors that can pass undetected in the results. Next on the severity level are the
WARNING messages that generally indicates to the user that a problem wit.lithe input file probably
exists. The least severe are NOTE messages that are used to record events such as the absence of an
optional input card.
When an execution is terminated with a STORM-generated ERROR message two types of
information appear on the standard inputioutput device. The first piece of information is an error message
with or without related data that indicates the nature of the error. To a limited degree, the STORM
simulator also traps input formatting errors. Unfortunately, the resulting input error message that results
may not always agree with the actual location of the identified input error. This situation arises because
the original error may have skipped detection. For example, a missing input item on an input line is not
identified until STORM identifies an incorrect data type or the end of the line was reached. The user will
expect to find input errors slightly before the location indicated by the generating error message. The
second type of information, which is generated with an ERROR message, is a calling sequence. The
calling sequence is a slash delineated list of routine names that were called prior to the identified error.
The calling sequence for an input error on the Aqueous ReZative Permeability card for the Water
operational mode appears as
/STORM1/RDINFTl/RDRPL/WRMSG
where the called routine names are delineated with a forward slash. For this example, the main routine
STORM1 called the subroutine RDINPT1 to read the input file for the Water operational mode. It in turIL
called RDRPL, the global routine, to read the Aqueous Re.?ative Permeability card that identified an error
and called WRMSG to write an error message to the standard input/ou~ut device.

6.3

7.0 Output Files

I

7.1 Introduction
The STORM simulator can generate, depending on the requested output and saturation function me,
two data files for restarting a simulation and three simulation result files. Every execution produces an
output file. If the simulation concludes without a fatal error, a restart and plot file are also generated.
Restart and plot files names include an extension that corresponds to the time step at which the-file was
written. For example, a restart file named restati.39 was written at the conclusion of the 39* time step.
Simulations involving hysteretic saturation functions also produce a hyster file that contains saturation
history records. Hy.ster filenames also include an extension that corresponds to the time step at which the
file was.written. A surface file is only generated when a Surj$aceFlux card is included in an input file.
All output files generated by the STORM simulator are ASCII text files.

,,.
,.
:“

7.2 Output File
An output file is generated with every execution. If a file named output ~ready exists in the current
directory, the file is erased and overwritten. The user is responsible for renaming previous output files
prior to executing the STORM simulator. An output file begins with a welcome statemen~ a disclaimer,
and a banner that appear similar to
Welcome to ...

STORM
Subsurface Transport Over Reactive Multiphases

.

This file was produced by STORM, a numerical simulator
developed by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
with support from the U.S. Depamnent of Energy.
Results from this version of STORM should not be used
for license related applications. Distribution of the
STORM source code is strictly prohibited.
For inquiries or assistance: Call (509) 372-6132
-- OUTPUT —
Following this banner is an input record that documents the simulation input. An input record is
included on the output file to document the simulation in the event the input file is destroyed or becomes
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separated from the outputfile. The input record is formatted differently that an inputfile, but contains all
of the information listed on an input file. Optional cards that are not included in the input file are noted in
the input record. If an input error is identified by the STORM simulator, an error message appears in the
input record at the point the error was noted. Input cards are read by the STORM simulator in a specific
order and appear in that order in the input record. Because input cards can be organized randomly on the
input file, the card order on the input record may not match that on the input file.
T.3

Refnod File

The rejkod (reference node) output file is a table of simulation data and selected reference node
variables that are printed according the frequency requested on the Output Control card with the input
item Reference Node Ouzput File Frequency. Every 10 print records a table column header is printed to
delineate the columns. Each print record shows simulation data and reference node variable data for each
reference node requested. Simulation data comprises the time step, the reference node number, the
simulation time, the simulation time step, and the number of Newton-Raphson iterations required to reach
convergence. Reference node variable data comprise values of the variables specified on the Output
Control card through the Reference Node Variable inputs. Reference nodes are indexed by node number.
The corresponding x-, y-, and z-direction indexes are shown for each reference node on the line preceding
the column headers. For example, a simulation with reference node 272 at x-, y-, and zdirection indexes
of 2, 3, and 6, respectively, has a reference node header line that appeared as
Reference Node(s) ( 2,3, 6:

272)

Column headers for reference node variables are delineated with an abbreviated title and associated
units. Units are enclosed in brackets below the variable abbreviation. A portion of a reference node
output record for a horizontal heat pipe problem, involving 50 nodes for time steps 70 through 73, appears
as
Reference Node(s) ( 1, 1, 1: 1)( 50, 1, 1: 50)
Step Node
Time
Timestep
Itr
]
[day 1 . [day
70
1
2.837E+01
1.793E+O0
8
70
50
2.837E+01
1.793E+O0
8
71
1
2.242E+O0
9
3.061E+01
71
50
3.061E+01
2.242E+O0
9
72
1
3.341E+01
2.802E+O0
9
72
50
3.341E+01
2.802E+O0
9
73
1
3.692E+01
3.503E+O0
8
73
50
3.692E+01
3.503E+O0
8

T
[c

SL
]

7.1893E+01
1.3564E+02
7.1895E+01
1.4039E+02
7.1878E+01
1.4598E+02
7.1869E+01
1.5225E+02

9.9893E-01
2.0992E-02
9.9903E-01
1.9265E-02
9.9933E-01
1.7489E-02
9.9951E-01
1.5759E-02

PL
[pa
]
1.0133E+05
-1.9896E+08
1.0133E+05
-2.2722E+08
1.0133E+05
-2.6050E+08
1.0133E+05
-2.9758E-I-08

The reference nodes are nodes 1 and 50; the reference node variable data includes the temperature,
reported in degrees Celsius, the aqueous saturation, and the aqueous pressure, reported in Pascal
(absolute).

7.2

7.4 Plot File
A plot file is generated by default at the conclusion of every execution and additionally when
requested on the Output Control card with the Plot File Output Times input items. If a file named plot.xx
(where x.xrefers to the time step extension) already exists in the current directory, the file is erased and
overwritten. The user is responsible for renaming previous plot.xx files prior to executing the STORM
simulator. A plot file begins with a welcome statemen~ a disclaimer, and a banner that appear similar to
Welcome to ...

STORM
Subsurface Transport Over Reactive Multiphases

This file was produced by STORM, a numerical simulator
developed by the Pacific’Northwest National Laboratory
with support from the U.S. Department of Energy.
Results from this version of STORM should not be used
for license related applications. Distribution of the
STORM source code is strictly prohibited.
For inquiries or assistance

Call (509) 372-6132

— PLOT —
Following this header are data on the current time step, simulation time, and number of nodes in three
coordinate directions. The remaining portion of a plot file comprises arrays of geometic and variable
data. These data are arranged in groups, each with a title line that indicates the type of data that follows.
Data groups are ammged in rows with 10 data items per row. Each group of data contains a field or
surface variable listed sequentially for every node or surface in the computational domain. The first four
groups of data appear in every plot file and contain the x- or redirection node positions, y- or (direction
node positions, zdirection node positions, and node volumes for every node in the computational domain.
The remaining groups of data correspond to the requested Plot File Variables. Field variable data groups
list the value of the field variable at the node centroid. Surface variables or fluxes are written twice to the
plot file. The first flux variable data group lists the value of the flux variable at the node centroid,
whereas the second group lists the value at the node surfaces. Node centroid values for flux variables are
simple arithmetic averages of the two node surface values.
Two post-processing programs are available, d_plotld and d_plot2d. The program d_plotld parses
output data from a ldimensional simulation into columnar format. ,The program d_plot2d parses data
from a 2dimensional simulation into Spyglass Transform format.

7.3

7.5 Surface File
A sug%ce file is generated during an execution if surfaces are defined on the Su~ace Flux card If a
fde named suq%ce already exists in the current directory, the file is erased and overwritten. The user is
responsible for renaming previous surjiie files prior to executing the STORM simulator. A su@ce file
beatis with a welcome statemen~ a disclaimer, and a banner that appear similar to

Welcome to ...

STORM
Subsurface Transport Over Reactive Multiphases

This file was produced by STORM, a numerical simulator
developed by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
with support from the U.S. Department of Energy.
Results from this version of STORM should not be used
for license related applications. Distribution of the
STORM source code is strictly prohibited.
For inquiries or assistance Call (509) 372-6132
–- SURFACE –Following the header, are columns of surface flux rate and integral data. Surface flux information is
written to the surface file at the conclusion of every time step. The first column of data in the sur$me file
is the time step in units that are specified with the Output Time Units variable on the Output Control card.
Each surface flux output is written in two columns: “thefwst column is the surface flux rate at the current
time step and the column is the integral of the surface flux rate from the beginning of the current
simulation. Surface flux integral data are not carried over on restart simulations. Each column in the
surj%ce file is titled with an abbreviated header and associated units shown in brackets under the column
title. Definitions of the header abbreviations for the swj$ace file are given in Table 7.1. Each header title
is followed with an integer enclosed in parentheses. The integer refers to the surface flux number, as
defined on the Su#ace Flux card (that is, the surface flux definition order).

7.6 Restart File
A restart file is generated by default at the conclusion of every execution and also when requested on
the Output Control card with the Plot File Output Times input items. If a file named restart.xx (where xx
refers to the time step extension) already exists in the current directory, the file is erased and overwritten.

7.4

Table 7.1. Surface Flux Column Title Abbreviations
Definition
Abbreviation
UGM
Gas mass flux rate (direction)
Gas mass flux intemd (direction)
UGMS
I
Aaueous
mass flux rate (x-direction)
ULM
II
ULMS
Aqueous mass flux integral (direction)
UGV “
Gas volumetric flux rate (direction)
UGVS
Gas volumetric flux intema.1(x-direction)
I
Acweous volumetric flux rate (direction)
ULv
It
II
Aqueous
volumetric flux integral (x-direction)
ULvs
‘
Energy flux rate (x-direction)
UQV
UQVS
Energy flux integral (direction)
VGM
, Gas mass flux rate (y-direction)
VGMS
Gas mass flux integral (ydkection)
Aqueous mass flux rate (y-direction)
VLM
Aqueous mass flux integral (direction)
VLMS
VGV
Gas volumetric flux rate (direction)
“
VGVS
Gas volumetric flux integral (y-direction)
VLv
Aaueous volumetric flux rate (Ydkction)
Aqueous
volumetric flux integral (direction)
VLvs
“
VQV
Energy flux rate (direction)
Wvs
Eneuzv flux internal (y-direction)
WGV
Gas volumetric flux rate (direction)
WGVS
“.
I Gas volumetric flux inteszral(z-direction>
Aaueous
volumetric
flux
rate (z-direction)
I
WLv
II
I
,
Aqueous
volumetric flux integral (zdkction)
WLvs
‘
WGM
Gas mass flux rate (z-direction)
WGMS
Gas mass flux internal (direction)
Aqueous mass flux rate (direction)
WLM
Aqueous mass flux integral (z-direction)
WLMS
WQV
Energy flux rate (direction)
WQVS
I Energy flux integral (zdlrection)
I

II
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7.5

The user is responsible for renaming previous restart.xx files prior to executing the STORM simulator. A
restcnt file begins with a welcome statement, a disclaimer, and a banner that appear similar to
Welcome to ...

STORM
Subsurface Transport Over Reactive Multiphases

This file was produced by STOW, a numerical simulator
developed by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
with support from the U.S. Department of Energy.
Results horn this version of STORM should not be used
for license related applications. Distribution of the
STORM source code is strictly prohibited.
For inquiries or assistance: Call (509) 372-6132
---

RESTART

-–

values in restart files are in S1units with pressures expressed in gauge. The first data line of
a restart file contains the following timing and simulation information: time, time step, maximum time
step, time step acceleration factor, convergence criterion, maximum number of Newton-Raphson
iterations, number of time steps, and number of nodes. The remaining lines are node data lines that
contain the following field variable data for the current time step for every node (one line per node):
temperature, aqueous pressure, gas pressure, water vapor pressure, aqueous saturation, and gas saturation.
If the simulation includes solute transpo~ the node data lines also contain solute volumetric
concentrations for each solute. Moreover, if the simulation includes freezing water conditions, the node
data lines also contain the frozen water pressure and frozen water saturation. All node data lines are
terminated with an integer value for the phase condition. Refer to the STOMP Theory Manual (White
and Oostrom 1996) for a dkcussion of phase conditions.
All data

7.6

8.0 Model Verification
8.1 Aqueous Phase Advection and Diffusion
For the case of ldimensional, steady state diffusion and advection of a single aqueous species, with
constant production from a single reaction with depth, Equations (2.17) through (2.27) simpli@ to

w=– ; .

()

Da

aca
a2ca (eava)—
—+
az2
az

Assuming production occurs over a finite depth kzcL,

(8.1)

with a specified concentration ( C: ) at the top

boundary (Z= O)and no diffusive flux at the lower boundary (z = L), the aqueous phase concentration of
that gas species is given by

.==EK!X!5
z

(8.2)

V2

where V = OaVa amd D = 8aDa. A STORM simulation of Halite dissolution was run that corresponds to
this analytical solution. Both the Fully Coupled and the Operator Split solution modes were used.
Output from STORM was compared to the analytical solution. The model parameters are listed in
Table 8.1; the results are shown in
Figure 8.1. Results for STORM run in the Fully Coupled
solution mode and the analytical solution agree well. Results for STORM run in the Operator Split mode
agree, if the time step is constrained to a maximum value of 0.5 hour.
Table 8.1. Simulation Parameters for Gas Phase Diffusion
Parameter
Temperature. C

Value
25
l.oxlo-

C;, mol kg-*

+

D“, m2 S-l
V., m s-i

--z6mlI

a
1.6x10-

e.
W, mol m-j s-l

8.1

5.2x101.2xlo-
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Figure 8.1. Comparison of STORM Results Using Either Fully Coupled or Operator Split Solution
Modes to Analytical Solution for Constant Source, Advection, and Diffusion
Data File 8.1. Input File for Aqueous Phase Advection and Diffusion Test Case
-Simulation
Title
card
.
1,
organic
matter
decomposi ti on,
DH BaCOn,
Pacific
Northwest
National
Laboratory,
August
1998,
00:00:00
AM PDT,

o,
-sol uti on control
card
Restart,
Water W/ TranSpOrt,
.
1,
0.0, hr,lOOO.
,yr,l.
,s,5.
,yr,l.005,8,1.0
1.e+30,
yr,l.
e+30, yr,10000O,

e-6,

o,

8.2

-Grid
Card
Uniform
Cartesian,

1,1,100,
l.O,cm,
l.O,cm,
l.O;cm,
.Rock/Soil

zonation

card

2,
TopSoil,l;l,l,l,l,50,
BottomSoil,l,l,l,l,51,100,
-Mechanical
Properties
Card
TopSoil,2.72,g/cmA3,0.371,0.
371,1.e-5,1/m,Millington
BottomSoil,2.72,g/cmA3,O.37l,O.37l,l.e-5,l/m,Millington
-Hydraulic
Properties
TopSoil,9467.28,hc
BottomSoil,9467.28,hc

card
m/yr,,,9467.28,hc
m/yr ,,,9467.28,hc

-Saturation
Function
TopSoil,Nonhysteretic
BottomSoil,Nonhysteretic

card
van

-Gas Relative
TopSoil,Mualem,
BottomSoil,Mual

Permeability
,
em,,

-Boundary
conditions
Card
2,
Top,Neumann
AqUeOUS,Initial
Cond,Initial
cond,

Quirk,
and Quirk,

m/yr,Constant,
m/yr,constant,

GenuchtenY6.83,1/m,2.08,0.1213,
van Genuchten,6.83,1/m,2.08,0.1213,,

.AqUeOUS Relative
permeability
TopSoil,Mualem,
,
BOttOMSOil,MUal
em,,

and

,

card

card

.
COnd,Initial

Cond,Initial

Cond,Initial

Cond,Initial

1,1,1,1,100,100,1,
0.O,hr,-O.05,cm/yr
9T1999S999S91
Bottom,Free
Gradient,outflow,outflow,outflow,Outflow,outflow,Outflow,
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
O.O,hr s
1 999s

9 9 V9

9 s 9 99

-Source
card
1,
AqUeOUS MaSS,l,l,l,l,l,100,1,
O.,s,O.,kg/s,,
-Output
1,

control

Card

1,1,100,
l,l,hr,cm,3,5,5,

8.3

..

.

o,

14,
O. O,yr,
l.O,min,
l.O,day,
l.O,wk,
4.3,wk,
l.O,yr,
2.O,yr,
5.O,yr,
10.O,yr,
50.O,yr,
100.O,yr,
500.O,yr,
1000.O,yr,
5000.O,yr,
14,
GaS Pressure,Pa,
AqUeOUS Pressure,Pa,
GaS Saturation,,
AqUeOUS Saturation,;
AqUeOUS Density,kg/mA3,
Rock/Soil
Type,,
Diffusive
Porosity,
,
ACjUeOUS Relative
Permeability,
z AqUeOUS volumetric
Flux,m/s,
SOIUte
AqUeOUS Conc,H+,l/mA3,
Solute
Aqueous
Conc,H20,1/mA3,
SOIUte
AqUeOUS Conc,oH-,1/mA3,
SOIUte
Aqueous
Conc,Na+,l/mA3,
SOIUte
Aqueous
Conc,C1-,1/mA3,
-surface
1,
AqUeOUS

FIUX

,

card

volumetric

-Reactive
Transport
Normal,
Fully
coupled,

Flux,mA3/s,mA3,Top,l,l,l,l,100,100,
Control

card

0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,
2.0000OE-06,
1.0000OE-06,

1.0000OE+OO,

-Solute/Fluid
5,
H+,Constant,5
H20,Constant
OH-,Constant
Na+,Constant
Cl-,Constant

Interaction
.0e-4,mA2/s,Conti
,5.Oe-4,mA2/s
,5.Oe-4,mA2/s
,5.Oe-4,mA2/s
,5.Oe-4,mA2/s

1.0000OE-06,

1.0000OE-07,

Card
nuous,l.e20,yr,
,Continuous,l.
e20,yr,
,Continuous,l.
e20,yr,
,Continuous,l.
e20,yr,
,Continuous,l.e20,yr,

o,
8.4

1.0000OE-06,

5.0000OE-03,

-.Solute/Porous
Media
Interaction
ropsoil,O.
,m,O. ,m,
i+,O.0,mA3/kg,
-120,0.0,mA3/kg,
)H-,0.0,mA3/kg,
ua+,O.0,mA3/kg,
Z1-,0.0,mA3/kg,
3ottomSoil,0.
,m,O. ,m,
i+,O.0,mA3/kg,
i20,0.0,mA3/kg,
)H-,0.0,mA3/kg,
4a+,0.0,mA3/kg,
:1-,0.0,mA3/kg,
-Aqueous

Species

card

card

b,

‘,

‘H+

1.000o,’
H’,
‘ H20
2.0000,’
H’,
1.0000,’
o’,
‘OH1.000o,’
H’,
1.0000,’
o’,
‘ NZi+
1.00oo,’Na’,
‘cl1.0000,
’C1’,
.Gas

Species

1.0000,

9.0000,

1,

‘, ”0.0000,-4.0000,

2,

‘,-1.0000,

3.0000,

2,

‘,

4.0000,

1,

3.0000,

1,

1.0000,

‘,-1.0000,

card

o,
.Components

,,

card

o,
.Solid
Species
card
1,
2.1633,
‘Halite’,
l.0000,’Na’,
1.0000,’C1’,

2,

‘Fast
Reactions
card
1,
3,
.l.0000,’H20
1.0000,’H+”
l.()(K)(),’ OH5,
1.00000,
1.49400E+01,
4.171OOE-O2,-1.917OOE-O4,
1

4.95OOOE-O7,-6.159OOE-1O,

8.5

:i~etic
Y

Aqueous

;1OW ReaCtiOnS

Reactions

card

-Y
), 1,
~.0000,’Halite’,
2,
!.0000OE+O(),’Na+
L.000(JOE+OO,” Cl-22.2669,
0.,
5855,
‘Iuid

card

DeCay

card

DeCay

card

1.0000, 1.0000,
1.0000, 1.0000,
1.00000, 0.0, 1,
‘,
‘,

o,
jolid

o,
.ithology
card
‘, 1,
top soil
1.0000OE+OO,
ialite’,
Jottom soil
‘, 1,
+alite’,
1.0000OE+OO,
Reaction
1,
,1,

BC

0.50000E-02,
0.50000E-02,

card

0,
0,
0,
4,
O.1000OE+O1,
1.0000,
’H20
O.1OOOOE-O6,
1.0000,’H+
O.1OOOOE-O6,
l.0000,’Na+
O.1OOOOE-O6,
l.oooo,’cl.Reaction
1,

IC

1,
1,
1,
1,

1
1
s

v
9
9
1

card

8.6

.

8.2 Gas Phase Advection and Diffusion
For the case of ldlmensional, steady state diffusion of a single gas species, with constant production
from a single reaction with depth, Equation (2.17) simplifies to

W

a

a2ca

)

=–(13~DgK;’ +f3aD ~

~

(8.3)

Assuming production occurs over a finite depth (kzcL, with a specified concentration ( C: ) at the top
boundary (Z= O)and no diffisive flux at the lower boundary (z = L), the aqueous phase concentration of
that gas species is given by

w
——
c;+
(og))g~;l+OaI)a ZL:

)[1

,

C;=

(8.4)

and the gas phase concentration may be determined using Equation (2.16). A STORM simulation was
run that corresponds to this analytical solution. The model parameters are listed in Table 8.2.
Results for simulations with two different COz(g).production rates are shown in Fi=we 8.2 (open and
closed diamond symbols). Results for STORM and the analytical solution agree quite well.
Concentrations of C02(g) shown are reasonable values found in vadose zones where organic matter is
being decomposed by aerobic bacteria.
Table 8.2. Simulation Parameters for Gas Phase Difision
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1.6x104
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Figure 8.2. Results of Gas Phase Difision and Advection Test Cases, Comparing STORM
with Analytical Solutions for Constant Gas-Phase Production and Diffusion, with
and without Advection
Data Fde 8.2. STORM Input Data File for Gas Phase Advection and Diffusion Test Case
-Simulation
Title
card
1,
organic
matter
decomposi ti on,
DH BiiCOn,
Pacific
Northwest
National
Laboratory,
August
1998,
00:00:00”
AM PDT,
1,
with
02(g)
and C02 (g) diffusion
-sol uti on control
card
Restart
w/ no f I ow,
water
w/ air w/ transport,
1,
0.0, hr,lOOO.
,yr,l.
,min,5.
1.e+30,
yr,l.
e+30, yr,100000,
variable
Aqueous
Diffusion,

,yr,l.005,8,1.0e-6,

8.8

“

Iariable
-v
\queous

GaS Diffusion,
Relative

Permeability,

Geometric,

-Grid card
Jniform
CarteSian,
L,1,1OO,
L. O,cm,
).l, cm,
l.O. O,cm,
-Rock/Soil
)-~

Zonation

ropSoil,l,l,l,l,l,
3ottomSoil,l,l,l,l,51,100,

card
50,

-Mechanical
Properties
card
ropsoil,2650.0,kg/mA3,0.2667,0.2667,
3ottomSoil,2650.O,kg/mA3,0.2667,0.2667,
-Hydraulic
Properties
ropsoil,
,,, ,3.156e-5,hc
,,,,,3.156e-5,hc
3ottomSoil
-saturation
Function
ropsoil,Nonhysteretic.
BottomSoil,Nonhysteretic

,;Millington
,,Millington

and Quirk,
and quirk,

card
cm/s,Constant,
cm/s,constant,
card
van

“
Genuchten,O.044,1/cm,2.2,0.08494,
van Genuchten,O.044,1/cm,2.2,0.08494,,

-AqUeOUS
Relative
permeability
TopSoil,Tabular,
33,
3.5026E-09,3.1593E-07,
0.01225919,6.7082E-07,
0.02977233,1.7099E-06,
0.04728546,3.8458E-06,
0.0647986,7.8611E-06,
0.08231173,1.4901E-05,
0.117338,4.5067E-05,
0.15236427,0.00011488
,
0.18739054,0.00025837,
0.22241681,0.00052812
,
0.25744308,0.00100111,
0.29246935,0.0017854
,
0.32749562,0.00302769
,
0.36252189,0.00492173
,
0.39754816,0.00771754,
0.43257443,0.01173155,
0.4676007,0.01735761,
0.50262697,0.02507879,
0.53765324,0.03548017,
0.57267951,0.04926245
,
0.60770578,0.06725641,

card

8.9

,

0.64273205,0.09043837
0.67775832,0.11994642
0.71278459,0.15709761,
0.74781086,0.20340604,
0.78283713,0.26060184,
0.8178634,0.330651,
0.85288967,0.41577624,
0.88791594,0.51847864,
0.92294221,0.64156028
0.95796848,0.78814774,
0.99299475,0.96171657,
1,1,
Bottomsoil,Tabul
ar,33,
3.5026E-09,3.1593E-07,
0.01225919,6.7082E-07,
0.02977233,1.7099E-06,
0.04728546,3.8458E-06,
0.0647986,7.8611E-06,
0.08231173,1.4901E-05,
0.117338,4.5067E-05,
0.15236427,0.00011488
0.18739054,0.00025837,
0.22241681,0.00052812
0.25744308,0.00100111,
0.29246935,0.0017854,
0.32749562,0.00302769,
0.36252189,0.00492173,
0.39754816,0.00771754
0.43257443,0.01173155
0.4676007,0.01735761,
0.50262697,0.02507879,
0.53765324,0.03548017,
0.57267951,0.04926245,
0.607705.78,0.06725641,
0.64273205,0.09043837,
0.67775832,0.11994642
0.71278459,0.15709761,
0.74781086,0.20340604,
0.78283713,0.26060184,
0.8178634,0.330651,
0.85288967,0.41577624,
0.88791594,0.51847864,
0.92294221,0.64156028
0.95796848,0.788i4774,
0.99299475,0.96171657,
1,1,

,
,

‘
,

,
,

,
,

,

,

-Gas Relative
Permeability
Topsoil,Tabul
ar,33,
1,1,
0.98774081,0.99999139
,

card

8.10

.

.

0.97022767,0.99994918
0.95271454,0.99987151,
0.9352014;0.99975797,
0.91768827;0.99960795
0.882662,0.99919528,
0.84763573,0.99862545
0.81260946,0.99788751,
0.77758319,0.99696733,
0.74255692,0.99584706,
0.70753065,0.99450437,
0.67250438,0.99291148
0.63747811,0.99103385
0.60245184,0.98882835
0.56742557,0.98624081,
0.5323993,0.98320258,
0.49737303,0.97962579,
0.46234676,0.9753964,
0.42732049,0.97036419,
0.39229422,0.96432763
0.35726795,0.95701052,
0.32224168,0.94802483
0.28721541,0.93680881,
0.25218914,0.92251973
0.21716287,0.90383668,
0.1821366,0.87857318,
0.14711033,0.84284783
0.11208406,0.78910152
0.07705779,0.70059708
0.04203152,0.53266493
0.00700525,0.13244732

,
,
,

,
,
,

,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,

,, I

0,0,
BottomSoil,Tabul
1,1,
0.98774081,0.99999139,
0.97022767,0.99994918
0.95271454,0.99987151,
0.9352014,0.99975797,
Q.91768827,0.99960795
0.882662,0.99919528,
D.84763573,0.99862545
D.81260946,0.99788751,
D.77758319,0.99696733
D.74255692,0.99584706,
D.70753065,0.99450437
0.67250438,0.99291148,
!).63747811,0.99103385
2.60245184,0.98882835
0.56742557,0.98624081,
0.5323993,0.98320258,
9.49737303,0.97962579,
0.46234676,0.9753964,

ar,33,

,

,
,
,
,
,
,

8.11

““

.—.—.- .—. .

.42732049,0
.97036419,
.39229422,0.96432763
.35726795,0.95701052
.32224168,0.94802483
.28721541,0.93680881,
.25218914,0.92251973,
.21716287,0.90383668
.1821366,0.87857318,
.14711033,0.84284783
.11208406,0.78910152
.07705779,0.70059708
.04203152,0.53266493
.00700525,0.13244732

,
,
,

,
,
,
,
,
,

1,0,
Boundary
P
‘op,Neumann
:ond,Initial

conditions

card

Aqueous,Neumann
Cond,Initial

Gas,Initial
cond,

cond,Initial

Cond,Initial

.,1,1,1,100,100,1,
1.O,hr,-8.4333E-12,m/s,
,5.5e-08,m/s,l
:ottom,Dirichlet
Aqueous,Dirichlet
;as,outflow,
Outflow,outfl
ow,outflow
.,1,1,1,1,1,1,
).0,hr,3.3100E+04,Pa,
,101325 .O,Pa,l

.3!s33$>3$
,outflow,Outf”
.JY!J!Y>YY

-Source
Card
L,
lqueous
MaSS,l,l,l,l,l,100,1,
).,s,60000.,Pa,O.,kg/s,,
iaS MaSS,l,l,l,l,l,100,1,
).,s,60000.,Pa,O.,kg/s,,
-output
Control
L,
L,1,1OO,
L,l,hr,cm,3,5,5,
),
14,
O.O,yr,
l..O,min,
l.O,day,
l.O,wk,
4.3,wk,
l.O,yr,
2.O,yr,
5.O,yr,
10.O,yr,
50.O,yr,
100.O,yr,
500.O,yr,

J

card

8.12

3s?

cond,Initial

.
,000.O,yr,
000.O,yr,

,1,
iaS Pressure,Pa,
,queous Pressure,Pa,
;as Saturation,
,
,queous Saturation,
,
,queous Density,kg/mA3,
;as Density,kg/mA3,
:ock/soil
Type,,
Iiffusive
Porosity,
,
LqUeOus Relative
Permeability,,
: AqUeOUS Volumetric
Flux,m/s,’
FIUX,M/S,
: GaS Volumetric
,surface
.!
,queous

FIUX

card

Volumetric

Flux,mA3/s,mA3,Top,l,l,l,l,100,100,

Reactive
Transport
Control
Iormal,
“
fully
coupled,
),0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,
2.0000OE-06,
1.0000OE+OO,
..0000OE-06,
,Aqueous
6,
‘H+
1.000o,’
‘ H20
2.0000,’
1.0000,’
‘OH1.000o,’
1.0000,’
‘c02(aq)
1.0000,’
2.0000,’
‘ 02 (aq)
2.0000,’
‘cl1.0000,

species

card

1.0000OE-06,

1.0000OE-07,

1.0000OE-06,

card

‘,

1.0000,

9.0000,

‘,

0.0000,-4.0000,

1,

H’,
2,

H’,
o’,
‘,-1.0000,

3.0000,

2,

‘,

0.0000,

0.0000,.2,

‘,

0.0000,

3.0000,

1,

3.0000,

1,

H’,
o’,
c’,
o’,
o’,
‘,-1.0000,
’C1’,

-solute/Fluid
Interaction
card
6,
H+,5.0e-9,mA2/s
,0.,mA2/s,constant,
0.,mA3/mA3,Continuous
,1.e20,yr,
H20,5.0e-9,mA2/s
,0.,mA2/s,Constant,
0.,mA3/mA3,Continuous
,1.e20,yr,
3H-,5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,0.,mA2/s,constant,
0.,mA3/mA3,Conti
nuous,l..e20,yr,
C02(aq),5.0e-9,mA2/s
,0.,mA2/s,Constant,0
.,mA3/mA3,conti
nuous,l.e20,yr,
D2(aq),5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,0.,mA2/s,Constant,
0.,mA3/mA3,Conti
nuous,l.e20,yr,

8.13

5.0000OE-03,

~1-,5.Oe-9,mA2/s,O.
s

,mA2/s,constant,O.

-solute/Porous
Media
Interaction
Topsoil,O.
,m,O. ,m,
H+,O.0,mA3/kg,
H20,0.0,mA3/kg,
oH-,0.0,mA3/kg,
co2(aq),0.0,mA3/kg,
02(aq),0.0,mA3/kg,
C1-,0.0,mA3/kg,
BottomSoil,O.
,m,O. ,m,
H+,0.0,mA3/kg,
H20,0.0,mA3/kg,
0H-,0.0,mA3/kg,
co2(aq),0.0,mA3/kg,
02(aq),0.0,mA3/kg,
cl-,0.0,mA3/kg,
--Gas species
2,
‘co2(g)

,mA3/mA3,Continuous,l.e20,yr,

card

card
‘,

‘co2(aq)

‘, ‘diffusion’,

1.@@J3E-06, 2,

1.0000,’ c’,
2.0000,’
o’,
4,
-1.O961OOE+OO,-1.796793E-O2,
‘02(g)
‘, ‘02(aq)
2.0000,’
o’,
4,
-2.656700E+O0,-1.224250E-02,
-components
o,
-solid
1,
‘organic

1.321931E-04,-3.982381E-07,
2.40000E-06,
‘, ‘diffusion’,

1,

1.l17390E-04,-3.4404t31E-07,

card

species

Matter’,
c’,
2.0000,’
H’,
1.0000,’ o’,

card
2.5200,

3,

1.0000,’

-FaSt
ReaCtiOnS
card
1,
3,
1
-1.0000,’H2CI
9
1
1.00()(),
’H+
9
1
l.OOOO,10 H-”
9
5,
1.00000,
-1.49400E+01,
4.171OOE-O2,-1.917OOE-O4,
-Kinetic

Aqueous

Reactions

4.95OOOE-O7,-6.159OOE-1O,

card

8.14

o,
,Slow
1,

Reactions

card

0, 1,
.l.0000,’Organic
3,
,3. 60900 E-02,
l.08800E+00,
().()()()OOE+O(),
-22.2669,
-1.OooooE+oo,
.Fluid

Matter’,
‘02(aq)
’C02(aq)
’C1 0.,

Decay

card

DeCay

card

0.0000, 0.0000,
0.0000, 0.0000,
1.0000, 1.0000,

‘,
‘,
‘,
1.00000,

0.0,

1,

o,
solid

o,
.Lithology
card
‘,
‘top soil
‘Organic
Matter’,
‘bottom
soil
‘,
‘organic
Matter’,
.Reaction
.

“
1,
1.0000OE+OO,

0.50000E:02,

1.0000OE+OO,

0.50000E-02,

1,

BC card

-L,

L,l,

o,
0,
2,
‘ C02 (g)
‘, 3.0000OE-04,
‘ 02 (g)
‘, 2.1000OE-01,
3,
O.1OOOOE+O1,
1,
1
1.0000,’H20
9
O.1OOOOE-O6,
‘1,
1
1.(N)OO,’H+
9
2.15331E-03,
1,

1

1.0000,’C1- .
-Reaction
1,

IC

card

Forthecaseofldlmensional,
steady statediffusion andadvectionofa singlegass@ks,
:onstantproduction froma single reaction with depth,Equation (2.17) simplifies to

(

w=– O~DgK&l=D

with

. ~2ca

)=+(OgvgK;l+
8.15

Oava)&

(8.5)

Assuming production occurs over a finite depth C%d, with a specified concentration ( C: ) at the top
boundary (z= O) and no diffusive flux at the lower boundary (z = L), the aqueous phase concentration of
that gas species is given by

.a=iEYlm!5
~

(8.6)

v’

where V = (3gVgK~l + 6=V= and D = f3~DgK~l + @aDu. The gas phase concentration may be
determined using Equation (2.16). A STORM simulation was run that corresponds to this analytical
solution. The model parameters are listed in Table 8.2. The results are shown in green in Figure 8.2.
Results for STORM and the analytical solution again agree quite well. The upward gas velocity of
2.3x 10-7m s-l increases the COz(g) concentrations found at any given depth, as compared to a similar test
case without gas advection (Fi.wre 8.2, square symbols).

8.3 Gas Phase Mass Balance
A simple simulation runs where oxygen is consumed in one kinetic reaction. Hand calculations are
used to verify that oxygen consumption rate is passed correctly to the flow routines and that overall gas
mass balance is preserved. A 10-year simulation with a constant sink term for 02(g) is used to test
whether gas consumption rates are passed correctly from the transport subroutines to the flow
subroutines, and whether the total air mass is conserved.
The Oz(g) consumption rate was specified as a constant 404x10-9 mol m-3s-l. In the STORM
subroutine D_WATERSINK that calculates the water and air consumption rates passed to the flow
routines, the total mass consumption rate of air in units of kg s-l is calculated using

‘Air

= %)2 ‘02vnode

(8.7)

where ~z is the 02(g) consumption. rate in mol m-3s-l, &fo, is the molecular weight of oxygen in kg
mol-l, and Vntie is the node volume in m3. Using Equation (8.7), and assuming a-molecular weight of
3.2x10-2kg mol-l for 02(g) and a node volume of 1X104m3, the calculated Rfir should be

Rfi, = (-4.04 x10-9mol m-3s-l)(3.2 x10-2kg s-i)(lx10%m3) = 1.29x10-16kg s-l.

8.16

(8.8)

As shown in Table 8.3, this value agrees with that calculated by the transport subroutine
D.WATERSINK.
Table 8S. STORM Input/Output Variables for Test Case 3
Variable
Total Air Mass. kg
Air Mass Source Integral, kg
Air Rate, kg S-l
02(g) Rate, mol m-j S-l
.W

Where Calculated
Flow subroutine
Flow subroutine
Transport subroutine
.Transport subroutine

,

10 Years
Initial
2.9366E-07 ‘ 2.5289E-07
‘0.0000E+OO -4.0761E-08
-1.2917E-16
-1.2915E-16
-4.0368E-09
-4.0362E-09
,

Over a period of 10 years, or 3.156x108s, the total mass of air consumed is equal to
(-1.2916x10-1Skg S-1)(3.156X108s) = 4.076x10-7 kg. This figure is ~ual to the Air Mass Source Integral
calculated by the flow subroutines, indicating the Air Mass Source Rate is being passed correctly from the
transport subroutines to the flow subroutines. The difference of the Total Air Mass between the
beginning and the end of the simulation is equal to 2.5289x10-7kg – 2.9366x10-7 kg = 4.077x10-7 kg,
indicating that total air mass is being conserved. The small error in these calculations is due to the small
decrease in ~z over the course of the simulation. As the solid (organic matter) decay reaction
responsible for the consumption of 02(g) proceeds, the surface area of organic matter decreases slightly,
thus lowering ~i.

8.4 Quartz Dissolution
The chemical reaction solver of STORM is verified by comparing STORM results to EQ3/6. In
STORM, advective and diffusive transport were made negligible by assuming a very low hydraulic
conductivity for the porous media and very small aqueous diffusion coefficients for aqueous species. As
an example of a simple kinetic reaction path, quartz sand reacts at 100”C with deionized water according
to the reaction
Quartz eSi02(aq)

“

(8.9)

Quartz dissolves according to the pH-independent rate law (Rimstidt and Barnes 1980)

(1

Q
‘i= =AJc l–~

(8.10)

where r~uis the dissolution rate (mol S-l),A$ is the surface area of the mineral (500 m2), k is the reaction
rate constant (2x101* mol m-2S-l),K is the equilibrium coefficient (10-3”W3at 100”C), and Q is the
activity product, in this case equal to the concentration of Si02(aq).
After 8 days, 1 kg of water is saturated with SiOz(aq) (Figure 8.3). The results from EQ3/6 and
STORM are nearly identical.

s8.17
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1.E-04
O.E+OO
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Time,

8

days

Figure 8.3. Aqueous Silica Concentration as Quartz Dissolves to Equilibrium in Deionized
Water at 100”C
Data File 83. STORM Input File for Quartz Dissolution Test Case
-Simulation
Title
card
1,
Glass
PA l-dimensional
unsaturated
flow,
DH Bacon,
Pacific
Northwest
National
Laboratory,
July
1997,
00:00:00
AM PDT,
1,
Di SSO1 ve quartz
for comparison
to EQ3/6
-solution
NOrmal ,
Water
w/
.

control

.

card

Transport,

1,

0.0,hr,8.179,day,l.
1.e+30,yr,l.e+30,yr,95001,
.

,s,l.

,hr,l.05,8,1.0e-6,

J-,

Aqueous

Re~atiVe

Permeability,Geometric,

8.18
!

Grid card
Iniform
.,1,20,
..O,m,
l.l, m,
l.l, m,

Cartesian,
.

.Rock/Soil

Zonation

->
;oil,

l,l,20,

1,1,1,

card

.Mechanical
properties
;oil,2650.O,kg/mA3,0.

card “
5,().5,1.e-5,1/m,Millington

=Hydraulic
Properties
;oil,
,,, ,3.156e-5,hc

card
cm/s,Constant,

and Quirk,

-Saturation
Function
card
;oil,Nonhysteretic
van Genuchten,O.044,1/cm,2.2,0.08494,
-AqUeOUS

Rf31ZLtiVt2

;oil,Tabular,
33,
3.5026E-09,3.1593E-07,
).01225919,6.7082E-07
).02977233,1.7099E-06
).04728546,3.8458E-06
).0647986,7.8611E-06,
2.08231173,1.4901E-05
3.117338,4.5067E-05,
3.15236427,0.00011488
3.18739054,0.00025837,
0.22241681,0.00052812
D.25744308,O.OO1OO111,
0.29246935,0.0017854,
0.32749562,0.00302769,
0.36252189,0.00492173
0.39754816,0.00771754,
0.43257443,0.01173155
0.4676007,0.01735761,
0.50262697,0.02507879
0.53765324,0.03548017,
0.57267951,0.04926245
0.60770578,0.06725641,
0.64273205,0.09043837,
0.67775832,0.11994642
0.71278459,0.15709761,
0.74781086,0.20340604,
0.78283713,0.26060184,
0.8178634,0.330651,
0.85288967,0.41577624,

Permeability

card

,
,

,
,
,
,

,

8.19

,

0.88791594,0.51847864,
0.92294221,0.64156028
0.95796848,0.78814774,
0.99299475,0.96171657
1,1,

,
,

-Gas Relative
Permeability
Soil,Tabular,
33,
1,1,
0.98774081,0.99999139
,
0.97022767,0.99994918
,
0.95271454,0.99987151,
0.9352014,0.99975797
,
0.91768827,0.99960795
,
0.882662,0.99919528,
0.84763573,0.99862545
,
0.81260946,0.99788751,
0.77758319,0.99696733
,
0.74255692,0.99584706,
0.70753065,0.99450437
,
0.67250438,0.99291148
,
0.63747811,0.99103385
,
0.60245184,0.98882835,
0.56742557,0.98624081,
0.5323993,0.98320258,
0.49737303,0.97962579
,
0.46234676,0.9753964,
0.42732049,0.97036419
,
0.39229422,0.96432763
,
0.35726795,0.95701052,
0.32224168,0.94802483
,
0.28721541,0.93680881,
0.25218914;0.92251973,
0.21716287,0.90383668
,
0.1821366,0.87857318
,
0.14711033,0.84284783
,
0.11208406,0.78910152
,
0.07705779,0.70059708
,
0.04203152,0.53266493,
0.00700525,0.13244732
,

card

0,0,
-Initial
Conditions
card
Gas Pressure,Aqueous
Saturation,
3,
Gas Pressure,lOl325.O,Pa,O.O,l/m,O.O,l/m,O.O,l/m,l,l,l,l,l,2O,
Aqueous
Saturation,O.2,,O.O,l/cm,O.O,l/cm,O.O,l/cm,l,l,l,l,l,2O,
TeMperatUre,loO.,
C,, ,,, ,, l,l,l,l,l,20,
n-Boundary

conditions

card

8.20

Top, Neumann Aqueous, Initial
Cond, Initial
1,1,1,1,20,20,1,
0.0,hr,-2.00E-10,m/s,,
,,, ,,,,,
Bottom,Free
Gradient,Outflow,Outflow,Outflow,Outflow,
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
O.O,,hr 999 Y**9F9?9119

cond,

Initial

Cond, Initial

1.0000OE-07,

1.0000OE-03,

Cond,

-source
card
1,
Aqueous
Mass,l,l,l,l,l,20,1,
O.,s,O.,kg/s;,
-output
control
card
1,
1,1,19,
l,l,day,m,3,5,5,
.
1,
solute
AqUeOus conc,Si02(aq),l/mA3,
9,
O.O,yr,
1.0,s,
l.O,min,
l.O,hr,
l.O,day,
2.O,day,
3.O,day,
4.O,day,
5.O,day,
11,
Gas Pressure,Pa,
Aqueous
Pressure,Pa,
Aqueous
Saturation,
,
Rock/Soil
Type,,
DiffUSiVe
Porosity,
,
Aqueous
RelatiVe
Permeability,
z AqUeOUS volumetric
Flux,m/s,
solute
Aqueous
conc,H+,l/mA3,
solute
Aqueous
conc,H20,1/mA3,
solute
Aqueous
Conc,OH-,1/mA3,
solute
Aqueous
conc,sio2(aq),l/mA39
-surface
1,
Aqueous

Flux

,

card

Volumetric

-Reactive
Transport
Normal,
Fully
coupled,

Flux,mA3/s,mA3,Top,l,l,l,l,20,20,
Control

card

0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,
2.0000OE-06,
2.0000OE-03,

1.0000OE+OO,

1.0000OE-06,

8.21

5.0000OE-03,

\

solute/Fluid

Interaction

card

Y

+,Constant,
5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous
,1.e20,yr,
20,Constant,5
.Oe-9,mA2/s,conti
nuous,l.e20,yr,
lH-,Constant
,5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous
,1.e20,yr,
i02(aq),Constant,
5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous,
1.e20,yr,
‘,

solute/Porous
Media
,oil,O.
,m,O. ,m,
1+,0.0,mA3/kg,
120,0.0,mA3/kg,
lH-,0.0,mA3/kg,
ii02(aq)
,0.0,mA3/kg,
.Aqueous
4,
H+

species

“

1.000o,’
H20
2.0000,’
1.0000,’
OH1.000o,’
1.0000,’
Si02(aq)
l.OOOO,’Si
2.0000,’

card

card

‘,

1.0000,

‘,

0.0000,-4.0000,

9.0000,

1,

H’,
2,

H’,
o’,
‘,-1.0000,

3.0000,

2,

‘,

4.0000,

2,

H’,
o’,
0.0000,

’,
o’,

-Gas Species
o,

card

-components
card
1,
‘Si(total)
‘,28.0855,
1.0000,
’Si02(aq)
-solid
species
.
-L,
‘QUWtZ

l.OOOO,’Si
2.0000,’

InteraCtiOn

1,
‘,

card
‘,

2.6480,

2,

’,
o’,

-FaSt
Reacrions
card
1,
3,
-1.0000,
’H20
1.000o,’H+
l.oooo,’OH5,
1.00000,

1
9
1
Y
1
s

8.22

-1.49400E+01,
-KinetiC
o,
-slow

4.17100E-02,--1.91700E-04,”4.95000E-07,
Aqueous

Reactions

Reactions

-6.159OOE-1O,

card

card

1,
1,
1,
-1.0000,
’Quartz
1,
1.0000OE+OO,’Si02
-2.46350e+Ol,
-3.0782,

‘,
(aq)
O.,

-Fluid
o,

DeCay

card

-solid
o,

DeCay

card

-Lithology
‘soil
‘QUartZ

card
1

.
1,
1.0000OE+OO,

‘:

-Reaction
BC card
1,
1,1,
0,
0,
0,
3,
1.0000OE+OO,”
1,
1.0000,
’H20
1.0000OE-07,
1,
1.0000,
’H+
1.0000OE-12,
1,
1.0000,
’Si02(aq)
-Reaction
.

IC

‘,
1.00000,

1
1

1.0000,
0.,

1.0000,
1,

0.60000E-05,

9
9

‘,

card

8.5 Calcite Precipitation
Asanexampleof aslightlymorecomplicated kinetic reactionpdh, calciteprecipitates from
supersaturated solution at25°Caccording tothereaction

(8.11)

Calcite+ H++ Ca2+ + IICOj
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Calcite dissolves according to the rate law @eddy et al. 1981)

()

Q

(8.12)

rCakir~= Ask 1–~

where rC&ti,is the dissolution rate (mol S-l),A, is the surface area of the mineral (0.24168 m2), k is the
reaction rate constant (7x10-7mol m-2s-l), K is the equilibrium coefficient (101”W7at 25”C), and Q is the
ion-activity produc~ in this case equal to

Q=

[Ca2+]~CO~]

(8.13)

@+]
Several other species participate in equilibrium reactions (Table 8.4) and are included in the
simulations. The C02(g) partial pressure is fixed at a partial pressure of 10-1-%21
bars. The initial total Ca
concentration is 1.2732x10-2mol kg-l and the initial pH is 7.5815.
Precipitation of calcite in 1 kg of water proceeds rapidly, and virtually ceases after the solution has
reached saturation (O.12 days). Results from EQ3/6 and STORM are nearly identical (Figure 8.4).

Table 8.4. Aqueous Species, Equilibrium Reactions, and Equilibrium
Constants Related to Calcite Dissolution
,

Reaction
H20

Log K At 25°C
13.9951

C02(aq) + H20 + H+ + HCOj

-6.3447

co*(g) * co*(@

-1.4689

CaHCO~ -

-1.0467

OH- + H+ -

Ca2+ + HCOj

CaC03(ag) + ~
CO;- I-~

-

Ca2+ + HCOj

7.0017
10.3288

~ HCO~

CaOH+ + H+ e Ca2+ + H20

8.24

12.8500

-1.5
-1

p -1.7
6
E
g- -1.9
.gi
E
g -2.1
s
8

--

-—

-2.7
0.02

0

0.06

0.04
Time,

0.08

0.1‘ 0.12

days

Figure 8.4. Total C and Ca Aqueous Concentrations as Calcite Precipitates from Supersaturated Solution
Data File 8.4. STORM Input File for Calcite Precipitation Test Case
-Simulation
Title
card
1,
G1 ass PA l-dimensional
unsaturated
flow,
DH Bacon,
Pacific
Northwest
National
Laboratory,
3uly
1997,
00:00:00”
AM PDT,
1,
Precipitate
calcite
for comparison
to EQ3/6
-sol

uti on control

card

NOrMZIl,

water
w/ Transport,
1,
0.0, hr,0.13,
day,O.l,
s,lO.,
day,l.05,8,1.0e-6,
1.e+30,yr,l.e+30,yr,95001,
~
1,
AqUeOUS
Relative
Permeability,Geometric,

8.25

.--,-..,,. ~ ... .

-Grid
card
Uniform
Cartesian,
1,1,20,
l.O,m,
O.l,m,
O.l,m,
-Rock/Soil

Zonation

card

L,

Soil,l,l,l,l,l,20,
-Mechanical
Properties
Soil,2650.O,kg/mA3,0.5,0.
-Hydraulic
Properties
Soi 1 ,,, ,,3.156e-5,hc

card
5,1.e-5,1/m,Millington

and

card
cm/s,Constant,

FUnCtiOII
card
-Saturation
Soil,Nonhysteretic
van Genuchten,O.044,1/cm,2.2,0.08494,,

-Aqueous
Relative
Soil,Tabular,
33,
3.5026E-09,3.1593E-07,
0.01225919,6.7082E-07,
0.02977233,1.7099E-06,
0.04728546,3.8458E-06,
0.0647986,7.8611E-06,
0.08231173,1.4901E-05,
0.117338,4.5067E-05,
0.15236427,0.00011488
0.18739054,0.00025837,
0.22241681,0.00052812
0.25744308,0.00100111,
0.29246935,0.0017854,
0.32749562,0.00302769
0.36252189,0.00492173,
0.39754816,0.00771754,
0.43257443,0.01173155
0.4676007,0.01735761,
0.50262697,0.02507879
‘0.53765324,0.03548017,
0.57267951,0.04926245,
0.60770578,0.06725641,
0.6427320S,0.09043837,
0.67775832,0.11994642
0.71278459,0.15709761,
0.74781086,0.20340604
0.78283713,0.26060184
0.8178634,0.330651,
0.85288967,0.41577624
0.88791594,0.51847864

permeability

card

,
,

,

,
,

,
,
,
,
,

8.26

Quirk,

0.92294221,0.64156028,
0.95796848,0.78814774,
0.99299475,0.96171657,
1,1,
-Gas RelatiVe
Permeability
Soil,Tabular,33,
1,1,
0.98774081,0.99999139
,
0.97022767,0.99994918
,’
0.95271454,0.99987151,
0.9352014,0.99975797,
0.91768827,0;99960795
,
0.882662,0.99919528,
0.84763573,0.99862545
,
0.81260946,0.99788751,
0.77758319,0.99696733
,
0.74255692,0.99584706,
0.70753065,0.99450437,
0.67250438,0.99291148
,
0.63747811,0.99103385
,
0.60245184,0.98882835,
0.56742557,0.98624081,
0.5323993,0.98320258
,
0.49737303,0.97962579,
0.46234676,0.9753964,
0.42732049,0.97036419,
0.39229422,0.96432763
,
0.35726795,0.95701052
,
0.32224168,0.94802483
,
0.28721541,0.93680881,
0.25218914,0.92251973
,
0.21716287,0.90383668
,
0.1821366,0.87857318
,
0.14711033,0.84284783
,
0.11208406,0.78910152
,
0.07705779,0.70059708
,
0.04203152,0.53266493
,
0.00700525,0.13244732
,

card

‘

-

0,0,
-Initial
conditions
Card
GaS PreSSUre,AqUeOUS
Saturation,
3,
Gas Pressure,lOl325.O,Pa,O.O,l/m,O.O,l/m,O.O,l/m,l,l,l,l,l,2O,
AqUeOUS Saturation,O.2,,O.O,l/cm,O.O,l/cm,O.O,l/cm,l,l,l,l,l,2O,
TeMperatUre,25.
,C, ,,, ,,,l;l,l,l,l,20,

.

]1-Boundary
112,

conditions

card

.

8.27

. ......“,-

-mI’c.-r.

?-mmww.

W-.-rmrr-m,m,

.-WZV

..-

rOp, NeUMann Aqueous, Initial
Cond, Initial
Cond, Initial
:ond,Initial
cond,Initial
Cond,Initial
Cond,Initial
1.,1,1,1,20,20,1,
).0,hr,-2.00E-10,m/s
s !>3 > YYY ! ! ! YY YYs $ > )3$ Y
3ottom,Free
Outflow,outfl
Ow,outflow,outfl
sradient,outfl
ow,outflow
)W ,
I.,1,1,1,1,1,1,
).O,hr
Y! YYSY$3YY!Y9
3>s!s

cond, Initial
Cond,rnitial

Ow,outflow,outfl

Cond, Initial
cond,

Ow,outflow,outfl

-source
card
1..s
MaSS,l,l,l,l,l,2(l,l,
iqueous
).,s,O.,kg/s,,
-output
control
l.,
l_,l,19,
l.,l,day,m,3,5,5,
3,

card

Conc,H+,l/mA3,
conc,c02(aq),l/mA3,
conc,HC03-,1/mA3,
conc,c03--,l/mA3,
Conc,Ca++,l/mA3,
Conc,CaHC03+,l/mA3,
Conc,caco3(aq),l/mA3,
Conc,caOH+,l/mA3,

301ute AqUeOUS

Solute
SOlute
Solute
Solute
Solute
Solute
solute
L,
1.1,s,
3,

Aqueous
AqUeOUS

AqUeOUS
AqUeOUS
AqUeOUS

AqUeOUS
AqUeOUS

AqUeOUS
Saturation,,
Z A@IeOUS volumetric
Total
water
Mass,kg,

-Surface
.
J-,
Aqueous

FIUX

Flux,cm/day,

card

Volumetric

Flux,mA3/s,mA3,Top,l,l,l,l,2Ll,2CI,

-Reactive
Transport
control
Normal ,
Fully
coupled,
0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,
1.0000OE-07,
1.0000OE+OO,
1.0000OE-07,
-Solute/Fluid
10,
H+,Constant,5
H20,Constant

Interaction

card

1.0000OE-07,

1.0000OE-07,

card

.Oe-9,mA2/s,Conti
nuous,l.e20,yr,
,5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous,l.
e20,yr,

8.28

1.0000OE-07,

1.0000OE-07,

)H-,constant,
5.0e-9,mA2/s,Continuous,l.e20,yr,
{co3-,constant,
5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous,l.e20,yr,
:a++,constant,
5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous,l.e20,yr,
:02(aq),Constant,
5.Oe-9,mA2/s,
Continuous,l.e20,yr,
:aHC03+,Constant,
5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous,l.
e20,yr,
:aC03(aq),Constant
,5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous,l.
e20,yr,
,Continuous,l.e20,yr,
:03-- ,Constant,5.0e-9,mA2/s
:aOH+,Constant,
5.Oe-9,mA2/s
,Continuous,l.e20,yr,
),
solute/Porous
Media
5oil,0.
,m,O. ,m,
{+,0.0,mA3/kg,
i20,0.0,mA3/kg,
)H-,0.0,mA3/kg,
{c03-,0.0,mA3/kg,
:a++,0.0,mA3/kg,
:02(aq),0.0,mA3/kg,
:aHCo3+,0.0,mA3/kg,
:aC03(aq),0.0,mA3/kg,
:03-- ,0.0,mA3/kg,
:aOH+,0.0,mA3/kg,
-AqUeOUS

10,
‘H+
1.0000,”
‘ H20
2.0000,’
1.0000,’
‘ OH1.0000,”
1.0000,’
‘ tlco31.0000,”
1.0000,’
3.0000,’
‘ Ca++
l.0000,’ca’,
‘C02(aq)
1.0000,’
2.0000,’
‘CaHC03+
l.0000,’Ca’,
1.0000,’”
1.0000,’
3.0000,’
‘CaC03(aq)
l.0000,’ca’,
1.0000,’
3.0000,’

Species

InteraCtiOn

card

card

‘,

1.0000,

‘,

0.0000,-4.0000,

H’,

9.0000,
.

1,
2,

H’,
o’,
‘,-1.0000,

3.0000,

2,

‘,-1.0000,

4.0000,

3,

H’,
o’,
,,

H’,
c’,
o’,
‘,

2.0000,

6.0000,

1,

‘,

0.0000,

3.0000,

2,

‘,

1.0000,

4.0000,

4,

‘,

0.0000,

0.0000,

3,

c’,
o’,

H’,
c’,
o’,

c’,
o’,
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‘co3-1.0000,’
3.0000,’
‘CaOH+
l.0000,’ca’,
1.0000,’
1.0000,’
-Gas

.

5.0000,

2,

‘,

1.0000,

4.0000,

3,

card
‘,

‘CO;ig)

2.0000,’
1,
-1.4689,

2.0000,

o’,
H’,

species

1.0000;’

‘,
c’,
o’,

‘C02(aq)

,

‘fixed’,

1.69443E-06,

c’,
o’,

-Components
card
2,
‘C02(total)
‘,44.O1OO,
1.0000,
’co2(aq)
1.0000,
’HC031.0000,
’C03-1.000o,’CaHC03+
1.0000,
’Caco3(aq)
‘Ca(total)
‘,40.07800,
l.0000,’ca++
1.000o,’caHco3+
l.0000,’CaC03(aq)
1.000o,’caoH+
-solid
Species
card
1,
‘Calcite’,
2.7099,
l.0000,’ca’,
1.0000,’
c’,
3.0000,’
o’,
-FaSt
Reactions
6,
2,
-l.OOOO,’OH-1.()()()0,
’H+
1,
1.00000,
13.9951,
3,
-1.0000,
’C02(aq)
1.0000,
’H+
1.0000,
’HC031,
1.00000,
-6.3447,
3,

5,
‘,
‘,
‘,
‘,
‘,
4,

1
‘:
‘,
‘,

3,

card

:
s
r
‘

‘,
1
‘;

8.30

2,

-1.0000,’CZtHCO%”

l.0000,’Ca++
1.0000,’HC031,
1.00000,
-1.0467,
4,
-l.0000,’CaC03(aq)
-1.()()0(),
’H+
l.0000,’Ca++
1.0000,’HC031,
1.00000,
7.0017,
3,
-l.oooo,’co3--1.0()()0,
’H+
1.0000,’HC031,
1.00000,
10.3288,
3,
-1.000(),.’CaOH+
-l.()()()(),’H+
l.0000,’Ca++
. 1,
1.00000,
12.8500,
--Kinetic
o,

Aqueous

Reactions

-Slow

Reactions
1,
-1, 1,
-1.0000,
’Calcite’,

card

card

5,
-1.00()(),

’H+

‘,

l.0000,’ca++
1.0000,
’HC03-14.172,
1.8487,

‘,
‘,
0 .,

-Fluid
o,

DeCay

card

-solid
o,

DeCay

card

-Lithology
‘soil
‘Calcite

card
1

-ReaCtiOn
1.

BC card

‘;

-1.0000,
1.0000,
1.0000,
1.0000,

1,
1.0000OE+OO,

-1.0000,
1.0000,
1.0000,
0.0000,

1,

1.24131E-02,

8.31

.

1,1,
0,
0,
.

‘Co;ig)

, 2.8701E-02,

3,
1.000oE+oo,
1.0000,
’H20
2.6209E-08,
1.000o,’H+
1.2732E-02,
l.0000,’ca++
1.()()00,

1.0000,
1.0000,
.Reaction
1,

1,
1
9

1,
1
9

4,
1
Y

’CaHC03+

CaC03(aq)
CaOH+
IC

card

‘,

‘,
z

Y

9.0 Example Simulations .”
Three simulations are presented to demonstrate unique features of STORM. The first simulation
presents a 2-dimensional, waste-form-alone-design simulation of steady-state unsaturated flow and
transient reactive transport of aqueous species released as the glass waste dissolves. In the first
simulation, glass dissolves according to a rate law dependent on aqueous phase silica concentration and
pH. The approach is new in that a full set of recent experimentally derived rate parameters for LD-5412
glass is used. The second simulation demonstrates how exchange of hydrogen for sodium in the glass
enhances the rate of glass dissolution. This simulation approach is also new in that mass balance is
preserved by tracking the masses of altered and unaltered glass separately. The third simulation
demonstrates how gas phase diffusion of COZmay increase the dissolution rate of the glass. Transient gas
phase transport is a new feature added to the code this fiscal year.

9.1 Base Case
The disposal facility is modeled as a 2-dimensional domain where the waste form, a borosilicate
waste glass (LD6-5412), is surrounded by bacldll soil above several layers of Hanford sediments and the
water table (Figure 9.1). Laboratory-measured hydraulic properties are used for each porous material
(Rockhold et al. 1993); the glass waste is assumed to have hydraulic properties equivalent to that of a
gravel (Fayer et al. 1997). These properties are used to calculate the water saturation distribution below a
surface barrier designed to allow a water flux of no more than 0.5 mm yr-l. The coarse glass acts as a
hydraulic barrier, causing water to pond on top of the waste form and flow around the sides (Figure 9.2).
Included in the reactive transportportion of the simulation were 22 aqueous species, 1 gaseous
species, 9 minerals, 11 equilibrium reactions, and 9 kinetic reactions (Table 9.1).
The corrosion of silicate glasses in water is represented by a special type of irreversible dissolution
reaction. A conventional transition state kinetic rate equation (Aagaard and Helgeson 1982) is used to
develop a constitutive relationship to compute the flux of any element i released from the glass into the
aqueous phase. Currently, ~ is the only aqueous species shown to directly influence the dissolution rate,
that gives

(9.1)

where J: is the flux of element i (mol m-2s-l), vi is the stoichiometric coefficient of element i in the
glass, ~ is the intrinsic rate constant (mol m-2s-l), E= is the activation energy (J mol-l), R is the gas
constant (J mol-l K-*), T is the temperature (K), aH+ is the hydrogen ion activity, q is the order of the
hydrogen ion activity dependence, Q is the ion-activity product of the rate controlling phase, K is the
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Figure 9.1. Sediment Types and Flow Boundary Condition Used in the Simulations
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Table 9.1. List of Reactions
(Note 1-11 are equilibrium reactions, 12-21 are kinetic reactions)
1.

H20 = H+ +OH-

2.

co~(g)=co~(aq)

30 C02(aq)+ H20 = #

+ HCO~

4.

HCO~ = H+ + CO~-

5.

Al(OH)~ +H+ = Al(OH)3 +H20

6.

H2SiO~- + 2H+ =Si02(aq) + 2H20

7.

H#iO~ + ~

i.

BO~ +~

9.

CaC03(aq) + ~

=Si02(aq) + 2H20

+H20 =B(OH)3 (a@
= Ca2++HCO~

10.

CaHCO~ = Ca2++HCO~

11.

CaOH++H+ = Ca2++H20

12.

Glass +0.50H- + 0.45H20 = 0.0202K+ +0.4208Na+0.046Ca2+ +0.094BO~ +
0.154Al(OH)3(aq) +0.2712HSiO~ +0.3348H2SiO~- +1.6172x10_%cO~-

13.

Quartz +OH- = HSiO~

14.

Calcite = Ca2+ + CO~-

15.

Albite(high) + 20H- = Na++Al (OH)3 (aq)+3HSiO~

16.

K-feldspar+

17.

Illite+ 2.40H- = 0.6K+ +0.25Mg2~ + 2.3AI(OH)3 (aq)+HSiO~

18.

Analcime + 0.96H+ = 0.96Na+ +0.96Al(OH)3 (a@ +2.04Si02(aq) +5.04H20

19.

Chalcedony = Si02(aq)

20.

NaAlSi206. 6H20 + OH- = Na~ + Ala

“

20H- = K+ +AI(OH)3 (a@ +3HSiO~

+ 2HSiO~ +4H20

equilibrium constant of the rate controlling phase, and c is the net reaction order. Assigning K to a
simple Si02 polymorph, such as chalcedony, yields the best agreement with experimental data for
LD6-5412 glass (McGrail et al. 1997). Consequently, K, the equilibrium constant for chalcedony, is
assigned for the simulations discussed here. Experiments utilizing a single-pass flow-through apparatus
for measuring gltis dissolution rates at wu-iouspH and temperatures yield values for the parameters in
Equation (2.16), as shown in Table 9.2.

9.3

Table 9.2. Glass Dissolution Rate Parameters

0

“1

1

The subsurface is assumed open to the atmosphere, and the subsurface gas phase concentrations are
not limited by diffusion, so that C02(g) concentrations area constant 0.035 percent by volume. The
diffusion coefficient for all species in pure water is assumed to be 5X10-9m2 s-l. As time advances, the
pH rises to a maximum value of 8.1 because dissolution of the glass releases alkali metals (N3 K)
(Figure 9.3). The largest glass dissolution rates (6.3x10-11mol s-l) appem at the interface between the
vault and the surrounding soil because the steep concentration gradient into the soil lowers the
concentration of Si nezwthe interface (Figure 9.4). Concentrations of ‘Tc are smooth because under the
oxidizing conditions in the disposal facility, ‘Tc is highly soluble as a pertechnitate ( ‘TcO~ ) anion and
so is subject to aqueous phase diffusion (Figure 9.5). A maximum ‘TcO~ concentration of 1.9x10-9mol
kg-*is observed at the bottom of the waste form. Concentrations of ‘Tc are presented because this
species provides the dominant contribution to the drinking water dose (Mann et al. 1998).

9.2 Ion Exchange
Experimental results (McGrail”et al. 1997) suggest the exchange of sodium for hydrogen in the glass
waste form

Glass.. .O.4208Na + 0.4208~

= Glass ...4208H8H+0.4208Na+

(9.2)

is important at the low temperatures expected in the waste form. When this reaction is included, the
maximum pH in the waste form increases by one pH unit to a value of 9.1 (Figure 9.6). As would be
predicted by Equation (2.15), the higher pH causes the glass dissolution rate to increase to a maximum
value of 7.4x10-11mol s-l at the edges of the waste form (Fia~re 9.7). The increase in glass dk.solution
results in the maximum Tc concentration (Figure 9.8) also increasing to a value of 3.OX10-9mol kg-l. The
increases in pH and Tc concentrations are significantly less than those predicted in previous analyses
(Mann et al. 1998), due to the buffering capacity provided by assuming a fixed partial pressure of C02(g).

9.3 Gas Diffusion
In the previous two simulations, the assumption is that partial pressure of C02 in the gas phase was
constan~ implying the diffusion rate of C02(g) through the vadose zone
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is fast relative to the rate of consumption of C02(aq) in aqueous complexation and dissolutionprecipitation reactions. This assumption is relaxed by assuming a diffusion coefficient for C02.(g) of
1.6x10-Gm2 s-l and allowing STORM to transport C02(g) throughout the spatial domain. The results
(Figure 9.9) show that C02(g) concentrations in the center of the vault decrease to a partial pressure
nearly an order of magnitude below atmospheric pressure. This reduces the concentration of carbonic
acid produced from dissolution of COz(g) into the pore water, thus causing the pH to increase to a
maximum value of 9.8 (Figure 9.10). Again, the increase in pH causes the glass dissolution rate
(Figure 9.1 1), both on the edges and at the center of the waste form, and the aqueous Tc concentrations
(Figure 9.12) to increase accordingly.

9.4 Conclusions
These three simulations demonstrate the long-term performance of the low-activity waste glasses can
be successfully simulated with the STORM code under realistic field conditions of 2-phase flow of water
and air. The results show that ion exchange and gas phase diffusion can have a significant effect on
radionuclide release rates from the glass waste form. Assuming equilibrium with atmospheric C02(g)
throughout the spatial domain does not appear to be appropriate and can lead to non-conservative
radionuclide release rates from the disposal system.
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Appendix A

STORM Version 2 Input Data Format

A.1

Simulation Title Card

Card Titlea { -Simulation [ Title Card] }
Format: Chd
Version Numbera
Format: Intege#,
Simulation Titlea
Format: Chara,

I

,.I

User Namea
Format Chara,
Company Namea
Format Chara,
Input Creation Datea
Format Chara,
Input Creation Timea
Format Chara,
Number of Simulation Note Linesa
Format Integera,
For: Number of Simulation Note Lines
Simulation Notesa
Format: Chd’ (maximum of 132 characters per line)

A.1

Endfor: Number of Simulation Note Lines
Endcard:

Simulation Title Card

Simulation Title Card Examples

A.2

-Simulation
Title
card
1,
Evaporation/condensate
on Heat P“ pe,
MD white,
Pacific
Northwest
Laboratory,
June 18 1994,
10:04
AM PDT,
4,
This
application
problem
fo~lows
the heat-pipe
problem
solved
semi-analytically
by udell
and Fitch.
Thesoil
moisture
retention
function
has been changed
to a modified
van Genuchten
function
to
allow
saturations
for all
matric
suctions.

-Simulation
Title
1,
T(?St #12,
Field
MD white,
PNNL,
5
Monday April

card

1996,
12:34,
2,
Simulation of field test #12 at Edwards AFB.
Starting
time 1/3/96 14:19, Ending time 1/8/96

-Simulation
.

Title

card

-L,

Problem
Het’irY’S
MD white,
Pacific
Northwest
August
9 1995,
8:30:00
AM PDT,
1,
STOMP Application

for

salt

water

Intrusion,

Laboratory,

Guide

problem

4.1

A.2

9:19.

A.3

Solution Control Card

Card Titlea {-Solution [ Control Card] }
Format: Chd

Execution Mode Optiona
R Operational Mode Option={ Water}
{- Normal [No Flow ] [Dynamic Domain] }
{ Restart[{ No Flow ] [ Dynamic Domain] }
{ Initial Conditions }
Else:
{ Nomnal } ,
{ Restart }
{ Initial Conditions }
En&i?
Format Char”,

Operational Mode Optiona
{ Water}
{ Water-Air}
{ Water-Air-Energy}
Format: Chara,

E Execution Mode Option={ Initial Conditions ]
Endcard: Solution Control Card
Endif

Number of Execution Time Periodsa
Format Integefl,

For: Number of Execution Time Periods
W Execution Mode O tion = { Normal }
{
Initial Timea, Units (s), Final Timec, Unitsd (s),
Initial Time Stepe, Unitsf (s),
Maximum Time Step~,Unitsh (s),
Time Step,Acceleration Factor’,
Maximum Number of Newton-Raphson Iteration~,
Convergence Cntenonk

A.3

l?orrnati Real”, Charb, Realc, Chard, Reale, Cha< Realg, Charh,Reali, Integef, Realk,
ElseK Execution Mode Option={ Restart }
Initial Timea, Unitsb (s), Final Timec, Unitsd (s),
Initial Time Ste~e, Unitsf (s),
Maximum Time Step~, Unitsh (s),
Time Ste~ Acceleration Factor’,
Maximum Number of Newton-Ra~hson Iteration+,
Convergence Critenonk
Format: Reala, Charb, Reaf, Chard, Reale, Cha< Rea18
Reali Inte~e~, Realk,
—>— Chap $—>
Enti
Endfor: Number of Execution Time Periods

Maximum CPU Timea, Unitsb (s),
Maximum Clock Timec, Unitsd (s),
Maximum Number of Time Steps’
Format Real”, Charb, Rear, Chard,I ntegere,

I& Operational Mode Option={ Water-Air} { Water-Air-Energy }
Aqueous Diffusion Optiona
{ Zero}
{ Constant}
{ Variable}
It Aqueous Diffusion Option = { Constant }
Dissolved Air Diffusion Coefficientb, Unitc (m2/s)
Format Char”, Realb, Charc,
Else:
Format: Chara,
End&
End&

~

Operational Mode Option={ Water-Air} { Water-Air-Energy }
Gas Difision Optionb
{ Zero}
{ Constant}
{ Variable}
{ Enhanced}
M Gas Diffusion Option = { Constant }
Water Vapor Diffusion Coefficientb, Unitc (m*/s)
Format: Char=. Realb. Charc.

A.4

Elseti Gas Diffusion Option = { Enhanced}
Clay Mass Fractionb
Format: Chara, Realb,
End&
.
EndW

Number of Intecfacial Averaging Variablesa
Fofiat
Ititegera,

For: Number of Interracial Averaging Variables
Surface Variable Optiona
{ Aqueous Density} { Aqueous Relative Permeability}
{ Aqueous Viscosity} { Dissolved Air Diffhsion } “
{ Gas Density} { Gas Relative Permeability}
{ Gas Viscosity } {’Hydraulic Dispersion }
{ Intrinsic Permeability} { Thermal Conductivity}
{ Water Vapor Diffusion },
Interracial Averaging .Scheme Optionb
{ Harmonic} { Geometric} { Arithmetic} { Upwind}
Format: Char”, Chaf’,.
Endfor: Number of Jnterfacial Averaging Variables
Endcard: Solution Control Card

A.4

Solution Control Card Example

Normal,
~ater-Ai

-

r-Energy,

6;day,876.6,
day,lO,
S,lOO, day,l.25,16,1.
l,day,l,
day,1000,
variable
Aqueous
Diffusion,
Variable
GaS Di ffusi on,
~ Interf
aci al average
defaults

E-06,

3,

GaS Relative
permeabi 1 i ty,
upwind,
AqUeOUS Relative
permeabi 1 i ty,
Upwind,
Intrinsic
Permeability.
Harmonic.

A.5

Grid Card

A.5

Card Titlea { -Grid [ Card] ]
Format Char”
Coordinate System Optiona
{ Cartesian }
{ Cylindrical }
{ Uniform Cartesian }
{ Uniform Cylindrical }
{ Tilted Cartesian }
W Coordinate System Option # { Tilted Cartesian}
Format Chara,
Elsefi
X-Z Plane Tilt Angleb, Unitsc (deg),
Y-Z Plane Tilt Angled, Unitse (deg),
‘
Format Chara, Realb, Charc, Reald, Chare,
Enti
Number
Number
Number
Format:
~

of X-Dir. Nodesa,
of Y-Dir. Nodesb, (note: cannot be greater than 1 in current version)
of Z-Dir. Nodesc
Integera, Integerb, Integerc,

Coordinate System Option= { Cartesian }
For

Number of X-Dir. Nodes
c Surface Positiona, Unitsb (m), > or e Count’ @ Node Widthb, Unitsc (m), s
Format < Reala, Charb, B or < Integer”@Real”,Charb, B
Endfor: Number of X-Dir.. Nodes
For: Number of Y-Dir. Nodes
< Surface Position’, Unitsb (m), } or< Count’ @ Node Widthb, UnitsC(m), s
Format: < Reala, Charb, B or < Integer”@Reala,Charb, B
Endfor: Number of Y-Dir. Nodes
For: Number of Z-Dir. Nodes
< Surface Positiona, Unitsb (m), s or < Counta @ Node Widthb, Unitsc (m), s
Format: < ReaP, Charb, > or < Integer”@Reala,Charb, B
Endfor: Number of Z-Dir. Nodes

Elsefi

Coordinate System Option= { Cylindrical }

For: Number of Radial-Dir. Nodes
< Surface Positiona, Unitsb (m), > or < Count’ @ Node Widthb, Unitsc (m), >
Format: < Reala. Charb. > or e InteQer”@Real”.Charb. >

A.6

I

Endfor: Number of Radial-Dir. Nodes
For

Number of Azimuthal-Dir. Nodes
< Surface Positiona, Unitsb (deg), > or < Counta @ Node Widthb, Unitsc (deg), s
Format c Real”, Charb, > or < Integer”@Real’, Chaf’, >
Endfor: Number of &5muthal-Dir. Nodes
For

Number of Z-Dir. Nodes
< Surface Positiona, Unitsb (m), > or < Counta @ Node Widthb, Unitsc (m), >
Format c Real’, Cha#, > or < Integera@ReaZ”, Charb, >
Endfor: Number of Z-Dir. Nodes
Elseti

Coordinate System Option={ Uniform Cartesian }

X-Dir. Node Dimensiona, Unitsb (m)
Format Real’, Cha$,
Y-Dir. Node Dimensiona, Unitsb (m)
Format Reala, Chap,
Z-Dir. Node Dimensiona, Unitsb (m)
Format: Reala, Chaf’,
E1seti Coordinate System Option={ Uniform Cylindrical }
Radial-Dir. Node Dimensiona, Unitsb (m)
Format Real’, Charb,
Wlmuthal-Dir. Node Dimension=, Unitsb (deg)
Format Reala, Chap,
Z-Dir. Node Dimensiona, Unitsb (m)
Format: Reala, Charb,
End&
Endcard: Grid Card

A.7

A.6

Grid Card Examples

#----------------------Grid
card
#---------------------uniform
Cartesian,
20,1,10,
10, cm,
10, cm,
10, cm,

-Grid
card
cylindrical,

50,1,113,
#NOnUnifOrfII
grid
spacing
O,in,3.l25,in,5.l25,in,8,in,l2,in,l8@6,in,lO@l2,in,lO@24,in,8U8,in,
0,deg,45,deg,
0,in,l13@6,in,

II
-Grid
card
uniform
Cartesian,
1,1,92,
4.25388924,cm,
4.25388924,cm,
0.125,cm,

A.7

Inactive Nodes Card

Card Titlea { -Inactive [ Nodes Card] }
Format: Char”

NumberofInactive NodeDomainsa
Format: Irzteger=,

FOK NumberofInactiveNodeDomains

A.8

I-Start Indexa, I-End Jndexb,
.
J-Start Indexc, J-End Indexd,
K-Start Ihdexe, K-End Indexf
Format: Integera, Intege?, Integerc, Integerd, Integere, !ntege&
Endfor: Numb6r of Inactive Node Domains
Endcard: Inactive

A.8

Nodes Card

Inactive Nodes Card Examples

-Inactil
e Nodes
4,
1,1,1,1
14,113,
2,2,1,1,14,33,
2,2,1,1,101,113,
2,2,1,1,70,70,

____
# ------Inactive
____
# -----1,
2,2,1,1,14,20

card

.

1

#
-Inactive
Nodes card
#
0, no inactive
nodes

.

.
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Boundary Conditions Card

Card Titlea {-Boundary [ Conditions Card] }
Format Chafl

,.

I

Number of Boundary Condition Domainsa,
Format: Integer”,

A.9

For Number of Boundary Condition Domains
Boundary Surface Direction Optiona,
{ Bottom} { South }“{West} { East} { North} { Top}

It Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card = { Water}
Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Optionb,
{ Dinchlet } { Neumann } { Zero Flux} { Saturated} { Unit Gradient}
{ Free Gradient} { Hydraulic Gradient} { Initial Condition }
Format: Chara, C1.v.zrb,
<Charc, >

Elseti Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air}
Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Optionb
{ Dirichlet } { Neumann } { Zero Flux} { Unit Gradient}
{ Hydraulic Gradient} { Initial Condition }
Gas-Phase Boundary Type Optionc
{ Dirichlet } { Neumann } { Zero Flux} { Unit Gradient}
{ Hydraulic Gradient } { Initial Condition }
Format: Chara, Charb, Charc, <Churd, >

Elseti Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air-Energy }
Energy Boundary Type Optionb
{ Dirichlet } { Neumann } { Zero Flux }
{ Outflow } { Initial Condition }
Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Optionc
{ Dirichlet } { Neumann } { Zero Flux}
{ Unit Gradient} { Hydraulic Gradient} { Initial Condition }
Gas-Phase Boundary Type Optiond
{ Dirichlet } { Neumann } { Zero Flux }
{ Unit Gradient} { Hydraulic Gradient} { Initial Condition}
Format: Chara, Chaf’, CharC, Chard, <Char’,>

I-Start Indexa, I-End Indexb, J-Start Indexc, J-End Indexd,
K-Start Jndexe, K-End Indexf, Number of Boundary Times~
Format Integer”, Integerb, Integerc, Integerd, Integere, Intege& Intege@,

~

Operational NMe Option: Solution Control Card={ Water}
For Number of Boundrwy Times

A.1O

II

Boundary Timea, Unitsb (s),
W Aqueous Boundary Type Option={ Dirichlet } { Zero Flux }
Aqueous Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa),
Elseti Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Neumann }
Aqueous Volumetric Fluxc, Unitsd (m/s),
Else~ Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Hydraulic Gradient}
Base Aqueous Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa),
Else: Nullc, Nulld,
EndW
Formak Reala, Charb, Rear, Chard, Reale, Chad
Reale, Cha< <Reale, Cha<>

Endfor: Number of Boundary Times

Else& Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card = { Water-Air}
FOE Number of Boundary Times
Boundary Timea, Unitsb (s),
K Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Dkichlet } { Zero Flux }
Aqueous Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Elseti Aqueous-Phase Boundary T e Option={ Neumann}
7
Aqueous Volumetric Fluxe, Units (m/s),
Elsefi Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Hydraulic Gradient}
Base Aqueous Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Else Nulle, Nullf,
EndW
K. Gas-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Dirichlet } { Zero Flux }
Gas pressure~, Unitsh (Pa),
ElseW. Gas-Phase Boundary T e Option={ Neumann}
‘
y!
Gas Volumetric l?lux~,Units (m/s),
Elseti Gas-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Hydraulic Gradient}
Base Gas l%essure~,Unitsh (Pa),
Else Nu~~,Nullh,
Enti
Wa@r Vapor Relative Humidi~
Formati Reala, Charb, Realc, Chard, Reale, Chad
Real~, Cha?, Real~, Cha#, cRealg, Cha#’,>’

Endfor: Number of Boundary Times

Elsefi Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air-Energy }
For Number of Boundary Times
Boundary Timea, Unitsb (s),
I& Energy Boundary T e Option={ Dirichlet }
T
Temueraturec, Units (C)

All

Elsefi Energy Boundary Type Option={ Neumann }
Energy Fluxc, Unitsd (W/mA2)
Else: Nullc, Nulld,
Enti
Ii7 Aqueous-Phase Bounday Type Option={ Dirichlet } { Zero Flux )
Aqueous Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Elsefi Aqueous-Phase Boundary T e Option={ Neumann }
~
Aqueous Volumetric Fluxe, Units (m/s),
Elseti Aqueous-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Hydraulic Gradient
Base Aqueous Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Else: Nulle, Nullf,
EnM
I& Gas-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Dinchlet } { Zero Flux }
Gas 1%-essure~,
Unitsh (Pa),
Elseti Gas-Phase Boundary Type Option={ Neumann }
Gas Volumetric l?lux~,Unitsh (m/s),
Elseiil Gas-Phase Boundmy Type Option={ Hydraulic Gradient }
Base Gas pressure~, Unitsh (Pa),
Else: Nullg, Nullh,
En~
Water Vapor Relative Humidityi
Format: Rear, Charb, Reaf, Chard, Red, Cha< Real~, Cha#, Reali,
Reaj, Chark, Red: Chark, &ea~, Chark,B
Endfor: Number of Boundary Times
Endfor: Number of Boundary Condition Domains
EndCard: Boundary Conditions Card

A.1O Boundary Conditions Card Examples
P-----------------------------------------------------

-Boundary
conditions
card
~-----------------------------------------------------

r?,

Hydraul i c Gradient,
50,50,1,1,1,113,1,
0,day,183254,
Pa,
WeSt, Neumann, OUtf 1 ow,
3,3?1,1,14,33,6,
O ,ml n, -0.00021209,
ft/see,
37.4675
,mi n, -0.00021209,
74.9232
,mi n, -0.000200628
112.379
,mi n, -0.000201526,
149.835
,mi n, -0.000203923
187. 29, mi n, -O. 000206671,
EaSt,

,,
ft/sec,
,ft/sec,
ft/sec,
,ft/sec,
ft/sec,

, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
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-Boundary
conditions
card
2,
west,Dirichlet
Energy,Dirichlet
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0,day,70,c,101330,pa,101330,pa,l,
East,Neumann
Energy,Zero
Flux
50,50,1,1,1,1,1,
O,Day,-100,W/MA2,,,,,,

Aqueous,Dirichlet

Aqueous,Zero

-Boundary
Conditions
card
2,
West,Neumann,
1,1,1,1,1,10,1,
0,yr,6.6e-5,m/s,
East,Hydraulic
Gradient,
20,20,.1,1,1,10,1,
0,yr,121557.98,Pa,

-Boundary
conditions
card
2,
FIux,
Top,Neumann,Zero
1,1,1,1,92,92,1,
O,hr,-3.32,cm/hr,,,
Bottom,Dirichl
et,Dirichlet,
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
0,hr,llll19.948
,pa,llll19.948

All

,Pa,

OutputControlCard

CardTitle’ {-Output [ControlCard]}
Format Char”

Number of Reference Nodesa,
Formati Intege#,

For NumberofReferenceNodes
IIndexa,JIndexb, K Indexc,
Endfor: NumberofReferenceNodes
Format: Integer”, Integerb, Integerc,
ReferenceNode Screen OutputFrequencya,

A.13

Flux

GaS,

Gas,

——.

Reference Node Output File Frequencyb,
Output Time Unitsc (s),
Output Length Unitsd (m),
Screen Significant Digitse,
Output File Significant Digitsf,
Plot File Significant Digits~
Format: Integer”, Integerb, Charc, Chard, Integere, Intege< Intege#,

Number of Reference Node Variablesa,
Format Integer”,

For: Number of Reference Node Variables
Reference Node Variable Optiona, Reference Node Variable Unitsb,
Format Rear, Charb,
Endfor: Number of Reference Node Variables

Number of Plot File Times’
Format Integer”,
For: Number of Plot File Times
Plot File Output Time’, Unitsb (s)
Format Rear, Churb,
Endfor: Number of Plot File Times
Number of Plot File Variables=
Format: Integer”,
For: Number of Plot File Variables
Plot File Variable Optiona, Plot File Variable Unitsb,
Format Chara, Cha/,
Endfor: Number of Plot File Variables
Note: Refer to the following pages for Plot File Variable Options and Units.
Endcard: Output Control Card

A.14

Reference Node Variable and Plot File Variable Options
M Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water}
{ apparent water sat [ uration ] } { aqueous gauge pressure}
{ aqueous moisture cent [ ent ] } { water aqueous mass tic [ tion ]}
aqueous pressure } { aqueous sat [ uration ] }
aqueous matrix sat [ uration ] } { aqueous fracture sat [ uration ] }
air aqueous mass frac [ tion ] } { aqueous relative perm [ eabllity ] }
aqueous hydraulic head } { aqueous density }
water aqueous cone [ entration ] } { air aqueous cone [ entration ] }
diffhsive porosity } { effective trapped air sat [ uration ] } { gas fracture sat [ uration ] }
gas sat [ uration ] } { gas pressure } { gas matrixsat [ uration ] }
phase condition } { rocldsoil type }
temperature } { total water mass }
water source [ integral] }
x aqueous VOI[ umetric flux (lower surface)] }
xnc aqueous vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
y aqueous vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ yncaqueous vol [ umetric flux (node centereiij ] }
{ z aqueous vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ znc aqueous VOI[ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
Reference Node Variable and Plot File Variable Options

Elseti Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air}
{ air source [ integral ] } { apparent water sat [ uration ] }
air aqueous mass frac [ tion ] } { water aqueous mass fiat [ tion ] }
aqueous fracture sat [ uration ] } { aqueous hydraulic head }
aqueous density } { aqueous relative perm [ eability ] }
aqueous matrix sat [ uration ] } { air aqueous cone [ entration ] } . .
aqueous pressure } { aqueous gauge pressure }
aqueous sat [ uration ] } { water aqueous cone [ entration ] }
aqueous moisture cent [ ent ] } { dffisive porosity }
water gas cone [ entration ] } { gas fracture sat [ uration ] }
gas air mole frac [ tion ] } { water gas mole fiat [ tion ] }
gas density } { gas matrix sat [ uration ] }
gas air cone [ entration ] } { water gas mass frac [ tion ] }
gas sat I uration ] } { gas gauge pressure } { gas pressure }
{ gas air mass frac [ tion ] } { gas hydraulic head}
{ gas relative perm [ eability ] } { phase condition}
{ rocldsoil type }
{ temperature} { tot.d water mass} { total air mass}
{ effective trapped air sat [ uration ] } { water source [ integral ].)
{ x aqueous vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
~
{ x gas vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ xnc aqueous vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
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{ xnc gas vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
{ y aqueous vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ y gas vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ ync aqueous vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
{ ync gas vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
{ z aqueous vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ z gas vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ znc aqueous vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
{ znc gas vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }

Reference Node Variable and Plot File Variable Options

Elseti Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air-Energy }
{ air source [ inte=gral] } { apparent water sat [ uration ] }
{ air aqueous mass frac [ tion ] } { water aqueous mass frac [ tion ] }
{ aqueous hydraulic head } { air aqueous cone [ entration ] }
{ water aqueous cone [ entration ] } { aqueous relative perm [ eability ] }
{ aqueous moisture cent [ ent ] } { aqueous density }
{ aqueous fracture sat [ uration ] } { aqueous gauge pressure}
{ aqueous matrix sat [ uration ] } { aqueous sat [ uration ] } { aqueous pressure }
{ diffusive porosity} { energy source [ integral ] } { gas matrix sat [ uration ] }
{ gas air mole frac [ tion ] } { water gas cone [ entration ] } { water gas mole frac [ tion
{ gas air cone [ entration ] } { gas fracture sat [ uration ] } { gas sat [ uration ] }
{ gas gauge pressure} { gas pressure} { water gas mass frac [ tion ] }
{ gas air mass frac [ tion ] }
{ gas relative perrn [ eability ] } { gas density} { gas hydraulic head}
{ phase condition} { rockhoil type }
{ temperature} { total water mass } { total air mass }
{ effective trapped air sat [ uration ] } { water source [ integral ] }
{ x aqueous vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ x gas vol [ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ x heat flux [ (lower surface)] }
{ x thermal cond [ uctivity ] }
{ xnc aqueous VOI[ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
{ xnc gas VOI[ umetric flux (node centered) ] }‘{xnc heat flux (node centered) ] }
{ y aqueous VOI[ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ y gas VOI[ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ y heat flux [ (lower surface)] }
{ y thermal cond [ uctivity ] }
{ ync aqueous vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] }
{ tic g% VOI[ umetnc flux (node centered) ] } { ync heat flux [ (node centered) ] }
{ z aqueous VOI[ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ z gas VOI[ umetric flux (lower surface) ] }
{ z heat flux [ (lower surface)] }
{ z thermal cond [ uctivity ] }
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}

{ znc aqueous vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] },
{ znc gas vol [ umetric flux (node centered) ] } { znc heat flux [ (node centered) ].}

Default Units for the Reference Node and Plot File Variables

Air Concentration (kg/mA3)
Water Concentration (kg/mA3)
Aqueous Relative Permeability (null)
Aqueous Volumetric Flux (m/s)
Energy Source Integral (J)
Gas Sat [ uration ] (null)
Gauge Pressure (Pa)
Heat Flux (W/mA2)
Phase Condition (null)
Relative Permeability (null)
Temperature (C)

Air Source Integral (kg)
Water Source Integral (kg)
Aqueous Sat [ uration ] (null)
Density (kg/mA3)
Gas Relative Permeability (null)
Gas Volumetric Flux (mh)
.
Head (m),
Moisture Content (null)
Pressure (Pa)
Sat [ uration ] (null)
Thermal Conductivity (W/m K)

A.12 Output Control Card Example

-output
control
card
4,
20,1,1,
20,1,3,
.20,1,6,
20,1,10,
1,1, yr, m,,,,
3,
AqUeOUS Pressure,
Pa,
AqUeOUS Saturation,
,
FIUX, M/S,
X AqUeOUS Volumetric
2,
1.0,
s,
100, yr,
3,
kg/mA3,
AqUeOUS Density,
Pa,
AqUeOUS Pressure,
AqUeOUS Sat, ,
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A.13 Source Card

“

Card Titlea { -Source [ Card] }
Format Chara

Number of Source Domainsa,
Format: Integera,

For: Number of Source Domains
W Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card= { Water}
Source Type Optiona
{ Aqueous Volumetric} { Aqueous Mass} { Well}
I-Start Indexb, I-End Indexc, J-Start Indexd, J-End Indexe,
K-Start Indexf, K-End Index~, Number of Source Timesh,
Format: Chara, Integerb, Integerc, Integerd, Integere, Intege~ Zntege#, Integer”,

Elsefi Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air}
Source Type Optiona
{ Aqueous Volumetric } { Aqueous Mass } { Gas Volumetic w/ Mass Fraction }
{ Gas Volumetric w/ Relative Humidity } { Gas Mass w/ Mass Fraction }
{ Gas Mass w/ Relative Humidity }
I-Start Indexb, I-End Indexc, J-Start Indexd, J-End Indexe,
K-Start Indexf, K-End Indexg, Number of Source Timesh,
Format: Chara, Intege#, Integerc, Integerd, Integere, Intege< Intege#, Integerh,

E1seR Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Cad= { Water-Air-Energy }
Source Type Optiona
{ Power} { Power Density } { Aqueous Volumetric } { Aqueous Mass }
{ Gas Volumetric w/ Mass Fraction } { Gas Volumetric w/ Relative Humidity }
{ Gas Mass w/ Mass Fraction } { Gas Mass w/ Relative Humidity }
I-Start Indexb, I-End Indexc, J-Start Indexd, J-End Indexe,
K-Start Indexf, K-End Index~, Number of Source Timesh,
Format: Chura, Integerb, Integerc, Integerd, Integere, Intege< Intege#, Integerh,
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Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water}
FOE Number of Source Times
Source Timea, Unitsb (s),
Iih Source Type Option={ Aqueous Volumetric }
Aqueous Volumetric Ratec, Unitsd (mA3/s),
Elsefi Source Type Option={ Aqueous Mass}
Aqueous Mass Ratec, Unitsd (l@),
Elsefi Source T~e Option = { Well}
Aqueous Mass Ratec, Unitsd (l@),
Borehole Radiuse, Unitsf (m),
Well Bottom Pressure Constraint~, Unitsh (Pa),
Format Reala, Cha#, Rear, Chard, [ Reale, Chad Realg, Realh, Cha~, Rea~, ]
Endfor: Number of Source Times

Eketi. Operational Mode Option: Solution Control C~d = { Water-Air }
For: Number of Source Times
Source Timea, Unitsb (s),
~ Source Type Option={ Aqueous Volumetric }
Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa), Aqueous Volumetric Ratee, Unitsf (mA3/s),
Dissolved Air Mass Fraction~
Else& Source Type Option = { Aqueous Mass }
Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa), Aqueous Mass Ratee, Unitsf (l@),
Dissolved Alr Mass Fiaction~
Elsefi Source Type Option= { Gas Mass w/ Mass Fraction }
Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa), Gas Mass Ratee, Unitsf (l@),
Water Vapor Mass Fraction~
ElseW. Source Type Option={ Gas Mass w/ Relative Humidity }
Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa), Gas Mass Ratee, Unitsf (l@),
Water Vapor Relative Humidity~
Elsefi Source Type Option= { Gas Volumetric w/ Mass Fraction }
Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa), Gas Volumetric Ratee, Unitsf (mA3/s),
Water Vapor Mass Fractiong
Elsefi Source Type Option={ Gas Volumetric w/ Relative Humidity }
Pressurec, Unitsd (Pa), Gas Volumetric Ratee, Unitsf (mA3/s),
Water Vapor Relative Humidity~
Format Real”, Charb, Real’, Chard, [ Reale, Chad Realg, ]
Endfor: Number of Source Times

E1seiR Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air-Energy }
For: Number of Source Times
Source Timea, Unitsb (s),
W. Source Type Option={ Power}
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Powerc, Unitsd (W)
Elseti Source Type Option={ Power Density }
Power Densityc, Unitsd (W/mA3)
Elsek Source Type Option={ Aqueous Volumetric }
Temperaturec, Unitsd (C), Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Aqueous Volumetric Rate~,Unitsh (mA3/s),Dissolved Air Mass Fractioni
Elseti Source Type Option={ Aqueous Mass }
Temperaturec, Unitsd (C), Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Aqueous Mass Rate~,Unitsh (l@), Dissolved Air Mass Fractioni
Elseti Source Type Option= { Gas Mass w/ Mass Fraction }
TemperatureC, Unitsd (C), Pressuree, Unitsf @a),
Gas Mass Rate~,Unitsh (kg/s), Water Vapor Mass Fractioni
Elseti Source Type Option= { Gas Mass w/ Relative Humidity}
Temperaturec, Unitsd (C), Pressuree, Unitsf (pa),
Gas Mass Rate~,Unitsh (l@), Water Vapor Relative Humidityi
Elsefi Source Type Option={ Gas Volumetric w/ Mass Fraction }
Temperaturec, Unitsd (C), Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Gas Volumetric Rateg, Unitsh (mA3/s),Water Vapor Mass Fractioni
Elsefi Source Type Option={ Gas Volumetric w/ Relative Humidity }
Temperaturec, Unitsd (C), Pressuree, Unitsf (Pa),
Gas Volumetric Rate~,Unitsh (mA3/s),Water Vapor Relative Humidityi
Format Rear, Charb,Rear, Chard, [ Reale, Chad Realg, Charh, Real’,]
Endfor Number of Source Times

A.14

Source Card Examples

-source
1,

card

volumetric,2,2,1,1,71,71,6,
0,min,0.319307,
gal/rein,
37.4675
,min, O. 319307, gal/rein,
74.9232,
min,0.30205,
gal/rein,
112.379,
min,0.303402,
gal/rein,
149.835,
min,0.307011,
gal/rein,
187.29,
min,0.311148,
gal/rein,

AqUE!OUS

-source
card
1,
well,l,l,l,l,l,20,1,
O,s, -0.5,
ftA3/s,4.0,

in,101325.

O, Pa,

A.20

A.15 Saturation Function Card
.

Card Titlea { -Saturation Function [ Card ] }
Format Char”
?or: Number of Rock/Soil Types

W. Operational Mode Option Solution Control Card={ Water} { Water-Air} or { Water-AirZnergy }
Rock/Soil Namea,
Saturation Functionb,
{ Nonhysteretic van Genuchten } { Nonhysteretic Brooks and Corey}
{ Hysteretic van Genuchten } { Hysteretic Brooks and Corey}
{ Haverkamp } { Tabular [ Water Content] } W Saturation Function Option={ Nonhysteretic van Genuchten }
~ Rock/Soil Nryne = {{ Fractured }}
Matrix “u” Parameterc, Unitsd (l/m)’, Matrix “n” Parametere, Matrix Minimum
Saturationf,
Fracture ‘lx” Pararnete#, Unitsh (l/m)’, Fracture “n” Parameteri, Fracture tilmum
Saturatio~,
Matrix “m” Parameterk, Fracture “m” Paramete~,
Forrgak Chara, Chap, Rea?, Chard, Reale, ReaE
Rea18, Charh, Rea~, Reap, Realk, Reall,

Else:
“
“a” Parameterc, Unitsd (l/m)’, “n” Parametere,
.
‘
Minimum Saturation‘, “m” PararneteF
Format: Chara, Charb, Reaf, Chard, Reale, ReaL Realg,
.
EnW
Elsei& Saturation Function Option={ Nonhysteretic Brooks and Corey }
W. Rock/Soil Name={{ Fractured}}
Matrix Entry Headc, Unitsd (m), Matrix “1.”Parametere, Matrix Mirimum Saturationf, ‘
Fracture Entry Head~, Unitsh (m), Fracture “h” Paramete~, Fracture Minimum Saturation’
Format: Char”, ChQ#, Rear, Cha/, Rear, ReaC ReaT, Charh, Real: Reai,
Else:
Entry Head’, Unitsd(m), “Z” Parametere, Minimum Saturationf
Format Chara, Charb, Reaf, Chard, Reale, ReaE
Endit
Elseti Saturation Function Option={ Hysteretic van Genuchten }
“et” Drainagec, Unitsd (l/m), “of’ Imbibition=, Unitsf (l/m),
“n” Paramete#, Minimum Saturationh,
Maximum Effective Air Residual Saturation - Air/Wateri,
Initial Hysteretic Branch Index Optio~
{ Main Drainage} { Main Imbibition } { Drainage Scanning Curve}
Number of Scanning Pathsk,
“m” Paramete$
Format Chara, Charb, Rear, Chard, Reale, Chad Real~, Realh, Real! Cha~, Integerk, Real!
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Entry Head Drainagec, Unitsd (m), Entry Head Imbibitione, Unitsf (m),
Elseif Saturation Function Option= { Hysteretic Brooks and Corey }
“k” PararneteF, Minimum Saturationh,
Maximum Effective Air Residual Saturation - Air/Wateri,
Initial Hysteretic Branch Index Optio~
{ Main Drainage} { Main Imbibition } { Drainage Scanning Curve}
Number of Scanning Pathsk
Formati Chara, Charb, Realc, Chard, Real’, Cha< Realg, Realh, Real! Cha~, Intege#,
Elsefi Saturation Function Option= { Haverkarnp }
“qf”Parameterc, Unitsd (m), “of’ Parameter ‘, “~ Parameterf, Minimum Saturationg,
Format: Chara, Charb, Realc, Chard, Realc, ChQ< Real~,
Elseti Saturation Function Option= { Tabular }
Number of Table Entriesa,
Format Chara, Charb, Integera
For Number of Table Entries
Air-Water Capillary Heada, Unitsb (m), Aqueous SaturationC
Format: ReaP, Churb, Rear,
Endfor: Number of Table Entries
En~

A.16

Saturation Function Card Examples

-Saturation
Function
Sandl, Nonhysteretic

-Saturation
FUnCti
sand, Nonhysteretic

-Saturation
Geologic

card
Van Genuchten,

on card
van Genuchten,

FUnCti on card
Media, Nonhystereti

c van

0.0283,1/cm,7.6,0

1.563,

I/m,

Genuchten,

-Saturation
Function
card
72.0, dynes/cm ,47.8,
dynes/cm,
, ,
20/30
Ottawa
sand, Entrapment
van
Genuchten,l.885,1/cm,5
.359, 0.1,72.
O,dynes/cm,
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.32,1.0,1.8,2.25,

5.4,0.15,

,

0.2,

1.8,0.0,

l/cm,

0.12665,5.

e-5,

,l.

,

,

O,

--Saturation
Function
SPl,Nonhysteretic
SP2,Nonhysteretic
SM-MLl,Nonhysteretic
SM-SPl,Nonhysteretic
SP3,Nonhysteretic
SWl,Nonhysteretic

card
Brooks
and corey,4.32,cm,0.528,
Brooks
and corey,6.41,cm,0.415,
Brooks
and corey,10.0,cm,0.383,
Brooks
and Corey,9.0,cm,0.430,
Brooks
and Corey,10.7,cm,0.494,
Brooks
and corey,l.17,cm,0.346,

,
,
,
,
,
,

A.17 Initial Conditions Card
CardTitle’ {-Initial [ConditionsCard]}
Format: Chaf

~

OperationalModeOption:

SolutionControlCard=

{Water} {Water-Air }
{ Water-Air-Energy)

Initial Saturation Optiona, Initial Saturation Optionb,
{ Gas Pressure, Aqueous Pressure}
{ Gas Pressure, Aqueous Saturation }
{AqueousPressure,AqueousSaturation
}
~~
Format Ckvzr”,Clu@,

NumberofInitial ConditionsDomainsa
Formafi Znteger”,

For: NumberofInitialConditionsDomains
K OperationalModeOption: SolutionControlCard=
{Water}
VariableNameOptiona
{ Aqueous Pressure} { Gas Pressure} { Temperature} { Aqueous Saturation}

Elsefi OperationalModeOption:

Solution Control.Card= {Water-Air}
‘
or { Water-Air-Eneraq }

Variable Name Optiona
{ Aqueous Pressure} { Gas Pressure} { Temperature}
{ Aqueous Saturation} { Air Partial Pressure} { Air Gas Mole Fraction}

,.
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I

{ Air Aqueous Mole Fraction } { Trapped Air Saturation}
K Variable Name Option= { Pressure }
Pressureb, UnitsC(Pa),
X-Dir. Gradientd, Unitse (l/m),
Y-Dir. Gradientf, Units~ (l/m),
Z-Dir. Gradienth, Unitsi (l/m),
I-Start IndexJ, I-End Indexk,
J-Start Indexl, J-End Indexm,
K-Start Indexn, K-End Index”
Format Chara, Realb, Churc, Reald, Chare,ReaE Chd, Realh,
Chari, Intege~, Intege#, Intege~, Integer”, Integer”, Integer”,

Elseti Variable Name Option= { Temperature }
Temperatureb, Unitsc (C),
X-Dir. Gradientd, Unitse (l/m),
Y-Dir. Gradientf, Units~ (l/m),
Z-Dir. Gradienth, Unit~ (l/m),
I-Start JndexJ,I-End Indexk,
J-Start Index’, J-End Indexm,
K-Start Indexn, K-End Index”
Format: Chara, Realb, Charc, Reald, Chare,ReaE Cha@,Realh,
Chari, Intege~, Integerk, Intege~, Integef’, Intege#’, Integer”,

Elseti Variable Name Option= { Saturation }
Saturationb,Nullc,
X-Dir. Gradientd, Unitse (Urn),
Y-Dir. Gradientf, Units~ (Urn),
Z-Dir. Gradienth, Unitsi (l/m),
I-Start IndexJ, I-End Indexk,
J-Start Indexl, J-End Indexm,
K-Start Indexn, K-End JndexO
Format Chara,Rec#,Nulf, Reald, Chare,Rea~ Cha#, Realh,
Chari, Intege~, Integerk, Integer! Intege#’, IntegeP, Integer”,

Else* Variable Name Option = { Mass Fraction }
Mole Fractionb,Nullc,
X-Dir. Gradientd, Unitse (l/m),
Y-Dir. Gradientf, Units~ (Urn),
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ZDir. Gradient”, Units’ (l/m),
I-Start IndexJ, I-End Indexk,
J-Start Indexl, J-End Indexm,
K-Start Indexn, K-End liidex”
Format: Chd’, Realb,Nul~, Reaf, Chare, Rea~ Chap, Realh,
Cha~, Intege~, Intege#, Intege~, Integer’”, Intege/’, Integer”,

Elseti. Variable Name Option={ Mole Fraction }
Mole Fractionb,Nullc,
X-Dir. Gradientd, Unitse (l/m),
Y-Dir. Gradientf, Units~ (l/m),
Z-Dir. Gradienth, Unitsi (l/m),
I-Start IndexJ, I-End Indexk,
J-Start Indexl, J-End Indexm,
K-Start Indexn, K-End Index”
Format Chara, Realb,Nullc, Reaf, Chare, Rest Cha#, Realh,
Cha~, Intege~, Intege#, Intege~, Intege#”, Integern, Integer”,

ElseiE Variable Name Option={ Relative Humidity }
Relative Hurnidityb,Nullc,
X:Dir. Gradientd, Unitse (l/m),
Y-Dir. Gradientf, Unitsg (l/m),
Z-Dir. Gradienth, Unitsi (l/m),
I-Start IndexJ, I-End Indexk,
J-Start Index’, J-End Indexm,
K-Start Indexn, K-End Index”
Format

Char”, Realb,Nul~, Reald, Chare, Red, Cha@, Realh,
Cha~, Intege~, Intege#, Intege~, IiitegeF, Integern, Integer”,

~-~e-—.

XT..

—I-—

—

-J?

T-?.:-T

-----

3!.?.

.

-.

--

Endcard: Initial Conditions Card

A.18

Initial Conditions Card Examples

-Initial
AqUf20US

conditions
card
Pressure,
Gas Pressure,

4,

A.25

‘

Temperature,2O,C,O,l/m,O,l/m,O,l/m,l,52,l,l,l,ll3,
Aqueous
Pressure,183254,Pa,0,1/m,0,1/m,
Aqueous
Pressure,92956,Pa,0,1/m,0,1/m,0,1/m,2,2
GaS Pressure,92956,Pa,0,1/m,0,1/m,0,1/m,l,

-9793.52,1/m,l,52,1,1,1,113,
,1,1,71,100,
52,1,1,1,113,

-Initial
Conditions
Card
AqUc?i!OUS PWSSUfY2,
GaS PV2SSUW,
1,
AqUeOUS

-Initiiil
AqUeOUS

Pressure,121325.

,Pa,

Conditions

,,,,

-9793.5331,1/m,l,20,1,1,1,10,

card

Saturation,Gas

PreSSUre,

3,

Saturation,0.5,
,,, ,,, ,1,50,1,1,1,1,
Gas Pressure,101330,Pa,
,,,,, ,1,50,1,1,1,1,
Temperature,70.0,C,
,,, ,,,l,50,1,1,1,1,

AqUeOUS

A.19 MechanicalProperties
CardTitlea {-Mechanical
Format Chara

Card

[PropertiesCard]}

For NumberofRock/SoilTypes
Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card = { Water}
Rock/Soil Namea,
Particle Densityb (2650.0), MC (kg/mA3),
~ Rock/SoilName={{Fractured}}
MatrixTotalPorosityd, MatrixDifisivePorositye,
Fracture Total Porosityf, Fracture Diffusive Porosity~,
Suecific Storativity b,~i(l/m),
Format: Char”, Realb, Churc, Reaf, Reale, Re~, Rea18,Realh, Cha~,
Else:
Total Porosityd, Diffusive Porositye,
Sm3cificStorativitY ‘,Units~(l/m),
Format: Chara,Realb, Charc,Rea~,Real’,ReaE Cha#,
En~
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Elsefi Operational Mode Option: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air} { Water-Air-Energy }
Rock/Soil Namea,
Particle Densitvb (2650.0), Unitsc (kg/mA3),
~ Rock/Soil Name={{ Fractured}}
Matrix Total Porosityd, Matrix Diffusive Porositye,
Fracture Total Porosityf, Fracture Diffixive Porosityg,
Specific Storativitvh, Unitsi(l/m),
Tortuosity Function Optiod
{ Constant”} { Millington and Quirk}
W Tortuosity Function Option={ Constant}
Aqueous-Phase Tortuosityk, Gas-Phase Tortuosity*,
Format: Chara, Realb: Charc, Reap, Reale, ReaE
Realg, Realh, Char’, Cha~, Realk, Reall,

Else:
Format

Char”, Realb? Charc, Rea~, Reale, Rea~
Realg, Realh, Char’, Cha~,

Enti
Else:
Total Porosityd, Diffksive Porositye,
Specific Storativityf, Unitsg (l/m),
Tortuosity Function Optionh
{ Constant} { Millington and Quirk}
W Tortuosity Function Option={ Constant}
Aqueous-Phase Tortuosityi, Gas-Phase Tortuosit@
Format Char”, Realb, Charc, Reald, Reale, Rest Cha#, Charh, Real! Rea~,
Else:
Format Char”, Realb, Charc, Reald, Reale, Red, Chap, Ch&-h,
EndW
Enfi
Endfor: Number of Rock/Soil Types
Endcard: Mechanical Properties Card

A.20

Mechancial Properties Card Examples

--Mechanical
SPl,2.63,
SP2,2.63,
sM-MLl,2.63,
sM-sPl,2.63,
sP3,2.63,
SWl,2.63,

Properties
card
g/cmA3,0.19,0.19,,,,
g/cmA3,0.24,0.24,,,,
g/cmA3,0.35,0.35,
g/cmA3,0.37,0..37,
g/cmA3,0.27,0.27,,,,
g/cmA3,0.28,0.28,,,,

,,,
,,,

A.27

——

-Mechanical
properties
sandl,2650,kg/mA3,0.34,0.34,0,

Card

-Mechanical
Properties
Sand,2650,kg/mA3,0.4,0.4,

card
,,constant,O.5,0.5,

,Mi~~ingtOn

-Mechanical
properties
card
Geologic
Media, ,,0.35,0.35,
,,Constant

-Mechanical
20/30
Ottawa

and

,

Diffusion,l.0,

Properties
card
sand,2650,kg/mA3,0.3431,0.3431,0,1/m,Millington

A.21 HydraulicProperties

Quirk,,

and

Quirk,

Card

CardTitlea {-Hydraulic [propertiesCard]}
Format Chara
For NumberofRock/SoilTypes
Rock/SoilNamea,
~ Rock/Soil Name= {{Fractured}}
X-Dir. MatrixIntrinsic Perm. orHydraulic Cond!,Unitsc(mA2 orhcmh),
Y-Dir. MatrixIntrinsic Perrn.orHydraulic Cond!,Unitse”(mA2 orhcnds),
Z-Dir. MatrixIntrinsic Perrn.orHydraulic Cond~,Units~(mA2 orhcrn/s),
X-Dir. FractureIntrinsic Perrn. orHydraulic Cond!,Unitsi(mA2 orhcrn/s),
Y-Dir. Fracture Intrinsic Perrn. or Hydraulic Condj, Unitsk (mA2or hc ink),
Z-Dir. Fracture Intrinsic Perm. or Hydraulic Condfl, Units~ (mA2or hc rids),
Intrinsic Permeability Function”,
{Constant } {Kozeny and Camnen } { Fair and Hatch}
Format: Chara, Realb, Charc, Reaf, Chare,Rea~ Cha#,
Realh, Chari, Real, Chark, Real[, Charm,Chd’,
Else:
X-Dir. Intrinsic Permeability or Hydraulic Conductivityb, Unitsc (mA2or hc nis),
Y-Dir. Intrinsic Permeability or Hydraulic Conductivityd, Unitse (mA2or hc ink),
Z-Dir. Intrinsic Permeability or Hydraulic Conductivityf, Units~ (mA2or hc rids),
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Intrinsic Permeability Functionh,
{Constant } {Kozeny and C~en
} { F~r and Hatch}
Format Chara, Realb, Charc, Reaf, Chare, Rea~ Ch@, Charh,
EndW
Endfor: Number of RoclcNoil Types
EndCard: Hydraulic Properties Card

A.22 HydrauIic Properties Card Examples

-Hydraulic
Properties
card
20/30
Ottawa
sand, l.6e-7,
cmA2, 1. 6e-7,

cmA2, 1. 6e-7,

cmA2, Fai r and

Hatch,

I

-Hydraulic
Geologic

-Hydraulic
sandl ,,,

Properties
Media,l.020408e-9,

card
mA2 ,,,l.020408e-9,mA2,

KOZeny

Properties
card
,,7.5,hc
m/day,
constant,

-Hydraulic
Properties
Card
SPl,4.1987e-12
,mA2 ,,,4.1987e-12,mA2,
Constant,
SP2,9.3436e-13,mA2,
,, 9.3436e-13,mA2,
Constant,
SM-MLl,5.3223e-13
,mA2 ,,,5.3223e-13,mA2,
Constant,
SM-SPl,7.695e-12
,mA2 ,,,5.13e-12,mA2,
Constant,
constant,
SP3,5.505e-12
,mA2 ,,,3.67e-12,mA2,
SWl,9.195e-12,mA2
,,,6.13e-12,mA2,
constant,
us,l.0e+04,hc
cm/hr ,,,1.0e+06,hc
cm/hr,
Constant,

--Hydraulic
Sand,5.Oe-4,hc

Properties
card
ft/s,5.Oe-4,hc

ft/s,5.Oe-4,hc
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ft/s,

constant,

and

Carmen,

A.23

Properties Card

Thermal

Card Title’ { -Thermal [ Properties Card] }
Format: Char”
L- “.

.

L . U,

L,”u&

“x

l\wknl

Uull

L y

ptia

Rock/Soil Namei,
Thermal Conductivity Function Optionb,
{ Constant} { Parallel} { Linear} { Somerton } { Campbell}
I& Thermal Conductivity Function Option= { Constant }
X-Dir. Thermal Conductivityc, Unitsd (W/m K),
Y-Dir. Thermal Conductivitye, Unitsf (W/m K),
Z-Dir. Thermal Conductivity~, Unitsh (W/m K),
Specific Head, Unit.4 (J/kg K)
Format Chara, Charb, Realc, Chard, Reale, Cha/, Realg, Charh,Reali, Cha~,
Elsefi Thermal Conductivity Function Option={ Parallel }
X-Dir. Rock/Soil Grain Thermal Conductivityc, Unitsd (W/m K),
Y-Dir. Rock/Soil Grain Thermal Conductivitye, Unitsf (W/m K),
Z-Dir. Rock/Soil Grain Thermal Conductivity~, Unitsh (W/m K),
Specific Heath, Unitsi (J/kg K)
Forinat: Chara, Charb, Rear, Chard, Real’, Cha< Realg, Charh,Real! Cha~,
Elseti Thermal Conductivity Function Option={ Linear }
X-Dir. Rock/Soil Unsaturated Thermal Conductivityc, Unitsd (W/m K),
Y-Dir. Rock/Soil Unsaturated Thermal Conductivitye, Unitsf (W/m K),
Z-Dir. Rock/Soil Unsaturated Thermal Conductivity~, Unitsh @/m K),
X-Dir. Rock/Soil Water Saturated Thermal Conductivity, UniN (W/m K),
Y-Dir. Rock/Soil Water Saturated Thermal Conductivityk, Unitsl (W/m K),
Z-Dir. Rock/Soil Water Saturated Thermal Conductivitym, Unitsn ~/m K),
Specific Heat”, Unitsp (J/kg K)
Format: Chara, Charb, Reaf, Churd, Reale, Ch.a< “Realg,Charh,
Reali, Cha~, Reap, Char[, Realm, Charn,Real”, Cha#’,
Elseti Thermal Conductivity Function Option={ Somerton }
X-Dir. Rock/Soil Unsaturated Thermal Conductivityc, Unitsd (W/m K),
Y-Dir. Rock/Soil Unsaturated Thermal Conductivitye, Unitsf (W/m K),
Z-Dir. Rock/Soil Unsaturated Thermal Conductivity~, Unitsh ~/m K),
X-Dir. Rock/Soil Water Saturated Thermal Conductivityi, Unit$ (W/m K),
Y-Dir. Rock/Soil Water Saturated Thermal Conductivityk, Unitsl (W/m K),
Z-Dir. Rock/Soil Water Saturated Thermal Conductivitym, Unitsn (W/m K),
Specific Heat”, Unitsp (J/leg K)
Format Chara, Charb, Rear, Chard, Reale, Chad Real~, Charh,
Reali, Cha~, Realk, Cha~, Realm, Charn, Red’, Cha?,
Enti
me%.
.
.n.
,n ..umror: Numt3er or lmcwsou 1ypes
Endcard: Thermal Properties Card
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A.24 Thermal Properties Card Examples
,
-Thermal
Properties
Sand, Somerton,0.582,w/m

card
K,,

,,,l.13,w/m

K,, ,,,700,

J/kg

K,

A.25 Rock/Soil Zonation Card
CardTitlea{-Rock/Soil
Format: Char”

NumberofRock/Soil
Format: Integera,

[ZonationCard]}

ZonationDomainsa

For: Number of Rock/Soil Zonation Domains
Rock/Soil Namea,
I-Stat Indexb, I-End Indexc,
J-Start Indexd, J-End Indexe,
K-Start Indexf, K-End Index~,
Format: Chura, Integerb, Integerc, Integerd, Integere, IntegeL Intege#,
Endfor: Number of Rock/Soil Zonation Domains
.

Endcard: Rock/Soil Zonation Card

A.26 Rock/Soil @nation CardExamples

-Rock/Soi
1,

1 zonati

on card

20/30 Ottawa sand,l,l,l,l,l,92,

-Rock/Soi

1 zonati

on card

7,
SP1,1,50,1,1,86,113,
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SP2,1,50,1,1,63,85,
SM-ML1,1,50,1,1,69,69,
SM-SP1,1,50,1,1,46,62,
SP3,1,50,1,1,16,45,
SW1,1,50,1,1,1,15,
US,2,2,1,1,71,1OO,

-Rock/Soil
Zonation
1,
sandl,l,20,1,1,1,10,

A.27

Aqueous

card

RelativePermeabilityCard

Card Title’ { -Aqueous Rel [ ative Permeability Card ] }
Format: Char”
For NumberofRock/SoilTvues
W. OperationalModeOption: Solution Control Card= {Water} {Water-Air }
{ Water-Air-Energy }
Rock/SoilNamea,
PermeabilityFunction Optionb
{ Constant} { Mualem } { Burdine } { Fatt and Klikoff } { Corey }
{ Haverkamp } {Tauma and Vauclin } { Tabular{ w/Water Content} }
K Permeability Function Option= { Constant }
K Rock/Soil Name={{ Fractured }}
Matrix Aqueous Relative Permeabilityc
Fracture Aqueous Relative Permeabilityd
Format: Chara, Charb, Rear, Reald,
Else:
Aqueous Relative Permeabilityc
Format Chara, Charb, Realc,
EnW
Elseti PermeabilityFunction Option= { Mualem } { Burdine }
~ SaturationFunction Option= { van Genuchten }
van Genuchten“m” mrameterc
Format Chara, Charb, Realc,
Elseti Saturation Function Option={ Brooks and Corey }
Brooks and Corey “k” uarameterc
Format Chura, Charb, Realc,
Elsei& Saturation Function Option={ van Genuchten ]and
Rock/Soil Name ={{ Fractured }}

A.32

Matrix van Genuchten “m” Parameterc
Fracture van Genuchten “m” rmrameterd
Forrna~ Chaf, Chap, Reaf, Reap,
Elsefi Saturation Function Option= {Brooks and Corey}
and Rock/Soil Name ={{ Fractured }}
. .
Matrix Brooks and Corey “%”uarameterc
Fracture Brooks and Corev “k” parameter
Format Chd, Cha#, ReaF, Reald,
EndW
Elsefi Permeability Function Option={ Fattand Klikoff } { Corey }
. Format Chara, Charb,
ElseW. Permeability Function Option={ Haverkamp}
“a” Parameterc,’~ Parameterd,
Format Chara, Charb, Rear, Reap,
E1seiE Permeability Function Option={ Tauma and Vauclin }
“cz”Parameter c, ‘$” Parameterd,
Format Chara, Charb, Realc, Reald,
Else& Permeability Function Option = { Tabular }
Number of Table Entriesc
Format Chara, Charb, Integerc,
For: Number of Table Entries
Aqueous Saturation’,Aqueous Relative Permeabilityb
Forrnati Rear, Realb,
Endfor: Number of ‘TableEntries
Else& Permeability Function Option= { Tabular} and{ Content}
For Number of Table Entries
Aqueous Moisture Contenta,Aqueous Relative Permeabilityb
Format: Reala, Realb,
Endfor: Number of Table Entries
EndM
Endfor: Number of Rock/Soil Types
Endcard: Aqueous Relative PermeabilityCard

A.28 Aqueous Relative Permeability Card Examples
Rr21 ati ve
sand ,MUal em, ,

1 i ty

card

permeabi 1 i ty
sand ,Mualem, O. 56,

card

-ACjU(20US

Permeabi

II

II
-AqUeOUS

20/30

Relative

Ottawa
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-Aqueous
Sand,Fatt

RelatiVe
Permeability
And Klikoff,

card

-A(JUeOUS

R(21atiVf2

permeability
ne,,
,
,
ne,,
,
,
vauclin,l.0,2.0,

card

SM-MLl,Burdi
SWl,Burdine,
SP3,Burdine,
sM-sPl,Burdi
sP2,Burdine,
sPl,Burdine,
US,TOUMa and

A.29 Surface Flux Card
Card Titlea { -Surface [ Flux Card] }
Format: Chara
NumberofSurface FluxInputsa
Format Integer’,
For: NumberofSurfaceF1uxInputs:
7

k.

OperationalModeOption
SolutionControlCard=
{Water}
SurfaceFluxType Optiona
{AqueousVolumetric Flux} {AqueousMass Flux}
.,

Elseti OperationModeOption: Solution Control Card= {Water-Air }
SurfaceFluxType Optiona
{ Aqueous Volumetric Flux} { Aqueous Mass Flux} { Gas Volumetric Flux }
{ Gas Mass FhlX }
Elseti Operation Mode Option: Solution Control Cad={ Water-Air-Energy }
Surface Flux Type Option’
{ Aqueous Volumetric Flux} { Aqueous Mass Flux } { Gas Volumetric Flux }
{ Gas Mass Flux } { Heat Flux }
EnW.
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)
.-

~

Surface Flux Type Option={ Heat Flux }
Unitsb (W), Unitsc (J),
Else~ Surface Flux Type Option={ Volumetric Flux }
Unitsb (mA3/s), Unitsc (mA3),
Elseti Surface Flux Type Option={ Mass Flux }
Unitsb (kg/s), Unitsc (kg),
EncM
Surface Flux Orientation Optiond
{ West} { East} { South}
{ North} { Top} { Bottom}
I-Start Indexe, I-End Ikdexf,
J-Start Indexg,J-End Jndexh,
K-Start Indexi, K-End Indexj,
Formati Chara,Charb,Charc,Chard,Integere,Intege/, Intege#, Integerb,Intege~, Integerj
Endfor: Numberof SurfaceFlux Inputs
EndCard:

A.30 Surface Flux Card Example

-&u rface
F1 ux card
3,
Aqueous volumetric,
Aqueous volumetric,
AqUeOUS volumetric,

gal/rein,
gal ,EaSt,2,2,1,1,14,33,
East,2,
2,1,1,71,100,
gal/min;gal,
gal/rein
,gal, EaSt, 52,52,1,1,1,113,

A.31 Gas Relative Permeability, Card
Card Titlea { -Gas Rel [ ative Permeability Card ] }
Formati Chaf’
For: Numberof Rock/Soil Types
W Operational Mode: Solution Control Card={ Water-Air} { Water-Air-Energy }
Rock/Soil Namea,
Permeability Function Optionb
{ Constant} { Mualem } { Burdine } { Fatt and Klikoff } { Corey} { Tabular}
E Permeability Function Option={ Constant}
~ Rock/Soil Name={{ Fractured}}
Matrix Gas Relative Permeabilityc, Fracture Gas Relative Permeabilityd
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Format Chara,Charb,Realc,Reald,
Else:
Gas Relative Permeabilityc
Format Chara,Charb,Realc,
Enti
Elseti Permeability Function Option={ Mualem } or{ Burdine }
E Saturation Function Option= { van Genuchten }
van Genuchten “m” mmrneterc
Format Char’,Charb7—
RealC>
Elseti Saturation Function Option={ Brooks and Corey }
Brooks and Corey “k” mrarneterC
Format Char’,Charb 7—
RealC!
Elsefi Saturation Function Option= { van Genuchten } and
Rock/Soil Name ={{ Fractured }}
Matrix van Genuchten “m” mmrneterc
Fracture van Genuchten “m” mrameterc
Format Char’,Chmb >—
Realc?—
Reald>
Elseti Saturation Function Option= { Brooks and Corey } and
Rock/Soil Name ={{ Fractured }}
Matrix Brooks and Corev “L” mn-ameterc
Fracture Brooks and Corey “k” uarameterd
Format Char’,Charb$—
Realc7—
Reald>
Enti
Elseif Permeability Function Option={ Tabular }
Number of Table Entriesc
Format: Chara,Charb,Integerc,
For: Number of Table Entries
Gas Saturationa, Gas Relative Permeabilityb
Format Real’,Realb,
Endfor
En~
..
. . . -.
,”..hnaror: mm~er KOCWSOI1 1 ypes
Endcard: Aqueous Relative Permeability Card

A32

Gas Relative Permeability Card Examples
11

II

-Gas Relative
sand ,MUZileM,

Permeabi

1 i ty

card

,
IJ

II

-Gas Rel
20/30

Ottawa

sand,

MUZL1em,0.56,
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.
-GaS Relative
permeability
Sand,Fatt
And Klikoff,
-GaS Relative
permeability
SM-MLl,Burdine,,
SWl,Burdine,
,
# Tabular
InpUt
SP3,Tabular,6,
1.0,
1.0,
,
0.8,
0.64,
0.6,
0.36,
0.4,
0.16,
0.2,
0.04,
0.0,
0.0,
SM-!5Pl,MUaleM,0.
5,
SP2,Burdine,
,
SPl,Burdine,
,
US,Touma
and Vauclin,l.0,2.0,

card

A.33 Solute/.FluidInteractionsCard
CardTitlea{-Solute/F1uid
Format Chara

[InteractionsCard]

}

Number of Solutes
Format: Integer,
For: NumberofSolutes
II OperationalModeOption:
SolutionControlCard=
Solute Namea,
EffectiveDiffhsion ODtionb,
{ Constant}
‘
Dc
{ Conventional}

Note:

{Water}

=zlst~D:

~e

{Empirical} Note:. KemperandvanSchaik
EffectiveDiffusionOption={Empirical}
Solute Partition Optionc,

Dc .
‘e
.

D~~~b~s~)

c.

c1 =
{

Continuous [Concentration Dependent] } Note:

~sl+&q)ps

Kd

C[ =
Noncontinous [Concentration Dependent]}
IfDefi
Radioactive {

A.37

Note:

s, h + s, (1: P

)Ps

K’,

Half-Lifed, Unitse (s),
Format Chara, Charb, Charc, Reald, Chare,
ElseifDefi Reactive
Number of Reactionsd,
FOK Number of Reactions:
First-Order Decay Constante, Unitsf (s),
Endfor: Number of Reactions
Format: Chara, Charb, Charc, Integerd,<Reale, Cha< >
Endifllefi
Else:
Aqueous-Phase MolecularDiffusion Coefficient @ 20 Cc,Unitsd(mA2/s),
Solute PartitionOptio#,
c
Cl =
~st+(i-~)p~Kti

{ Continuous [ ConcentrationDependent] } Note:
c!
{ Noncontinuous[ Concentration Dependent] } Note:

c

=

Se~+Se~–~)psKst

Radioactive
Half-Lifef, Units~ (s),
Format Chara, Charb, Realc, Chard, Chare, Rea~ Cha#,
Elseifl)efl Reactive
Number of Reactionsf,
For: Numberof Reactions:
First-OrderDecay Constant~,Unitsh(s),
Endfor: Numberof Reactions
Format Chara, Charb,Realc, Chard, Cluzre,Intege< <Rea18,Charh,>
EndifDef
Enti
IfDefi

Elsefi OperationalMode Option: Solution ControlCard= { Water-Air }
{ Water-Air-Energy}
Solute Namea,
Aqueous-Phase MolecularDiffusion Coefficient @ 20 Cb,Unitsc(mA2/s),
Gas-Phase MolecularDiffusion Coefficient @20 Cd,Unitse (mA2/s),
Gas-Aqueous PartitionFunction Optionf
{ Constant}
ln(Kg~)

= a+T ~+cln(T)+d

T+e

T2

{ Temperature Dependent} Note:

K Gas-Aqueous Partition Function Option={ Constant }
Gas-Aqueous Partition Coefficient, Unitsh (mA3/mA3),
IfDefi Radioactive
Half-Llf~, Uni~ (s)
Format Chara, Realb, Charc, Reald, Chare, Chad Rea18, Charh, Reali, Cha~,
ElseifDefi Reactive
Number of Parent Reactionsi,

A.38

Fox Number of Reactions
First-Order Decay Constan@,Unitsk (s),
Endfor: Number of Reactions
Format: Chara, Realb, Charc, Reaf, Chare, C%c& Realg, Cha#,
Intege~,<Rea~, Cha@, >

Endifl)efi
Elsefi Gm.-AqueousPartitionFunction Option={ TemperatureDependent}
ag,bh,c’,d, ek,
IfDef Radioactive
Half-Life*,Unitsm(s)
Format Chara, Realb, Charc, Reald, Chare,
Chad Realg, Realh, Real: Reaj, Realk, Reall, Char’”,
ElseifDefi Reactive
Number of Parent Reactions],
For: Number of Reactions
First-Order Decay Constant~, Unitsn (s),
‘
Endfor: Number of Reactions
Format: Char:, Realb, Chare, Rea~, Chare, Cha< Realg, Realh,
Real! Reap, Realk, Intege~,<Realm, Charn, >

Endifi)efi
Enti
Endcard:

A.34 Solute/Fluid Interactions Card Examples
I
-Sol ute/Fl
ui d Interaction
1,
TCE, Conventi
onal ,9. 6283e-6,
o,

-S01

Ute/Fl

ui d Interaction

card
cmA2/s

,Continuous

,1000,

yr,

card

4,
Tc-99,
Empi ri Cal, Nonconti nuous, 1. e20, yr,
u-238, Empirical
,NOflCOntiflUOUS,
1. e20, yr,
NP-237,
Empi ri cal, NOflCOflti nUOUS,l. e20, yr,
PU-239, Empi ri cal ,Nonconti
nuous ,1. e20, yr,
o.

-solute/Fluid
7,

Interaction

card
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T-r-l
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Dithionite,conventional
,1.e-5,cmA2/s ,Continuous ,2,5,hr,18,
Sulfite,Conventi
onal,l.e-5,cmA2/s
,Continuous, O,
Bisulfite,Conventional
,1.e-5,cmA2/s ,Continuous,O,
Thiosulfate ,Conventional ,1.e-5,cmA2/s ,continuous ,0,
Fe(III),COnVenti
onal,l.e-5,cmA2/s
,Continuous, O,
Fe(II),Conventional
,1.e-5,cmA2/s ,Continuous ,0,
H+,conventional ,1.e-5,cmA2/s ,Continuous,O,
6,
Dithionite,Fe(III),l,-2.0,
Dithionite,Fe(II),l,2.0,
Dithionite,sulfite,l,2.0,
Dithionite,H+,l,4.0,
Dithionite,Bisulfite,2,1.0,
Dithionite,Thiosulfate,2,0.
5,

hr,

A.35 Solute/Porous Media Interactions Card
CardTitlea{-Solute/Porous
Format Chara

[MediaInteactions

Card]}

?or. NumberofRock/SoilTypes
Rock/SoilNamea,
LongitudmalD@ersivityb, Units’(m),
TransverseDispersivityd, Units’(m)
Format Char”,Realb, Charc,Reald, Chare,
For: NumberofSolutes
Solute Name=,
Solid-AqueousPartition Coefficientb,Unitsc (mA3/kg)
E. SolutePartitionOption: Solute/FluidInteractionsCard={Concentration Dependent}
Dependent Solute Named,
“a” Parametere,“b” Parameterf,
~ Effective Diffusion Option: Solute/Fluid InteractionsCard= {Empirical}
Aqueous Molecular Diffusion Coefficientd,Unitse(mA2/s), af,bg,
Format Cbra, Realb, Chrc, Chrd, Rea~, Reat Real~, Ch#, ReaS, Rea~,
Else:
Format Chara, Realb, Charc, Chard, Reale, Rea~
Enti.
Else:
W Effective Diffkion Option: Solute/Fluid Interactions Card={ Empirical }
Aqueous Molecular Diffusion Coefficientd, Unitse (mA2/s), af, bg,
Format: Chara, Realb, Charc, Reaf, Chare, Rest Rea18,
Else:
Format: Char’, Realb, Charc,

A.40

EndW
EndW
Endfor: Numberof Solutes
Endfor: Numberof Rock/Soil Types
Endcard:

&56

Solute/1’orous

-Sol ute/Porous
SP1 >9?9>
TCE, O.0 ,mA3/kg,
SP2 7?>1)
TCE, O.0 ,mA3/kg,
SM-ML1,

Media

131eaa

J.nteracnon

Interaction

Larct Mxamples

card

,,,,

TcE,O.0,mA3/kg,
SM-SP1., ,,,,
TCE,O.0,mA3/kg,
SP3, ,,,,
TCE,0.0,mA3/kg,
Swl 9s9:s
TCE,O.0,mA3/kg,
us 3J!J!
TcE,O.0,mA3/kg,

.

.

\
-solute/Porous
Media Interaction
card
Backfill
Soil,
,,,,
Tc-99,0.,cmA3/g
,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,
0.005,10.
,
u-238,0.67,cmA3/g,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,O.005,10.,
Np-237,3.0,cmA3/g,
7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,
0.005,10.
,
Pu-239,21.0,cmA3/g
,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr
,0.005,10.
,
Hanford
sand,, ,,,
Tc-99,0.,crnA3/g,
7.8894e-2?mA2/yr,O.
005,10.
,
u-238,0.67,cmA3/g
,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr
,0.005,10.
,
Np-237,3.0,cmA3/g,7.8894e-2
,mA2/yr,0.005,10.,
Pu-239,21.0,cmA3/g,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,O.005
,10.,
Hanford
Gravel,
,,,,
Tc-99,0.,cmA3/g,
7.8894e-2,mA2/yr
,0.005,10.
,
u-238,0.67,cmA3/g,
7.8894e-2,mA2/yr
,0.005,10.
,
Np-237,3.0,cmA3/g,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,O.005,10.,
Pu-239;21.0,cmA3/g
,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,0.
005,10.,
Ringold
Formation,
,,,,
“Tc-99,0.,cmA3/g
,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr
,0.005,10.
,
u-238,0.67,cmA3/g,7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,O.005
,10.,
Np-237,3.0,cmA3/g,
7.8894e-2,mA2/yr,O.005
;10.,
Pu-239,21.0,cmA3/g,7.8894e-2
,mA2/yr,0.005,10.,
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GliiSS
waste,
,,,,
Tc-99,0.,cmA3/g,3.1557e-7,mA2/yr,l.
U-238,0.,cmA3/g,3.1557e-7,mA2/yr,
Np-237,0.,cmA3/g,3.1557e-7,mA2/yr,l.
Pu-239,0.,cmA3/g,3.1557e-7,mA2/yr,l.

,0.,
1.,0.,
,0.,
,0.,

-.Solute/Porous
Media InteraCtiOn
Soil,
,,,,
Dithionite,0.0,mA3/kg,
Sulfite,0.0,mA3/kg,
BiSUlfite,O.O
,mA3/kg,
Thiosulfate,O
.0,mA3/kg,
Fe(III),O.0,mA3/kg,
Fe(II),O.0,mA3/kg,
H+,0.0,mA3/kg,

card

A.37 Reactive TransportControlCard
CardTitle’ {-Reactive [TransportControl
Format: Chara

Card]}

ReactiveTransport ExecutionMode Optiona
{ Normal}
Format Chara,
Reactive TransportSolutionMode
{ Fully coupled}
{ OperatorSplit}
Format: Chura,

Option’

.
Aitken extrapolation scheme switcha,Column scan switchb, Non-reacting solverswitchc, Effective
reaction areaswitchd, Texture solver /transport solver couplingswitche, Porosity update with
precipitation/dissolutionf, Lowerboundarycondition switch(ifO,dC/dz==, ifl,C=O)g,Water
consumptionin chemical reactions /waterflowcoupling switchh, Gas consumption inchernical reactions
/gasflowcoupling switchi
Format: Integer (Oor 1)’, Integer (Oor I)b, Integer (Oor 1)”, Integer (Oor I)d, Integer (Oor 1)’, Integer (O
or 1)f, Integer (Oor 1)~,Integer (Oor 1)h,Integer (Oor 1)i

Max. CFLa, Crank-Nicolson parameter, Error in non-reacting speciesc, Error in equation point solverd,
Error in transport point solver’, Error in texture solve+, Error in normal concentration solved
Format Reala,Realb,Realc,Reald,Reale,Realf,Real~

A.42

A.38 Reactive Transport Control Card Example

-Reactive
Transport
Normal,
Fully
coupled,
0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,
2.OE-06,
1.OE+OO,

control

card

1.OE-06,

1.OE-07,

1.OE-03,

5.OE-03,

2.OE-03,

A.39 Aqueous Species Card
CardTitlea { -Aqueous Species [ Card] }
Format: Chafl
NumberofAqueousSpeciesa
Format: Integera

“

For: NumberofAqueous Species
Name of Aqueous Speciesa, Chargeb, Hard Core Diarneterc, Number of Elementsd
Format: Chara,Realb,Realc, Integerd
For: Number of Elements in Aqueous Species
Stoichiometric Coefficient of Elementa,Element Nameb
Format Reala,Charb,
Endfor: Number of Elements in Aqueous Species
Endfo~ Number of Aqueous Species
Endcard:

A.40 Aqueous Species

=Aqueous

Species

6,
‘H+
1.0000,
‘ H20
2.0000,
1.0000,
‘OH1.0000,”
1.0000,’

Example

card

‘,

1.0000,

9.0000,

‘,

0.0000,-4.0000,

1,

H’ ,

2,

H’,
o’,
‘,-1.0000,

3.0000,

2,

H’,

o’,

A.43

‘C02(aq)
1.0000,’
c’,
2.0000,’
o’,
‘ HC031.0000,’”
H’,
1.0000,’
c’,
3.0000,’
o’,
‘Tc04(1-)
l.OOOO,’T C’,
4.0000,’
o’,

‘,

0.0000,

0.0000,

2,

‘,-1.0000,

4.0000,

3,

‘,-1.0000,

4.0000,

2,

A.41 GasSpeciesCard
CardTitle’ {-GasSpecies
Format Chara

[Card]}

NumberofGas Speciesa
Format Integer’
For NumberofGasSwies
Name ofGas Speciesa, NameofEquilibrium Aqueous Speciesb, Gas Species Concentration
Dependency(fixed ortransient)c,GasDiffusion Coefflcient(m2s_l)d,
NumberofElements in Gaseous Speciese
Format Chara, Charb, Charc, Reald, Integere
For Number of Elements in Gas Species
Stoichiometric Coefficient of Elementa, Element Nameb
Format: Reala, Charb,
Endfor: Number of Elements in Gas Species
Number of Terms in Henry’s Coefficient vs. TemperatureCurveFita
Format: Integera
For: Number of Terms in Henry’s Coefficient vs. TemperatureCurveFit
log Henry’s Law Equilibrium Coefficient Term (M./atm)a,
Format Reala
Endfor: Number of Terms in Henry’s Coefllcient vs. TemperatureCurve Fit
Endfor: Number of Gas Species
Endcard:

A.42 Gas Species Card Example
-GaS

Species

card

2,

A.44

I

‘C02(g!)

‘,

‘C02(aq)

1.0000,’ c’,
2.0000,’
o’,
4,
-1.O961OOE+OO,-1.796793E-O2,
‘02(g)
‘, ‘02(aq)
2.0000,’
o’,
1,
-2.656700E+O0,

‘,

‘transient’,

1.69443E-06,

1.321931E-04,-3.982381E-07,
2.40000E-06,
‘, ‘fixed:,

2,

1,

A.43 Components Card
CardTitlea {-Components [Card]]
Format Chara
NumberofComponentsa
Format: Integera
For: NumberofComDonents
NameofComponenta, Mole@arMass(kg kmol”l)b,Number ofAqueousSpeciesc,
Format: Chara,Realb,Integerc
For: NumberAqueous Species
StoichiometricCoefficient ofAqueous Speciesa,Aqueous Species Nameb
Format Real’,Charb,
Endfor: NumberofAqueous Species
I

Endfor: Number of Aqueous Species
Endcard:

A.45

A.44 Components Card Example

-Components
card
3,
‘ ,10.8110
‘ B(total
)
1.0000,
‘B021.0000,’
CaC03(aq)
‘TC(tOtal)
‘,98.0000
1.0000,
’Tc04(1-)

1

2,

‘
1,
‘

‘c02(total)
‘,44.O1OO,
1.0000, ’c02(aq)
‘,
1.0000, ’HC03‘,
1.0000, ’c03(2-)
‘,

3,

A.45 Solid Species Card
CardTitle’{-Solid
Format Chara

Species[Card]}

NumberofSolidSpeciesa
Format Integera
For NumberofSolidSpecies
Name ofSolidSpeciesa, MassDensity(Mg m-3),Numberof Elementsc
Format Chara, Realb, Realc,Integerd
For NumberofElementsin Solid Species
Stoichiometric Coefficient of Elementa, Element Nameb
Format Reala, Chmb,
Endfor: Numberof Elements in Solid Species
Endfor: Number of Solid Species
Endcard:

A.46 Solid Species Card Example
-sol

i d species
4,

card

A.46

I.000o,’si’,

2.0000,’
‘Albiteh
1.000(),
l.OOOO,’N
3.0000,
8.0000,’
‘K-feldspar
1.0000,’
1.()()00,’
3.0000,
8.0000,’
‘illite
0.6000,’
0.2500,’
2.3000,
3.5000,
L2.0000,’
2.0000.’

o’,
‘,

2.6100,

4,

‘,

2.5565,

4,

‘,

2.7631,

6,

’A1’,
a’,”
’Si’,
O’,
A1’,
K’,
’Si’,
O’,
K’,
Mg’,
’A1’,
’Si’,
O’,
H’.

A.47 FastReactions

Card

CardTitlea {-FastReactions
Format Char=
NumberofFastReactions
Format Integera

[Card]}

a

For: NumberofFastReactions
NumberofAqueous Speciesa
Format: Integera
For: NumberAqueous Species
StoichiometricCoefficient of Aqueous Speciesa, Aqueous Species Nameb
Format Reala,Charb,
Endfor: NumberofAqueousSpecies
‘Number of Coeftlcients in EquilibriumConstant vs. temperaturepolynomial fimctiona,
ExponentialFactor ofEquilibriumReactionb
Format: Integera,Realb
For: NumberofCoefflcientsinEquilibriumConstantvs. temperaturepolynomialfunction
Coefilcient in Equilibrium Constantvs. temperaturepolynomial fimctiona
Format: Reala,Reala,Reala,...
Endfor:

A.47

Endfor: Number of Fast Reactions
Endcard:

A.48 Fast Reactions Card Example
ReaCti
ons card
3,
3,
:
-1.0000,
‘H20
9
1
1.()()00,
‘H+
9
1
1.0000,
‘OH1
1.00000,
5,
-1.49400E+01,
4.171OOE-O2,-1.917OOE-O4,
4,
1
-1.0000,
’H20
-1.0000,
’co2(aq)
‘~
1
1.00()(),
’H+
“
1.0000,
’HC03‘;
5,
1.00000,
-6.57600E+O0,
1.19800E-02,-1.36200E-04,
3,
-1.0000,
’HC03‘,
s
1.0000,’H+
r
-FaSt

1.0000,
’c03(2-)
‘,
5,
1.00000,
-1.06200E+01.
1.39700E-02.-1.143OOE-O4.

4.95OOOE-O7,-6.159OOE-1O,

4.131OOE-O7,-5.483OOE-1O,

3.352OOE-O7.-4.687OOE-1O.

A.49 Kinetic Aqueous Reactions Card
CardTitle’ {-Kinetic AqueousReactions [Card]}
Format: Chara
NumberofKinetic AqueousReactions a
Format Integera
For NumberofKinetic
Endfor:

Aqueous Reactions

Endcard:

A.48

A.50 Kinetic Aqueous Reactions Card Example

.

,

-Kinetic
o,

Reactions

AqUeOUS

card

A.51 Slow Reactions Card
Card Titlea { -Slow Reactions [ Card ] -}
, Format; Chura
Number of Slow Reactions a
Format: Integera
,

For Number of Slow Reactions

Mass Action Law Typea {Full= 1} {Reduced= -1} {Glass= O},
Number of Solid Species in Slow Reactionb {1 or 2}
Format: Integera,Integerb
For: Number of Solid Species in Slow Reaction
Stoichiometric Coefficient of Solid Species in Slow Reactiona,Name of Solid.Speciesb
Format Reala,Characterb
EndFor: Number of Solid Species in Slow Reaction NumberAqueous Speciesa
Format: Integera
For Number Aqueous Species
Stoichiometric Coefficient of Aqueous Speciesa,Aqueous Species Nameb,
Species Participationin Reduced Mass Action Reaction Rate Calculationc,
{ -1= ForwardRate Only}, { O= Neither }, { 1 = Equilibrium Only}
Stoichiometric Coefilcient of Aqueous Species Used in E@libnum Calculationsd
Format: Reala,Charb,Realc, Reald,
Endfor: Number of Aqueous Species
Rate Constant of Solid Reactiona,Activation Energy of Solid Reactionb,ExponentialFactorof Solid
Reactionc,Exponential Factor of pH dependence of dissolution Reactiond,Numberof
Coefficients in EquilibriumConstant vs. temperaturepolynomial Functione,
Format Reala,Realb,Realc,Reald,Integere
For Number of Coefllcients in Equilibrium Constantvs. temperaturepolynomial function
Coefficient in EquilibriumConstant vs. temperaturepolynomial fimctiona
Format: Reala,Reala,Reala,...
Endfor:
~—-l?_-.
xT.

-—

L-—

-i?

nl

----

‘1--

-L?.

..–

Endcard:

A.49

A.52 S1OWReactions Card Example
.s1 ow ReaCti ons card
2,
0,1,
-1.0000,
’glass
‘,
8,
-4. 50000 E-01, ‘H+
2 .02000E-02
, ‘K+
4.20800E-01,’
Na+
4.60000E-02,’ca2+
1.540()()E-01,
’Al(OH)3(aq)
6.06000E-Ol,’Si
02(aq)
9.40000E-02,’B02-

1.61720E-06,
’Tc04(1-)
0.5594027,
74.8,
-3.7281OE+OO,
1,1,
-1.000(),
’Quartz
2,
-l.OOOOOE+OO,’OHl.OOOOOE+ot),’
HSi03(l-)
-17.0052,
0.,

‘,
‘,
‘,
‘,
‘,
‘,

0.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,
1.0000,

0.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,
0.0000,
1.0000,

‘,

0.0000,

0.0000,

‘, 0.0000,
0.0000,
1.00000,
-0.4,
1,

-

‘,
‘,
‘,
1.00000,

1.0000,-1.0000,
1.0000,
1.0000,
0.0,
1,

A.53 FluidDecayCard
CardTitlea{-Fluid
Format Chara

Decay[Card]}

NumberofFluid DecayReactions a
Format: Integera
FOE NumberofFluidDecay
Endfor

Reactions

Endcard:

A.50

A.54 Fluid Decay Card Example

-F1 ui d Decay

card

o,

A.55 So~d Decay Card
Card Titlea { -Solid Decay [ Card ] }
Formati Chara
Number of Solid Decay Reactionsa
Formati Integera
For: Number of Solid Decay Reactions
Endfor:
Endcard:

A.56 Solid Decay Card Example

-sol

id
o,

Decay

card

A.57 Lithology Card
Card Titlea { -Lithology [ Card ] }
Format Chara
For: Number of Rock/Soil

‘TWES

Rock/Soil Namea, Number of Solid Speciesb,
Forrnati Chara,Integerb,
For Number of Solid Species
Name of Solid Speciesa, Relative Solid Volumeb, Radiusc
Formati Chara, Realb, Realc
Endfor:

A.51

Endfor:
Endcard:

A.58 Lithology Card Example
-Lithology
card
‘Backfill
Soil’,
‘,
‘glass
‘,
‘Quartz
‘,
‘Albiteh
‘,
‘K-feldspar
‘,
‘illite
‘,
‘analcime
‘,
‘calcite
‘,
‘chalcedony
‘NaAlSi206.6H’,
‘Glass
Waste ‘,
‘glass
‘,
‘,
‘Quartz
‘,
‘Albiteh
‘,
‘K-feldspar
‘,
‘illite
‘,
‘analcime
‘calcite
‘,
‘,
‘chalcedony
‘NaAlSi206.6H’,

9,
0.0000OE+OO,
0.50000E-02,
0.39474E+00,
0.1000OE-03,
0.39474E+00,
0.1000OE-03,
0.98684E-01,
O.1OOOOE-O3,
0.98684E-01,
0.50000E-05,
0.32895E-02,-0.20000E-03,
0.32895E-02,-0.20000E-03,
0.32895E-02,-O.20000E-03,
0.32895E-02,-O.
20000E-03,
9,
0.98870E+O0,
0.50000E-02,
0.0000OE+OO,
0.1000OE-03,
0.0000OE+OO,
0.1000OE-03,
0.0000OE+OO,
0.1000OE-03,
0.0000OE+OO,
0.50000E-05,
0.28249E-02,-0.20000E-03,
0.28249E-02,-0.20000E-03,
0.28249E-02,-0.20000E-03,
0.28249E-02,-O
.20000E-03,

A.59 ReactionBCCard
CardTklea {-Reaction BC[Card]}
Format: Chara
NumberofBoundary
Format Integera

Segmentsa

FOK NumberofBoundary Seawents
Boundary SegmentNumbera,Boundary ConditionTypeb{ l=Diriclet}
Format: htegera, Integerb
NumberofSolids inl%pilibriumwith Solutiona,
Format Integera,
For Number of Solids in Equilibrium with Solution,

A.52

Reaction Number of Solid Reactiona
Format: Integera,
Endfor:
Numberof Kinetic Reactions in Equilibriumwith Solutiona,
Format Integera,
Foc Number of Kinetic Reactions in Equilibriumwith Solution,
Reaction Number of Kinetic Reactiona
Format: Integera,
Endfor:
Number of Specified Aqueous Species Concentrationsa
Formati Integera,
For: Number of Specified Aqueous Species Concentrations,
Specifkc Total Concentrationa,Numberof Aqueous Speciesb
Format: Reala,Integerb ,
Stoichiometric Coefl-lcientof Aquous Speciesa, Name of Aqueous Speciesb
Format: Reala,Chara,
Endfor:
Endfor:
EndCard:

A.60 Reaction BC Card Example

Reaction
BC card
1,
,1,
0,
0,
12,
0. 1O()()OE+O1,
1,
1.0000,
‘ H20
O. 1OOOOE-O6,
1,
1.0000,
‘H+
0. 15900E-03
,
1,
1.0000,’
co2(aq)
O. 1000 OE-05 ,
2,
1.0000,
‘Al (OH)3(aq)
1.0000,
‘A1(OH)40. 1000OE-04
, 1,
1.0000,
‘5i02(aq)
0.1000OE-05,
1,

.

t
1

‘
‘

‘,
‘ ,
‘ ,
‘,

A.53

,.

1

1.000o,’K+

>

0.1000OE-04,
l.0000,’Na+
O.1OOOOE-O6,
1.0000,
’ca2+
O.1OOOOE-O8,
1.0000,’B020.32000E-03,
1.0000,
’02(aq)
O.1OOOOE-O8,
1.0000,
’Mg(2+)
O.loOOoE-11,
1.0000,
’Tc04(1-)

1,
1,
1,

1
s
1

Y
5
9

1,
‘,
1,
‘,
1,
‘,

A.61 ReactionICcard
CardTitle= {-Reaction ICICard]}
Format Char”
NumberofReaction
Format: Integer’

Initial Conditions a

For: NumberofReactionInitialConditions
Endfor:
Endcard:

A.62 Reaction IC Card Example

-ReaCtiOn

IC

CaH!

o,

Note: thedefaultisfortheinitialconditions

to beequal totheinletboundaryconditions.
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